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ABSTRACT

Time-Constrained Communication in Multiple Access Networks
James F. Kurose

The

characteristics

of

time-constrained

communication

applications,' such

as

packetized voice, differ significantly from those of standard data communication
applications.

First, messages not received within a fixed amount of time after their

generation at a sending station are considered lost.
message loss is tolerable.

Secondly, a certain amount of

In this thesis we address the problem of supporting time-

constrained communication applications in a multiple access network. The principal
contributions of this thesis fall into two categories.
The first contribution is the development and analysis of a new class of protocols
for supporting multiaccess time-constrained communication.

These protocols are

based on a generalization of the time window mechanism and provide a family of
network-wide

message

generation times.

The

transmission

scheduling

disciplines

based

on

message

problem of determining the optimal elements of the

protocol's window selection policy is addressed.

A semi-markov decision model is

formulated for protocol operation and the optimal elements of the windowing policy
are found to be both simple and intuitive.

The extension of the protocol for

transmitting both time-constrained and non-time-constrained messages is considered.
In our scheme,

time-constrained tnffic,

when

transmitted,

receives preemptive

priority over other classes of traffic.
Several novel analytic performance models are developed and validated through
simulation.

The protocol's time-constrained performance is found to critically

depend on its imposed scheduling function and is significantly better under the
optimal windowing policy elements than under other policy elements.

For multiple

classes of traffic, our results indicate that trading time-constrained message loss
against the average delay of non-time-constrained traffic is not usually a viable
option.

The second major contribution of this thesis is the development of a systematic,
formal approach towards distributed optimization via a fictitious resource sharing
paradigm and a decentralized "microeconomic" solution to the resource sharing
problem.

This

approach,

which

draws

on

previous

work

In

mathematical

economiCS, is successfully used to compute the optimum transmission probabilities
for both the time window and Slotted Aloha protocols.

Interestingly, several

network mechanisms, such as flow control and priorities, are found to emerge
naturally from this approach.
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with love
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A little over a decade ago, the first distributed algorithms which allowed a
number of geographically separated stations to communicate over a single, shared
"broadcast" channel were implemented in the ALOHA network [Abramson 701.
These

algorithms,

or

multiple

acceS8

protocols,

permitted

remote

terminal

stations on the Hawaiian islands to communicate with each other and with a
single centralized computer system.

Since then, the use of these and similar

protocols has spread into hundreds of today's communication networks.
we

have

relatively

witnessed
simply

the

beginning of the

communication

tools

Recently,

evolution of these networks from

into

distributed

intelligent' systems

providing sophisticated high-level network services and integrated voice, data and
image transmission capabilities [Pokress 841.

In order for this evolution to

continue, however, numerous theoretical and practical technical challenges must
be addressed.
This dissertation is primarily concerned with the development, analysis and
optimization

of

protocols

for

providing

"time-constrained"

communication

capabilities (for applications such as voice transmission) in distributed. packetswitched, multiple access networks.

As we will see, however, many of the ideas

developed in this thesis also transcend this particular problem domain and have
important applications not only for time-constrained problems in other network
environments
computation

but
and

for

problems

communication,

occurring
such

as

In

other

distributed

areas
resource

of

distributed
sharing

and

decentralized optimization techniques, as well.
In order to make this dissertation as self-contained as possible, this chapter and
chapter 2 together provide the background material requisite for reading the
remainder of this thesis.

In this chapter, we first examine the important

2

characteristics of time-constrained communication applications.

We then define

the multiple access problem and consider the problem of communicating in such
a network environment.

We next discuss the motivation for this work and

summarize the major contributions of this dissertation.
remaining chapters is then presented.
literature

and

provides

a

closer

The organization of the

Chapter 2 reviews the relevant past
examination

communication and the multiple access problem.

of

both

time-constrained

The details of our research are

then presented in the subsequent chapters.

1.1. Time-Constrained Communication with Message Loss
The problem setting for our research is the network environment shown
figure 1-1.

In

In this environment, numerous time-constrained network application

programs, running at geographically distributed stations, communicate with each
other by sending messages (or packets) through a communication network.

All

stations are typically capable of both sending and receiving such messages,
although only one such capability is shown for each of the stations in figure 1-1.
The most important aspect of these time-constrained applications is that a

message generated at the source station by an application program must be
received at the destination station within a given amount of time after its
generation at the sending station.

If a message's delay (defined as the time

between its generation at the sending station and its reception at the destination
station) exceeds this time constraint, the message

IS

considered lost, regardless of

whether or not it is ever received at the destination station.
The message flow for time-constrained communication applications is shown in
figure 1-1.

The messages generated by a time-constrained applica.tion (A) at a

sending station are first buffered or stored (8) within the sending station.

Once

a message ha:5 been buffered, the network access mechanism (C) eventually
decides whether the message should be transmitted into the communication
subsystem (E) or should be explicitly discarded at the sending station (0).

If a

message is eventually successfully received at the destination station but its delay
exceeds its time constraint, the message is lost (G); otherwise, it is passed on to
the time-constrained application (H) at the destination station.

3

C9

IE}

(A)

SUBSYSTDO

(B)

8

(O)

Figure 1-1:

Time-constrained communication

There are several

digitized,

voice [Coviello
packetized

(HI

C

a network environment

important communication applications having such time-

constrained characteristics.
packetized

In

1

at

Perhaps the most important of these applications
79, Bially
the

source

et

al.

station,

8030]'

In

which

transmitted

human

over

the

vOice

IS
IS

network

subsystem, and reconstructed and played out synchronously at the destination
station.

Since excessive delays can have seriously disruptive effects on human

conversation, voice packets are usually constrained to arrive at the destination
station within a given amount of time after their generation at the sending
station.

Those

packets which

do

not

arrive

within

the

time

bound

are

considered lost; a small number of lost packets has been shown to have little, if
any, effect on human speech intelligibility.
A second application requiring time-constrained communication

IS

distributed

sensor networks (DSN) [DSN 82], in which distributed stations attempt to track

4

a moving object usmg their local observations and the communicated observations
of the other stations.

Since the position of the object is continually changing,

only a small amount of time is available to fix its current location or trajectory.
The distributed observations necessary to determine the current location must
thus be communicated within this small amount of time.

A small amount of

message loss due to excessive delays may be tolerable,

but may result m

uncertainty in the object's calculated position.

A third class of time-constrained

applications is real-time control applications in which stations must initiate some
action at remote devices within a specified amount of time.
Let us now examine some of the performance considerations for such timeconstrained communication applications.
applications

to

be

discussed

Unlike the standard data communication

chapter

In

2,

the

principal

per formance

con"ideration for time-con3trained traffic i" the percentage of me""age" which
are received at destination station8 with a message delay below a given time
constraint.

We

will

characterize

the percentage

exceeding this constraint as the message 1033.

of messages

with

delays

Obviously, message loss is closely

related to the imp03ed time constraint, and thus this constraint will be an
important performance parameter.

Finally, we will see that message loss is also

dependent on the offered load, or the rate at which time-constrained messages
are generated at the sending stations.
The

three

primary

performance

considerations

for

time-constrained

communication are thus loss, the imposed time constraint, and the offered load.
As might be expected, tradeoffs exist among these three values.

For example, if

anyone value is fixed, a tradeoff exists among the other two values:
for a fixed offered load, the larger the imposed time constraint, the smaller
the message loss.
- for a fixed message loss, the larger the offered traffic load, the larger the
time constraint needed to realize this fixed loss.
- for a fixed time constraint, the larger the offered traffic load, the larger the
message loss.

5

1.2. The Multiple Access Problem
Note

that

we

have

not yet specified

communication subsystem in

figure

1-1.

any of

the

ARP Anet [Mcquillan

and

Wa.lden

the

Communication networks [Schwartz

77, Tanenbaum 81J divide broadly into two categories:
as

characteristics of

77J,

long-haul networks, such

consisting

of

a.

multitude

of

communication links typically spread over a large geographic area and networks
consisting of a single shared communication channel, such as bus and ring local
area networks [Clark et 301. 78J.

In this thesis we will be concerned primarily

with networks in this latter category.
Thus, let us consider a situation

10

which geographically distributed stations

wish to communicate over a single shared communication channel.

This channel

provides the only means of communication among the stations and its properties
are such that only a single message can be successfully transmitted over it at
anyone time.

If two or more messages are simultaneously transmitted on the

channel, then these messages interfere with each other and none of them will be
correctly received by the station(s) for which they were destined.
environment is known as a multiple access environment.

Such an

Since all stations can

monitor the single communication channel, a message sent by one station can be
detected or "heard" by all the other stations; for this reason the multiple access
environment is also known as one type of broadcast environment.
There are numerous examples of multiple access environments.
example

IS

a group of conversants and the air between them.

An everyday

The air provides

the single physical medium through which the people must communicate.

As

everyone knows, if two or more people talk at once, the usual result is that no
one understands what anyone has said.

(Actually, the human hearing system can

often filter out all but one of the simultaneous conversations, so the analogy here
is not exact.)
(e.g.,

the

ALOHA

environment.
a satellite
stations.

A satellite channel a.nd geographically distributed earth stations
system [Abramson

73])

also

constitute

a

multiple

access

In a satellite network. the earth stations transmit messages up to
transponder

which

then

relays the

Simultaneous transmissions by the

messages down to the earth
earth stations or the satellite

6

transponder result in message interference and the reception of unintelligible
messages at. the earth stations.
ground

packet

radio

Another type of multiple access environment is a

network [Kahn

et

al.

781

in

which

(possibly mobile)
Radio waves

distributed stations communicate over a single radio channel.

propagate through the media between the stations and interfering radio waves
(i.e.,

simultaneous

transmissions

by

two or

more

stations)

unintelligible message reception at the destination st.ations.

again

result

in

Perhaps the most

frequently cited example of multiple access environments are local area networks
[Clark et al. 78] such as Ethernet [Metcalfe and Boggs 761, in which distributed
stations share a single coaxial cable or optical fiber as the sole communicat.ion
medium.
Since only a single station can successfully transmit a message at any gIven
time, the distributed stations must somehow coordinate their access to the
channel

in

order

to

share

the

channel

among

themselves.

A

distributed

algorithm by which the stations share the channel is known as a multiple ace!!,,",

protocol.

In the network in figure 1-1, the multiple access protocol is the

network access mechanism (C) and the network subsystem itself consists of a
single broadcast communication channel.
Several Issues complicate the problem of distributed channel sharing.
since the stations are distributed, they have only local information.

First,

That is, a

station knows whether or not it has a message to send and whether or not it
will attempt to do so, but has no such information about the other stations in
the network.

Thus, stations must either explicitly or implicitly communicate

information to each other if they wish to coordinate channel sharing.

However,

since there is only a single communication channel, coordination among the users
about sharing the channel necessarily requires use of the channel itself!
there is a circular or recursive aspect to the problem.

Thus,

Secondly, since the

stations are distributed, t.hey can never inst.antaneously know the present. st.atus
of other stations in the environment; information about other stations is always
at least as old as the message propagation delay between stations.
When the performance of a multiple access protocol IS considered, the metric of

7

primary concern has traditionally been average time delay, i.e., the average
amount of time between the generation of a message at a sending station and its
successful reception at a destination station.

This delay is typically characterized

in terms of the average delay/throughput tradeoff which reflects the effect of
increasing message generation rates on the average message delay.
performance

metric

applications; this

IS

quite

different

from

that

used

for

Note that this
time-constrained

only one of the many ways in which time-constrained

IS

applications differ from the more traditional data communication applications.

1.3. Problem Statement and Motivation for This Dissertation
As we will see in chapter 2, a significant amount of research effort has already
been devoted to

the

design

and analysis of multiple

protocols [Tobagi 80, Kurose et 301. 85].
protocols

which

applications.

support

These

However, these efforts have focused on

traditional,

applications

access communication

differ

non-time-constrained
significantly

communication

from

time-constrained

applications in several respects; these differences are summarized in figure 1-2.
As previously discussed, the primary performance metric for time-constrained
applications is the percentage of messages received at destination stations within
a specified amount of time after their generation at a sending station; for nontime-constrained applications, the primary performance metric is average delay.
In time-constrained applications, a certain amount of message loss

IS

tolerable;

traditional communication applications, 100% reliability is required.

III

Finally, as

previously discussed, these two types of applications also differ in terms of their
performance tradeoffs.

Time-constrained applications have a three-way tradeoff

among the imposed time-constraint, the message loss and the offered load.
non-time-constrained applications, however, there

IS

For

simply a two-way tradeoff

between the average delay and the offered load.
The different performance metrics, reliability requirements and performance
tradeoffs

summarized

III

figure

1-2

suggest

that

multiple

access

protocols

previously developed for traditional data communication applications may not

be well-suited for time-constrained applications.

This observation, together

8

non-timeconstrained
applications
Primary
Performance
Metric

Reliability

Performance
Tradeoffs

Figure 1-2:

Average
Delay

100\

offered load
versus
Average delay

timeconstrained
applications
' messages
with delays less
than specified
time constraint
some loss
tolerable
offered load
versus
message loss
versus
time constraint

Time-constrained communication versus
non-time-constrained communication

with the growing interest [Nutt and Bayer 82, Maxemchuk 82, Pokress 841 in
supporting time-constrained applications in a multiple access environment provide
the primary motivation for the research presented in this dissertation.
Thus, this thesis focuses on the design, analysis and optimization methods of
access protocols for supporting time-constrained communication applications
multiple access networks.

In

In addition, however, this specific problem area also

serves as a vehicle for developing ideas and techniques which extend beyond this
particular problem domain.

For example, ma.ny of the analytic models developed

and validated in the course of this research are also relevant to real-time
problems occurring in quite different contexts.

Also, the work presented in

chapter 6 on the distributed optimization of time-constrained protocols (which
itself draws inspiration from the distant field of mathematical economics) has
important implications in many other problem areas, such as distributed resource
sharing and coordination, in computer communication networks.

9

1.4. Contributions of this Research and Organization of
Subsequent Chapters
In this section we summarize the malO results of this dissertation and present
an outline of the remaining chapters.
The principal contributions of this thesis fall into two categories:
1. the development and analysis of a novel class of protocols for supporting

time-constrained communication applications in a multiple access
environment. There are several contributions falling under this category:
a.

identification of the critical role of an access protocol as a distributed
message transmission scheduling mechanism and the importance of this
role in determining the time-constrained performance of a protocol.
This scheduling role has been almost completely overlooked in past
work on multiaccess protocols. Given the importance of this role in
supporting time-constrained communication applications, we have
developed a class of multiple access protocols, based on the use of
time windows, which ca.n provide any of a family of message
transmission scheduling disciplines based on message generation times.
Novel exact and approximate performance models are developed (or
the cases in which the protocol provides FCFS, LCFS and Random
scheduling.

b.

derivation of the the optimal elements of the windowing policy of the
time window protocol using a semi-Markov decision model.
The
performance model we develop to examine the time-constrained
behavior of the optimal windowing policy is based on a queueing
system with impatient customers.
This work augments existing
analytic modeling techniques by providing a simple, analytically
tractable model for determining customer loss in M/G/! queues in
which customers are denied service when their waiting time exceeds a
given time bound.

c.

extension of the time window protocol to the multi-class case in which
network stations support the transmission of both time-constrained and
non-time-constrained classes of traffic.

2. development of a systematic and formal approach towards distributed
optimization via a fictitious resource sharing paradigm and a
decentralized microeconomic solution of resource sharing problems. Much
of the past work in the design and optimization of distributed systems has
been ad hoc in the sense that individual solutions a.re provided for
individual problems without the benefit of a formal or systematic design
methodology. This work represents an initial attempt towards developing

10

such a methodology.
Our work draws on models and methods from
microeconomic theory to provide blueprints for a systematic approach
towards engineering decentralized optimization algorithms and resource
sharing mechanisms in distributed systems. Our "microeconomic" approach
has been successfully applied to the problem of computing the optimum
transmission probabilities for both the time window protocol and the Slotted
Aloha protocol.
Interestingly, several network mechanisms, such ~ flow
control and priorities have been found to emerge naturally from this
approach.

In the following chapter we survey much of the past work on both timeconstrained communication and

multiple access protocols.

A taxonomy for

multiple access protocols is first developed in order to characterize common
approaches towards resolving the multiple access problem and to provide a
framework in which these protocols can be compared and contrasted.

Different

proposed

of their

protocols

are

then

performance are examined.

described

and

discussed

and

aspects

The notion of time-constrained communication is

then examined in more detail and general approaches towards achieving timeconstrained communication in a multiple access environment are then considered.
Since message loss results from message delays exceeding a given bound, the

distribution of message delay (as opposed to the average message delay, as

In

standard communication) critical1y determines the time-constrained performance of
a protocol.

In chapter 3, the importance of the network-wide ordering imposed

on message transmissions by the sending stations' access protocol (i.e.,

the

network-wide scheduling function performed by the stations) is investigated.

It

is shown that in addition to the protocol's traditional role as an arbiter of
channel sharing,

it also serves as a distributed

scheduling mechanism by

imposing an implicit or explicit network-wide transmission order on the messages
distributed among the stations in the network.
on

a

generalization

of

time

window

A random access protocol, based

protocols [Gallager

78, Towsley

and

Venkatesh 82] is proposed which provides a family of distributed scheduling
disciplines for message transmission based on their generation times.
simulation and novel analytic models are

~hen

Both

developed to study the effect of

the imposed scheduling discipline on the message waiting time

distribution.
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Protocol performance is examined for the cases in which the protocol transmits
all the messages throughout the network on a FCFS, LCFS and Random basis.
None of the examined protocols were found to be uniformly optimal for all
values of the network operating parameters.

However, the performance results

do forcefully demonstrate that a protocol's scheduling function does critically
determine its time-constrained performance.
the analytic and simulation

results,

A close agreement is found between

thus validating the use of several key

independence assumptions introduced in the analytic models.
Significant performance improvements can be realized when sending stations
assume a more active role in message transmission.

Specitically, since some

message loss is tolerable, a sending station can itself decide to explicitly discard a
given message (i.e., to not transmit the message).

The advantages of losing

messages at the sending stations (as opposed to the receiving stations) are
twofold.

First, resources need never be wasted on transmitting messages which

would be lost with certainty at the receiving station.

Secondly, in heavy traftic

situations, large message delays (and correspondingly large loss) resulting from a
temporary overload need not be propagated into the future.

In chapter 4, a

policy is formulated for the windowing process of the time window protocol when
the additional capability of explicitly discarding messages is introduced.

The goal

of this policy is to maximize the percentage of messages received at destination
stations with waiting times less tha.n a given bound.

A semi-Markov decision

model [Howard 71] is developed for the operation of the sending stations and it
is proven that certain temporally local optimal decisions (with respect to message
loss) also characterize optimal long term (infinite horizon) behavior.

Three of the

four optimal elements of the windowing policy are determined within this decision
model and are shown to be both intuitive and simple.

A heuristic is presented

for the final policy element.
Although the semi-Markov decision model can also be used to obtain analytic
performance results, the procedure is too computationally expensive
practical use.

to

be of

Thus, an alternate performance model based on a general queueing

system with impatient customers is developed.

For cases in which customer loss

is the important performance metric, our model is considerably simpler than
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previously developed related queueing models.

This model is then used to

examine the time-constrained performance of the protocol under the optimal
elements of the windowing policy; simulation results are also presented to
corroborate the analytic results.

As expected, the results demonstrate that

significant performance improvements can be realized over the cases in which the
sending stations do not use the optimal elements of the windowing policy.
Finally, we consider the extension of the ideas developed in this chapter to the
case of a non-homogeneous network environment in which the time constraints
and relative priorities of each of the stations may be different.
Due to recent interest
(ISDN's) [Pokress

84J,

In

the development of integrated services digital networks

the

development

of

protocols

for

the

integrated

transmission of both time-constrained and non-time-constrained classes of traffic is
of considerable interest.

In chapter 5, we present the extension of the time

window protocol to support both these classes of traffic in a multiple access
network.

The performance goal of the time-constrained traffic is once again the

minimization of message loss; the performance goal of the non-time-constrained
traffic is the minimization of average message delay.

A windowing policy

implementing preemptive-resume priority is presented and the tradeoff between
time-constrained message loss and non-time-constrained average message delay is
then examined.

The mechanism

In

the multi-class time window protocol for

selecting an operating point along this tradeoff curve is identified and an analytic
model is then developed to quantitatively study this tradeoff.

The performance

results indicate that in all but the high traffic cases, a small increase/decrease in
the average delay of the non-time-constrained traffic is accompanied by a large
decrease/increase in the time-constrained message loss.
In chapter 6, we consider the problem of computing the optimal window sizes
(or the time-window protocol in a heterogeneous network environment.

The

relative merits of centralized versus decentralized optimization are first examined.
We then demonstrate that the problem of determining the optimal window sizes
can be transformed into a fictitious resource allocation problem, and tha.t the
optimal solution of this fictitious resource allocation problem immediately yields
an optimal solution to the window sizing problem.

We then examine how
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model8 and method8 developed by mathematical economists for decentralized
resource allocation problems

10

perfectly competitive exchange economies [Arrow

and Hahn 7lJ can be used as blueprint8 for engineering decentralized resource
allocation algorithms in computer networks; these algorithms, in turn ca.n be used
to solve not only the fictitious resource allocation problem posed in this chapter,
but real resource allocation problems occurrmg in networks, as well.
important concepts (including

utility,

demand,

prices,

The

Pareto optimality and

optimality results) from the microeconomic model of perfect competition are first
presented;

earlier

work [Yemini

and

Kleinrock

79, Yemini

81]

suggesting

connection between the resource allocation problems in economies and networks

a
IS

then examined.
We then show that when stations act as "selfish", utility maxlmlzmg entities, a
simple iterative resource pricing mechanism can often be introduced to permit a
decentralized computation of the optimal distribution of the fictitious resources
and hence be used to determine the optimal window sizes in a heterogeneous
network

environment.

We

then

experimentally study the

behavior of this

decentralized optimization algorithm in a small (4 station) simulated multiple
access network using the time window protocol.

In the perfectly homogeneous

case, the optimization results are found to match the centralized optimization
results.

For the case of heterogeneous stations with differing message generation

rates and relative priorities, the results demonstrate how this approach can be
used to impose any of a continuum of priority levels on the stations in the
network.

Another important network mechanism, flow control, is also found to

emerge naturally from such an approach.
The application of this decentralized approach towards the optimization of
other multiple access protocols is also examined. In the case of Slotted Aloha, the
optimality results obtained via the fictitious resource allocation model are found
to exactly coincide with those reported in [Abramson 73J.

Finally, the feasibility

of applying this decentralized "microeconomic" approach to other problems in
distributed computation and communication is then considered.
Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes this thesis and discusses topics for related
future research.
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Chapter 2
i\ Survey of Related Work
In this chapter, we survey relevant past work
protocols and

time-constrained

communication.

In

the areas of multiple access
We

begin

by developing

a

taxonomy for multiple access protocols in order to provide a framework in which
the various different approaches can be compared and contrasted.

Using this

taxonomy as an outline, we then briefly describe and discuss numerous proposed
multiple access protocols; due to space limitations, the descriptions are necessarily
brief

and

some

refinements

to

the

basic

mechanisms

have

been

omitted.

Performance-related issues for non-time-constrained applications are then examined
and discussed.

Finally, we survey recent work on supporting time-constrained

communication in a multiple access environment.

2.1. A Taxonomy For Multiple Access Protocols
In the past decade, numerous protocols have been proposed for resolving the
multiple access problem [Tobagi 80, Kurose et 301. 85J.
divided
protocols.

broadly

into

two

classes:

These protocols may be

control/ed-acce""

and

contention-ba"ed

These two classes and their further subdivisions are indicated

In

the

multiple access protocol taxonomy shown in figure 2-1.
Controlled-access
channel.

protocols are

characterized

by collision-free access to the

That is, the transmissions of the distributed stations are coordinated in

such a way that two or more stations never attempt to transmit messages
simultaneously.
on

the

This coordination is typically achieved by imposing an ordering

allocation

of

channel

access

(transmission)

rights

to

the

stations.

Controlled-access protocols can be further characterized by whether the allocation
of channel transmission rights varies in response to the changing transmission
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Access Protocols
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Contention-based

/

Probabilistic

Time

\

\

/

Demand
Adaptive

Address

Predetermined
Channel Allocation

I

/ \

Reservation

Figure 2-1:

Pure TDMA

Token

A taxonomy of multiple access protocols

requirements of the stations.

Predetermined channel allocation (PCA) protocols

allocate the channel to the stations in a static manner and
responsive to changing transmission requirements of stations.

thus are not

Demand-adaptive

protocols attempt to allocate the channel in a manner more consistent with the
immediate requirements or demands of the stations.

In subsequent sections, it

will be shown that both PCA protocols and demand-adaptive protocols are
inefficient

if

transmissions.

there

are

a

large

number

of

stations

with

bursty

'Nhen message transmissions are bursty, each station

message
IS

usually

idle (i.e., has nothing to transmit) but occasionally does have a large amount of
data to send.

The inefficiency in controlled-access protocols results from granting

transmission rights (in PCA protocols) or the opportunity to claim transmission
rights (in demand-adaptive protocols),

In

order, to all stations, regardless of

whether or not they have messages to transmit.

Thus, idle stations are offered

(unneeded) transmission rights while stations with messages must wait their turn
before transmitting.

Note that in demand-a.daptive protocols, even if a station

IS

offered, but immediately refuses, transmission rights (e.g., if it does not have a
message to send), a certain amount time will be required to pass transmission
rights to another station.
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The second broad class of multiple access protocols, known as contention-based
protocols, attempts to overcome these inefficiencies by simultaneously offering
transmission rights to a group of stations in the hope that exactly one of these
stations has a message to send.

Contention-based protocols thus operate by

partitioning the stations in the network into a set of enabled stations (those with
transmission rights) and a set of disabled stations (those without transmission
rights); station addresses, the time at which messages are generated at sending
stations, and explicit probabilistic mechanisms have been proposed as criteria. for
determining whether a station is enabled or disabled.

If none of the enabled

stations are ready (i.e., have a message to send), the channel remains unused and

If exactly one

a new partitioning of the stations is eventually determined.
enabled station is ready, that station transmits its message.

Typically, at the

end of this transmission, a new partitioning is determined.

Finally, if two or

more ready stations are in the enabled set, they transmit colliding messages.

If

stations can detect and abort collided transmissions, the enabled set is often
further divided in an attempt to isolate a single ready station in the enabled set.

If collided transmissions cannot be detected and aborted, a new enabled set is
typically determined at the end of the colliding transmissions.
Before beginning a discussion of the varIOus multiple access protocols, let us
conclude

this

section

by suggesting

classification of these protocols.

an

alternate

(and

potentially valuable)

There is a spectrum of information ranging from

no information to perfect information about the state of all stations in the
network.
operates

All protocols operate somewhere along this spectrum and each protocol
using

different

information.

Thus,

multiple

access

potentially be characterized in terms of the information they use.
what information is used?

Three types can be readily identified.

protocols

can

But exactly
First, there is

"hard-wired" information (e.g., a predetermined polling order) known to each
station when it begins operation.
obtained from the channel.

There is also global information that

IS

Finally, there is local information known only to a

single station (e.g., the generation time of a message at a particular sending
station).

Local information can be transformed into global information when it is

transmitted over the channel.

Note that the use of local information may result

in imperfect coordinatiqn among the stations.

For example, in contention-based
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protocols, if two stations use local information (e.g., a message generation time or
the value of a local random number) to determine whether or not to access the
channel, they may transmit colliding messages.

The perfect coordination (i.e.,

absence of collisions) in controlled-access protocols results from the use of hardwired

information

(e.g.,

a

predetermined transmission

stations, as well as global information.

order)

known

to

all

Note, however, that there is a price paid

for this global information since idle channel time is used to indicate that a
station has no message to send.
Determining the nature and the extent of information used by a protocol IS
surely a difficult task, but potentially a valuable one.

An understanding of

exactly what information is used could potentially lead to an understanding of its

value.

Ideally, it would then be possible to determine what information is

important in determining protocol performance for a gIven application and what
additional information, if any, would be useful.

Such an understanding could

provide for a qualitative evaluation of the performance of protocols (e.g., ordering
their performance for a given application) based on the information they possess
without

resorting

to

a

quantitative

(and

potentially

difficult)

performance

analysis.
The first theoretical treatment of the role of information

In

protocols and the

fundamental limits imposed on protocols by the necessity of overhead information
was reported in [Gallager 76].
amount of

information

(in

In this work, lower bounds were derived on the
the

information-theoretic sense)

which

must

he

transmitted In a network to indicate the beginning. the end. and the destination
of messages.

Several

researchers

have recently developed

theoretical

upper

bounds on the capacity (maximum number of messages successfully transmitted
per message transmission time) of various classes of contention-based multiple
access

protocols.

Pippenger [Pippenger

811

used

an

information

theoretic

approach to derive an upper bound of .774 for the capacity of synchronous
contention-based protocols with a large number of stations and in the case that
the time between message generations (network-wide) is exponentially distributed.
Molle [Molle 82] and Cruz [Cruz and Hajek 821 later tightened this upper bound
to .6731 and .6126, respectively using a "helpful genie" to provide additional
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information to the stations at no additional cost.

Since these capacity results are

realizable only with the aid of a genie, they thus represent an upper bound on
the capacity for real, non-genie-aided protocols.

2.2. Controlled Predetermined Channel Allocation Protocols
Predetermined channel allocation (PCA) protocols provide collision-free access to
the communication channel and determine the channel transmission rights of
stations in a static, predetermined manner.

The most prevalent PCA protocols

are pure time division multiple access (TDMA) protocols.
Pure

TDMA

communication

protocols
by

provide

permitting

each

collision-free
station

to

multiple

access

periodically

utilize

broadcast
the

full

transmission capacity (or bandwidth) of the single communication channel for
some fixed amount of time.
the stations.

In this fashion, the channel is shared in time among

Time is divided into fixed length intervals or frames; each frame is

further subdivided into slots as shown in figure 2-2.

In the simplest version of

TDMA, which we refer to as pure TDMA, the number of slots per frame is the
same as the number of stations in the network and each station is granted use
of the channel for the duration of one time slot per frame.
It

IS

important

inefficient.

to

note

that

pure TDMA

protocols

are

potentially very

One inefficiency arises when the number of stations in the network

changes in time, as in ground radio environments with mobile stations.

Since

pure TDMA performs a priori slot assignment, slots are assigned to stations
independent of whether or not they are currently

III

the network.

\\'hen a

station is not in the network, its slot remains idle.

A second inefficiency arises

even when the number of stations remains constant.

'Nhen a station has nothing

to send, its time slot is unused even though other stations could potentially
utilize this time slot.

This problem can be particularly acute when message

generation is bursty and the number of stations is very large.
pure

TDMA,

known

as

slot-switched

or

variable-frame

A variation of

TDMA,

has

been

developed to overcome these inefficiencies; this scheme will be discussed in section
2.6.1.
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station 2 has slot 4 in every frame
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Figure 2-2:

time

)

Pure time division multiple access

2.3. Controlled Demand-Adaptive Protocols
Controlled

demand-adaptive

protocols

were

previously noted inefficiencies of PCA protocols.
hub

polling techniques [Schwartz 771

networks with a centralized control.

developed

to

overcome

the

They are based on the use of

previously developed for communication
In demand-adaptive protocols, as in PCA

protocols, channel access (transmission) rights are offered to stations according to
some

access order.

This order

may

dynamically determined by the stations.

be determined

a

priori or

can

be

The inefficiencies of PCA protocols are

overcome by requiring stations to immediately forfeit their access rights if they
have no messages to send when they receIve access rights.

At the end of a

station's transmission, access rights are passed to the next station in the order.
Two mechanisms have been developed to maintain the access order:

reservation

schemes and token passing schemes.
The most straightforward reservation scheme IS the basic bit-mapped protocol
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[Kleinrock and Scholl

SOl.

Let us assume there are N stations each having a

unique address between 1 and N. The bit-mapped reservation protocol consists of
alternating periods of reservation posting and message transmission, as shown tn
figure 2-3 for the case of 6 stations.

Figure 2-Ja

1 2 34 5 6 r------. r - - - -

rnIHJ

ITIilllL.Figure

2-3b

time
Channel Activity as a Function of TIme

Figure 2-3:

Each reservation slot
channel.

IS

of length

Two reservation protocols

T,

the end-to-end propagation delay of the

During the reservation period, a station transmits a burst of nOIse

(shown as a 1 in figure 2-3) during its reservation slot to indicate to the other
stations that it is ready to transmit a message during the following message
transmission period.

All stations monitor the reservation process and thus each

station knows the identities of the other stations that are ready to transmit.
In the protocol shown in figure 2-3a, a single message transmission follows the
reservation period and then another reservation/transmission cycle begins.

The

one station to be granted transmission rights is selected from those stations
having posted reservations according to some priority rule known to all stations.
This protocol was proposed and analyzed in [Kleinrock and Scholl 801 and several
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different priority rules were examined.
shown in figure 2-3b.

A slight modification of this protocol is

In this protocol, a~l stations which post reservations are

permitted to transmit their messages (once again, according to some known
priority rule) before another reservation/transmission cycle begins.

Note that

while this scheme is more efficient (less channel time is used for reservations per
message transmission), the first

protocol permits higher priority stations to

exercise their priority more often.
The second major class of controlled demand-adaptive protocols, called token
passing protocols, circulate a real or imaginary token message among the stations
in such a manner that only a single station possesses the token message at any
one time.

By definition, the station possessing the token message possesses

channel access rights.
In explicit token passing schemes, a token message is circulated among the
stations in the network and a station cannot transmit until it first receives the
token message [Farmer and Newhall 69, Farber at al. 73, Clark et al. 78, Bux et
al. 81].

For example, in token rings [Farmer and Newhall 69, Bux et al. 81], the

stations are connected to a unidirectional bus, the ends of which have been
joined to form a ring.
token

mes~age

In the case that the stations have nothing to send, a

consisting of a single zero-va.lued token bit within a message frame

header circulates around the ring.

When a station has a message to send, it

waits until it detects a message frame header with a zero-valued token bit
pasSlOg its channel connection, sets the token bit to 1 and appends its message
to the message frame header.

When this message has made one complete

revolution around the ring, the station then sets this token bit back to zero and
the token message continues to circulate a.round the ring.
BRAM (Broadcast Recognition Access Method) [Chlamtac et 301. 79] and MSAP
(Minislotted Alternating Priorities) [Kleinrock and Scholl 80] can be viewed as
using an imaginary token to implement a. form of distributed channel sharing.
The order in which the stations are granted transmission rights (receive the
token) is determined by the numerical order of their station addresses.
initially has transmission rights.

Station 1

If station 1 has a message to send, it does so;
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otherwise it remams silent.
T

The presence or absence of a transmission after time

indicates to the other stations whether or not station 1 intends to send a

message.

If station 1 does not begin sending a message, transmission rights are

implicitly passed to station 2, which repeats the same procedure as station 1

If station 1 decides to send a

while the other stations monitor its activity.

message, transmission rights are passed to station 2 as soon as station
completes its transmission.

1

This process is shown in figure 2-4 below.

Channel Activity as a Function of Time
1

2

34 5

6

1

2

3

4

5

61 234 5

6

1

2

message
from 2
time

)

Empty Channel Slots Indicate Idle Channel Time

Figure 2-4:

MSAP /BRAM: an ImaglDary token passlDg scheme

In ~lSAP /BRAM, an amount of time
message transmission.

T

is required to establish the absence of a

In EXPRESS-NET [Fratta et al. 811 and

III

F ASNET

[Limb and Flores 821 the use of a folded unidirr:ctional channel and a similar
access protocol removes the necessity of waiting for time
as follows.

T.

These schemes work

Each station maintains an inbound connection and an outbound

connection to the folded channel as shown in figure 2-5.
The underlying idea is that the station at the head of the channel (i.e., station
1 in figure

2-5) begins a "train"

unidirectional channel.

of messages which propagates down the

When a station detects the end or "caboose" of the train

passing its outbound connection, the station appends its message (if any) onto the
message train.

A station reads messages from the train as the train passes its
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Inbound Portion of Channel

inbound
connection
from channel

Outbound Portion
of Channel

Figure 2-5:
inbound connection.

outbound
connection
to channel

EXPRESS-NET channel connections

Note that the spacing between messages on the train

IS

only the amount of time required for a station to detect the end of a passing
train and begin transmission of its message.

Thus, unlike most other demand-

adaptive protocols, the spacmg between message transmissions is independent of,
and typically less than,

T.

2.4. Contention-Based Protocols
The second major class of multiple access protocols are known as contentionbased or random access protocols and are characterized by the possibility that
channel contention may result from two or more stations attempting to transmit
messages simultaneously.

We have previously characterized the operation of

contention-ba.sed protocols as a partitioning process m which the set of all
stations in the network

IS

divided into an enabled set of stations (stations with

transmission rights) and a disabled set of stations.
have

been

proposed

and

developed

to

perform

Three classes of mechanisms
this

partitioning

process:

probabilistic mechanisms, time-based mechanisms and address-based mechanisms.
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2.4.1. Probabilistic Partitioning
The first contention-based solution to the multiple access problem is also the
simplest.

A station simply transmits a message as soon as it is generated by the

application executing at the station.

This solution, known as pure ALOHA, was

first developed by Abramson [Abramson 70] and involves no coordination among
the distributed stations.
same

time,

their

retransmission.

If two stations happen to transmit messages at the

messages

interfere

or

"collide"

and

thus

requIre

later

Note that a station must schedule a retransmission to occur

after a random amount of time.

Otherwise, if two or more stations were to

interfere and always schedule a retransmission to occur after the same amount of
time, these stations would interfere forever.

Thus, the probabilistic element

In

the partitioning process permits interfering stations eventually to become ready at
different times in the future.
In pure ALOHA, messages can interfere even if only the first bit of a message
beginning

transmission

transmission.

overlaps

the

very

last

bit

of

a

message

ending

Thus, if all messages require t' time units to be transmitted, a

station beginning transmission of a message at time to is vulnerable to message
collisions due to transmissions from other stations that began after to-t/or before
to+t~

The total amount of time the message is vulnerable is thus 2t~

situation is shown

In

This

figure 2-6 [Tanenbaum 81J.

A modification of pure ALOHA, known as slotted ALOHA, was subsequently
introduced.

In slotted ALOHA, time is divided into intervals or

same duration as a single message transmission time.

81ot8

of the

A station can begin

sending a message only at the beginning of one of these time slots.

A message

which is generated at a sending station during a time slot cannot be sent until
the beginning of the following time slot.

Thus, only those messages which were

generated in the previous time slot can interfere with each other.

The effect of

this synchronization then is to cut the vulnerability period in half, from 2t' in
pure ALOHA to t' in slotted ALOHA.

Note

that messages either collide

completely for the duration of their transmission or do not collide at all.
In the earliest versIons of pure ALOHA and slotted ALOHA, information about
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the state of the channel (e.g., whether or not a message is currently being
transmitted) was not used in determining the enabled set of stations.

(It was

later found [Fayolle et a.1. 771 that such information was necessary to avoid
stability problems.)

The class of protocols which have the ability to sense or

"listen" to the channe I and use this information in determining the enabled set
are known as carrur sense multiple access (CSMA) protocols.

Two of the

earliest CSMA protocols are known as nonpersistent and p-persistent CSMA
[Kleinrock

and Tobagi 751.

In

nonpersistent

CSMA,

when

a

message

15

generated at a station, the station senses the channel in order to determine if
another station is currently sending a message on the channel.

If the channel

IS

sensed empty, its messa.ge is sent immediately.

If the channel is sensed busy, its

message

later

transmission

15

rescheduled

retransmission time distribution.
"regenerated"

at this

later

for

a

time

according

to

some

A rescheduled message can be considered to be

time.

Both slotted

and

unslotted

versions of

nonpersistent CSMA have been investigated.
In p-persistent CSMA, when a message is generated, the station begins senslDg
the channel.

When the channel is sensed to be empty, the station transmits its

message with probability p. With probability I-p, the station waits some fixed
amount of time and then senses the channel again.

If the channel is again
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detected to be empty at this new point

time, the above procedure is repeated.

In

However, if the channel is sensed busy (indicating· that another station has begun
transmission), the transmission of the message is rescheduled for a later time as
in nonpersistent CSMA.

Ethernet [Metcalfe and Boggs 761 is a well-known

example of a I-persistent CSMA protocol (p-persistent CSMA with p=I).

One

proposed probabilistic retransmission mechanism for Ethernet is known as binary
backoff.

In this scheme, stations are assumed to have collision detect (CD) and

transmission abort capabilities in addition to the previously mentioned carrier
sense (CSMA) capabilities.

Once the channel is sensed empty, any station with a

message to transmit attempts to do so.

If a collision occurs, all stations

terminate their transmissions and randomly reschedule their transmissions over
some period of time.

The time period over which a given station reschedules its

message transmission doubles each time the message experiences a collision.
Kleinrock and Yemini [Kleinrock and Yemini 781

have described a slotted

multiple access protocol known as the Urn protocol, which uses a probabilistic
mechanism in a much different fashion.

Suppose there are N stations and it is

further known that some n of these stations are ready (i.e., have a message to
transmit).

The partitioning process which determines the set of enabled stations

corresponds to selecting some k stations from an imaginary urn containing the N
stations.

If the

k enabled stations contain exactly one ready station,

the

partitioning has been successful; if the k stations contain either none or more
than one ready station, the partitioning process must be repeated.

It can be

shown that the value of k which maximizes the probability that exactly one of
the k stations is ready is given by the integer part of ":'JoIn.

Under the heavy

traffic assumption that every station always has a message to send, k always
equals one.

Thus the Urn scheme operates in a random TDMA-like fashion in

the heavy traffic situation.

That is, channel transmission rights are randomly

passed among the stations and exactly one station has channel transmission rights
at any given time.
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2.4.~.

Address Partitioning

Hayes and Grami [Hayes 18, Grami et a!. 821 and Capetanakis lCapetanakis 19]
have

proposed

contention-based

determine the enabled stations.
as follows.

protocols

which

use

station

addresses

to

In the simplest case, address partitioning works

We can think of each of the N stations as a leaf in a binary tree as

shown in figure 2-1.

~a
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/\ A
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3

Figure 2-1:
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Stations as leaves on a binary tree

Time is slotted and after a successful transmission on the channel, all stations
with a message to send initially attempt to do so.

If a collision occurs, the set

of stations is partitioned such that only stations in one of the halves of the
binary tree are enabled (e.g., the subtree rooted at a in figure 2-7)
subsequent time slot.

1D

the

If further collisions occur, the enabled set is continually

halved until it eventually has only one ready station.

If at some point the tree

is halved and there are no ready stations in the enabled half of the tree, an
empty slot occurs on the channel and the other half of the tree becomes enabled.
Several improvements exist on this basic approach.

If the number of ready

stations can be estimated, the tree can be partitioned in such a way as to
maximize the probability that the enabled set contains exactly one ready station.
In the heavy trarric case, in which all stations have a message to send, the
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initially enabled set would be chosen to contain only a single station.
light traffic case, the entire tree would initially be enabled.
approach has much the same flavor as the Urn protocol.

In the

Note that this

It should also be noted

that if trees are deterministically split by the partitioning process, certain ready
stations will always transmit their messages before other ready stations.

This de

facto priority can be avoided by introducing randomization into the tree splitting
process.

2.4.3. Time Partitioning
The

final

group

of

contention-based

protocols

to

be

discussed

uses

the

generation times of messages at a station to determine the set of enabled
stations.

Gallager [Gallager 781 first proposed a a protocol in which the enabled

stations are those which have messages to send which were generated during
some chosen interval or window oi time

10

the past.

Thus, when the stations

must decide whether to transmit a. message, they first select this time window
and then transmit a message if, and only if, they have a message to send which
was generated during the selected time window.

Since the multiple access

protocols we develop in chapters 3, 4 and 5 for supporting time-constrained
communication applications are

b~ed

on the use of time-windows, we will defer

further discussion of this mechanism until chapter 3.
Molle [Molle 81] has developed a protocol similar to the time window protocol
in which each station maintains two clocks: a normal clock and a virtual clock.
The virtual clocks can run in either slotted or continuous time, at a possibly
variable speed and all stations run their virtual clocks in the same manner.
'Nhen a station's virtual clock time equals the generation time of a message at
the station, that station stops its virtual clock and sends the message.

If

messages collide, their transmissions are rescheduled for a later time, as in the
nonpersistent CSMA protocol.

'Nhen other stations detect a transmission on the

channel, they too stop their virtual clocks and restart them only when channel
activity ceases.
it reads to'

all

In this manner the virtual clock sweeps out time such that when
messages which were generated before to have either been

transmitted or have been rescheduled for later transmission.
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2.5. The Non-Time-Constrained Performance of Distributed
Multiple Access Protocols
2.5.1. Issues in Evaluating Multiple Access Protocols

Traditionally,

the

"performance"

of

a

multiple

access

protocol

has

been

characterized by the maximum number of messages that it can deliver per unit
time and by the non-time-constrained performance tradeoff of average delay
versus throughput, as discussed in chapter 1.

Although these performance

measures are significantly different from those Cor time-constrained applications,
we can nonetheless gain valuable insight into both the multiple access problem as
well as the operation of the previously described protocols by exammmg these
protocol performance measures.

This will be done in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.

First, however, let us consider other performance issues (which have typically
received less attention) that must also be considered in the evaluation of an
access protocol.
The stability of the protocol, or its ability to operate in spite of varying traffic
demands

and

consideration.

short

term

overloading

of

the

network

is

an

important

For example, several of the previously described contention-based

protocols have been shown to exhibit bi.!ltable behavior.

Under bistable behavior,

the protocol initially operates at a point characterized by high throughput and
low average message delay; statistical fluctuations in the message load, however,
eventually force the protocol into a second operating point of low throughput
and

high

average

delay.

Although

these

same

statistical

fluctuations

will

eventually again force the system back to its initial operating point, it has been
observed [Kleinrock and Lam 75] that for at least the slotted ALOHA protocol,
the average tim'e spend in the state of degraded performance is typically much
larger than the amount of time spent in the initial operating state.

The

bistability of ALOHA protocols was first Doted in [Carleial and Hellman 75J and
[Kleinrock and Lam 75J; in [Lam and Kleinrock 75J and [Fayolle et al. 77]
several control policies were proposed and examined which successfully prevented
the protocol from moving away for its initial operating point.

In [Tobagi and
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Kleinrock i7] and [Mittal and Venetsanopoulos 81], nonpersistent CSMA and the
Urn protocols, respectively, were also found to theoretically exhibit such bistable
behavior.

For practical purposes, however, except in cases of a large number of

stations, nonpersistent CSMA was found to exhibit essentially stable behavior
since the expected time spent in the initial operating state was found to be quite
large.
Another important issue in evaluating an access protocol IS its reliability and
its ability to operate in spite of station failures.

A related issue is the

robustness of the protocol, or its insensitivity to errors, channel noise and
misinformation.

The ability of the protocol to support different classes of traffic

and different priority levels is also currently of great interest due

to

the

possibility

et

at.

of

developing

integrated

servIces

data

networks [Gitman

77, Pokress 84] based around multiple access channels; this topic will be further
investigated

In

sec ')n

4.

Finally,

the

implementation [Saltzer and Clark 81], the

engineering

aspects

of

protocol

complexity of the hardware and

software and the ease of maintenance are also important considerations if a
protocol is ever to be actually implemented.
A complete discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this thesis; the
references cited above provide a more detailed discussion of these issues.

In the

following two sections, the performance issues of protocol capacity and the time
delay/throughput tradeoff will be examined.

2.5.2. The Capacity of Multiple Access Protocols
Since stations in a multiple access environment are geographically distributed,
protocols almost always require the exchange of control information in order to
achieve some form of coordination.

This information can either be explicitly

communicated (e.g., reservations) or implicitly communicated (e.g., by a known
ordering or by channel activity or silence).

Since some protocols require the use

of the channel for explicit control information as well as for successful message
transmission, the channel will not always be used for "useful" work, i.e., the
successful transmission of messages.

The fraction of channel time actually used
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by successfully transmitted messages, as opposed to control information, is known
as the ~ff~ctive utilization of the channel.

The maximum value of the effective

utilization over all possible traffic loads is known as the capacity of the protocol.
Note that if control information is exchanged over the channel, the capacity of
the protocol will be less than unity.
Several aspects of the multiple access environment and the behavior of the
protocol itself influence protocol capacity.

Capacity is perhaps most greatly

affected by the value of the normalized end-to-end channel propagation delay of
the channel, a, defined as:

a

T/M

=

where r is the end-t<;end propagation delay of the channel and M is the average
message length (in units of time).

The importance of

is clear: it represents the

T

maximum amount of time into the past (or which a station has no information
about other stations.

In collision-based protocols, a station that senses an empty

channel a.nd decides to transmit a message may still interfere with another
station that decided to begin transmission within the past

Both stations,

T.

having sensed an empty channel, will nonetheless transmit colliding messages,
resulting in the "non-productive" use of the channel.

In reservation schemes,

T

represents the minimum reservation slot length needed to insure that all stations
know the content of one reservation slot before the next reservation slot begins.
The fact that protocol capacity also depends on M reflects a scaling effect.
example,

if

the

reservation

or

contention

period

preceding

a

For

successful

transmission is nr (for some value, n) and the message is of length M, the
effective

channel

utilization

IS

the

same

as

if

the

length

of

contention/reservation period was knT and the message length was kM.

the
The

equivalence of these two situations is reflected by their identical values of a.
The ability of sta.tions to detect message collisions and subsequently abort
transmission

of

their

messages

also

influences

protocol

capacity.

Collision

detection assures that the channel is not wasted by the transmission of the entire
length of a colliding message (which will require retransmission in any case).
Note that the maximum amount of time needed for a station to determine that
no other stations have interfered with its tra.nsmission is 2T, the maximum round
trip end-to-end propagation delay.
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A third aspect of protocol operation significantly affecting capacity

IS

whether

or not a protocol operates in slotted time, i.e., whether or not the protocol
operates synchronously.
slotted",

\0

previously discussed, time can either be "fully-

As

which case the length of a time slot is equal to the message

transmission time (e.g., as in slotted ALOHA), or can be "mini-slotted", in which
case the slot length equals the end-ta-end propagation delay of the channel (e.g.,
as

III

If time is divided into full length slots, stations transmit only

MSAP).

when an empty channel is detected and begin their transmissions only at the
beginning of a slot, so that messages either interfere completely or do not
interfere at all.

Futty-slotted time thus helps minimize the waste of channel time
Mini-slotted synchronous operation is

for the transmission of colliding messages.
often

associated

with

contention-ba5ed

protocols

having

collision

detect

and

transmission abort capabilities since this permits the stations to detect a collision
within time
beginning of

T

and immediately determine a new enabled set of stations at the
the

next

mini-slot.

Even

in

the

absence

of collision detect

capabilities, if stations detect an idle channel for the duration of a entire minislot, this indicates that no currently enabled station wishes to transmit a message
and a new enabled set of stations can thus immediately be determined at the
beginning of the subsequent mini-slot.
In figure 2-8 we show a comparison of the capacities of some of the previously
described protocols as a function of o.

These results are from various sources

but have been derived under the following common assumptions.
assumption is that messages (newly generated

The first

messages as well as the "re-

generated" messages in the CSMA protocols) are generated on a network-wide
basis according to a Poisson process or equivalently, that the network-wide interSecondly, a message

IS

assumed to occupy the channel for the full length of its transmission time plus

T,

generation time of messages

IS

exponentially distributed.

the time required for the message to propagate across the full length of the
channel.

The results for contention-based protocols all assume a large (essentiatty

infinite) number of stations.

Finally, the capacity results in figure 2-8 assume

that a station can transmit only a single message before having to again compete
with the other stations for channel access rights.

Figure 2-8:
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The protocol with generally the lowest capacity is pure ALOHA.

The complete

lack of coordination of stations in ALOHA results in a maximum of only 18% of
the full communication capacity of the channel ever being utilized for useful
communication!

Slotted ALOHA provides a twofold incre~e in capacity over

pure ALOHA.

This

is due to the previously noted twofold decre~e

message's vulnerable period under slotted ALOHA.
slotted

ALOHA

capacity

results

shown

in

10

a

It should be noted that the

figure

2-8

are

not

those

most

frequently cited in the literature, (see, for example [Abramson 77]), in which the
end-~end

propagation

delay of the

channel was not considered.

In

that

analysis, once a station terminated a message transmission, the message was no
longer considered to occupy the channel.

The more realistic model used here

reflects the fact that a message must propagate the entire length of the channel
before the channel becomes truly free. In this c~e, a message continues to
occupy the channel for
terminates.

T

units of time after transmission by the sending station

The slotted ALOHA capacity results shown in figure 2-8 have also

been cited and discussed in [Molle 811.
Figure
capacity.

2-8 indicates

that

pure ALOHA

does

not

always have

the

lowest

For a large number of stations (e.g., 50), the cost of coordination can

require so much overhead

10

reservation slots that the capacity of some bit-

mapped protocols is lower than if there w~ no coordination in the first place
[Kleinrock and Scholl 80]!

As expected, figure 2-8 shows that the larger the

number of stations, the larger the number of reservation slots and the lower the
capacity of the bit-mapped protocol.

The capacity results for the bit-mapped

protocols were computed using the derivation in [Kleinrock and Scholl 80].
As would be expected, the synchronous, mini-slotted, contention-b~ed protocols
with collision detect and transmission abort capabilities attain a higher capacity
than their unslotted or fully-slotted counterparts.

Note that virtual time CSMA

and nonpersistent CSMA protocols have identical capacities; this equivalence has
been formally established

in [Molle 81].

The

capacity results for

the

time

window protocol are derived from the analysis presented in the following chapter,
where it is ~sumed that the protocol maintains no p~t history of the window
splitting process.

It h~ been shown that when the protocol does retain a partial
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past history of the window splitting process or can obtain an estimate of the
number of messages involved in a collision [Georgiadis and Papantoni-Kazakos
81, Eslanadidi and Chu 82, Towsley and Venkatesh 821, the capacity of the time
window protocol can exceed that of non-persistent CSMA/CD.
Perhaps the most interesting result in figure 2-8

IS

the uniformly highest

capacity of TDMA, token passing, the Urn protocol and MSAP /BRAM.

The

significant underlying common characteristics of these protocols are that no
explicit control information is exchanged and that, under heavy traffic conditions,
each

station

in

turn

predetermined order.

is

given

access

to

the

channel

according

to

some

Thus, for a finite number of stations and under the heavy

traffic assumption that every station always has a message to send, the channel
IS

constantly used for useful message transmission.

A station waits for its turn

In

the transmission sequence and then simply transmits its message.

Note that

the capacities of these protocols do not equal 1 due to our assumption that the
message continues to occupy the channel for time

T

after its transmission has

terminated.
The

apparent

overestimated.

superiority

of

high

capacity

protocols

should

not

be

Protocol capacity is only one measure of protocol performance.

It is an important performance measure in that it bounds the maximum amount
of useful communication that a protocol can possibly provide.

Thus, it provides

a yes/no answer as to whether a given protocol can support a given traffic load.
On the other hand, the theoretical capacity limit may only be achievable under
circumstances which, in practice, are unrealistic.

For example, the capacity of

the TDMA-like protocols is only achievable under heavy traffic loads, in which
case the message delays may be intolerably large.

Furthermore, the capacity of

a protocol represents a only static measure of its performance.

It reflects

protocol performance for only a single network-wide message generation rate (i.e.,
that rate which maximizes the effective utilization) and provides no information
about protocol behavior for other message generation rates.
Thus, capacity can at best only partially characterize protocol performance.

In

the following section we examine a second performance measure of more practical
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interest for

non-time-constrained

communication

applications:

the

relationship

between the rate at which messages are generated at the stations and the
avera.ge messa.ge time delay.

2.5.3. Average Time Delay and Average Throughput
Before

presenting

a

quantitative

comparIson

of

the

time

delay

versus

throughput performance of various multiple access protocols, let us first discuss
two system parameters which

greatl, affect protocol performance and then

discuss

the

an

upper

bound

on

distributed multiple access protocol.

non-time-constrained

performance

of

any

The first system parameter of interest is N,

the number of stations in the network.

As previously indicated, the number of

stations in the network influences the performance of both PCA and demandadaptive protocols.

The performance of contention-based protocols is influenced

by the traffic generated by the stations rather than the specific number of
The parameter a gives the end-ta-end propagation

stations in the network.

delay of the channel in units of message transmission time and reflects the
channel propagation time required to communicate from one station to another.
Since the station access order is determined a priori in PCA protocols, no
information

IS

explicitly

exchanged

to

coordinate

channel

sharing.

The

performance of PCA protocols is thus independent of the value of a.

However,

most demand-adaptive

form

and

contention-based

protocols involve some

explicit communication to achieve coordination;
affected by the value of a.

thus,

of

these protocols will be

Finally, we note that in a centralized environment

in which all messages are generated at a single central location, messages can be
selected for transmission without contention or overhead.

Such a centralized

system, which can be modeled as an M/D/1 queue [Kleinrock iSI, thus provides
a bound for the optimal time delay versus throughput tradeorf ror any multiple
access distributed message transmission system.
Figures

2-9a

through

2-9c

are

taken

rrom [Kleinrock

iiI

and

provide

quantitative delay versus throughput tradeoffs for various protocols representative
of the previously identified major classes of multiple access protocols (PCA,
demand

adaptive

and

contention-based).

We

have

chosen

not

to

include
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Figure 2-0:

Time delay versus ~hroughput tradeoUs
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performance curves for all the previously described protocols in an attempt to
characterize the relative performance of the classes of protocols and to emphasize
how the mechanisms underlying each class affects their performance.

Such an

approach overlooks (often subtle) performance differences that exist between
protocols within a given class.
the cited references.
figure 2-9.

MSAP

A discussion of these differences can be found In
IS

the only demand-adaptive protocol shown In

Since MSAP uses implicit reservations while other demand-adaptive

protocols require channel time for explicit reservations or token passing, MSAP
offers better throughput and
adaptive schemes.

time

delay characteristics than other demand

Two ALOHA protocols and CSMA demonstrate performance

characteristics of many of the contention-based protocols.
In figure 2-9, fixed message lengths are assumed and the time scale has been
normalized to a message transmission time.

S represents the combined message

generation rate (or throughput) of messages at all stations in the network.

T(S)

is the average message delay, i.e., the time between a message's generation at a
station and its successful reception at a destination station.

The value of a

corresponds to a, the normalized end-to-end propagation delay of the network.
Note that the time delay versus throughput tradeoff shown in figure 2-9 is
typical of most shared resource systems:

as the number of jobs (messages)

contending for the resource (the channel) Increases, there

IS

a concommitant

increase in the average time needed to acquire the resource (i.e., successfully
transmit the message).

It should also be noted that the performance curves

exhibit asymptotic behavior at some throughput value; this throughput value is
exactly the previously examined capacity of the protocol.
Let us first examine figure 2-9a.
independent of a.

As expected, the performance of TDMA

IS

Both ALOHA protocols are also shown to be independent of

a; this is not strictly valid (since a message is vulnerable to collisions as it
propagates down the channel after the sending station has finished transmission)
but is a reasonable first approximation.
on a, as previously discussed.

Both CSMA and MSAP are dependent

Note that as a approaches 0, the performance of

CSMA and MSAP converge to the optimal MIDll performance.
small number (10) of stations, MSAP offers the best performance.

For a relatively
For small and
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intermediate throughput va.lues, CSMA performance is also fairly good, especially
for small values of

For high throughp~t values (i.e., the heavy traffic case),

&.

PCA protocols perform as well or better than most of the other protocols; this
corroborates our earlier observation that PCA protocols would perform well in
heavy traffic situations.

However, for small throughput values, their performance

is clearly inferior.
In figure 2-9b, the number of stations has been increased to 100.
PCA performance curves are not shown in this figure.

Note that

In TDMA, even as the

throughput approaches 0, the average time delay of a generated message
half the length of a time frame,

in this case 50 time units.

IS

still

Thus the

performance of TDMA (and MSAP with 80=1.0) is literally "off the scale"!

The

performance of CSMA and ALOHA is the same in figure 2-9b as in figure 2-980
since

it is independent of the

number of stations in the

network.

The

performance of MSAP has degraded considera.bly with the increased number of
stations and has shifted away from the optima.l M/D/l curve.
has

been

further

increased

to

1000 stations and

the

In figure 2-9c, N

performance

of the

contention-based protocols remains constant while that of MSAP deteriorates
further.
Figure 2-9 .indicates that no protocol or cl3.'l5 of protocols performs well for all
values of Nand S. Thus, if a protocol operates under wide and varyIng values
for these parameters, it should ideally adapt its operation to the current values
of Nand S. The protocols of Hayes and Capetanakis, the time window protocol
and the Urn protocol determine the size of the enabled set as a function of the
message

generation

throughput.
Under

and

thus

adapt well

to

changing

values

of

the

In the light traffic case, they operate in a random access fashion.

heavy traific

performance

rate

loads,

they operate

characteristics are shown

in a TDMA-like

in the

fashion.

time delay versus

These

throughput

tradeoff curves for the Urn protocol shown in figure 2-10 [Kleinrock and Yemini
781.

The constant time delay for TDMA results from the assumption of random

assignment of TDMA frames and the assumption that a station can buffer at
most one message.
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most one message.
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Figure 2-10:

Time delay and throughput of the Urn protocol

2.6. Time-Constrained Communication In a Distributed
Environment

In the prevIous sections of this chapter and
various aspects of the multiple access problem.

10

chapter 1 we have examined

We have also identified general

approaches towards achieving multiple access communication and have examined
different protocols employing these approaches.

In this section, we examine the

issues involved in using these access schemes for supporting time-constrained
applications
we

discuss

10

a multiple access environment.

the

applicability of peA,

protocols in this environment.

In sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3

demand-adaptive

and contention-based

The relative advantages and disadvantages of

these three classes of protocols will be examined and current work in the design
and analysis of time-constrained communication protocols will be surveyed.
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2.6.1. Predetermined Channel Allocation Protocols
Due to the previously noted inefficiencies of predetermined channel allocation
(peA) protocols such as pure TOMA, this class of protocols has not received
much

consideration

for

use

in

time-constrained

communication

applications.

However, a slight variation on pure TDMA techniques, known as 8/ot-8witched
TDMA, has received considerable attention.

This technique has been examined

primarily

which

a centralized environment

In

In

numerous

message sources

converge at a central location and are then time-multiplexed onto a single
outbound
80, Fischer

81, Arthurs

channel [Gruber
Harris

and

761·

and

Stuck

Maglaris [Maglaris

79, Mowafi

and

Lissack

and
8I1

has

Kelly
also

investigated the use of slot-switched TDMA in a distributed environment with
centralized control.
In slot-switched TDMA (as in pure TDMA), time

IS

divided into fixed length

frames and frames are agam further divided into slots.

However, there are now

fewer slots per frame than there are stations.

The purpose of reducing the

number of slots per frame is to decrease idle channel time and message waiting
time due to empty slots being held by stations with nothing to send.

Since

there are fewer slots than stations, a station must first claim a fixed slot
number within each frame before using it.

Slot allocation is typically determined

by beginning each time frame with a slot request period as in demand-adaptive
reserva.tion schemes.

Allocation is then performed either by a centralize'd station

[Maglaris and Lissack 81] or by the distributed stations according to some policy
known to all stations.
Once a station

IS

assigned the ith slot in a frame, it then has sale access to

the communication channel during the ith slot of every subsequent frame until it
explicitly releases the slot.
Note that, as

In

Typically, a slot is held for numerous frame periods.

pure circuit switching, once a station is assigned a slot, it is

guaranteed a fixed channel bandwidth (i.e., the full channel bandwidth for one
time slot each frame).

However, the channel is also time multiplexed among all

stations which have been assigned time slots.

For this reason, techniques such as

slot-switched TDMA are also known as "virtual circuit" approaches and the time
during which a station holds the channel is known as a "virtual connection".
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An interesting characteristic of PCA protocols is that since a station transmits

in a synchronous fashion (i.e., only during its time slot), data is received at the
destination station

in

a

synchronous

fashion.

Thus

deterministic waiting and transmission time and
delivered with a fixed time delay.
reliability and fixed delay.
delay may be

all

messages

have

a

100% of the messages are

However, a severe price is paid for this 100%

In pure TDMA and slot-switched TDMA, the time

intolerably large.

Moreover, since the maxImum number of

stations which can be multiplexed is fixed by the number of slots in a frame In
slot-switched TDMA, once all the frame slots have been assigned, all other
stations are blocked from using the channel.

This blocking phenomenon thus

trades the 100% reliability of messages in a virtual connection with the 0%
reliability of messages in a blocked connection (i.e., messages at a station which
is denied a frame slot).

This problem will be further examined in the following

sections on demand-adaptive and contention-based protocols.
As we will see, PCA has both advantages and disadvantages with respect
other strategies for supporting time-constrained communication applications.

~o

In

addition to the fixed time delay and 100% reliability for assigned connections,
the synchronous delivery of data can be an important advantage for applications
such as packetized voice, which require synchronous playout of the received
messages.

Also, since the receiving station knows that data will be received

synchronously, (after reception of the first packet), there is no need for control
information

between

the

first

and

last slots

used

by

the

connection;

this

contributes towards better utilization of the channel bandwidth.
As previously discussed, two factors contribute to possible substantial waste of
channel bandwidth by PCA protocols.

If relatively few slots within a frame are

claimed, a. station is still only permitted to transmit during its assigned slot,
even if it could potentially utilize the remaining empty slots within the frame.
Even if most of the slots within a frame are utilized, "silence" periods within a
connection can result in wasted channel bandwidth.

For example, in packetized

voice applications, an average 60% [Bially et at. 80301 of a. connection is spent in
silence.

In the case of numerous connections emanating from a. central location,

it may be possible to multiplex other connections into the silent periods of a
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connection [Bullington and Fraser 591.

However, in a distributed environment,

multiplexing connections from geographically distributed stations into a time slot
becomes much more difficult.

One other limitation of PCA is that while it may

be well-suited for message traffic that is relatively synchronous over a long
period of time, it may not be as well-suited to bursty traffic such as interactive
data.

Thus, the integration of both stream-like and bursty sources at a station

would probably require separate access mechanisms for the two types of traffic.
In summary, PCA techniques are most suitable for environments requtrlng long,
synchronous, stream-like data transmissions.

However, these PCA techniques may

preclude guaranteed connections, suffer from large time delays, be potentially
wasteful of channel bandwidth and may not be suitable for integration of bursty
traffic sources with stream-like sources.

2.6.2. Demand-Adaptive Protocols
Two

characteristics

of

most

demand-adaptive

protocols

make

them

more

attractive than PCA protocols for time-constrained communication a.pplications.
First, they provide every station with a guaranteed amount of communication
capacity.

Second, if the time required for token passing or reservation posting is

small compared with

the

message

transmission time,

unlike PCA protocols,

channel bandwidth is not wasted by stations with nothing to transmit.
As in PCA protocols, most demand-adaptive protocols implement some form of
round robin channel sharing.

This assures that each station will receive a

guaranteed bandwidth of one slot per round.

However, unlike slot-switched

TDMA, all stations are guaranteed this ba.ndwidth and thus all connections are
guaranteed.

The time delay between transmissions by a station is bounded by

the maximum length of a polling round or reservation/transmission cycle.

Since

not all stations may choose to transmit during' a round, the length of a round
can be less than this maximum value.

Even though the time delay is bounded,

however, if the time constraint imposed on message delays is less than the
maximum time bound, some fraction of the messages may still be lost due to
excessive time delays.
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If an increasing number of stations begin to transmit messages, the increasing
system load is translated into longer delays and thus possible message loss.
Recall that in PCA protocols an increasing traffic load results in the blocking of
connections and the loss of all messages within these connections.
adaptive protocols might be considered "fairer"

Thus, demand-

than predetermined channel

allocation protocols, since they provide all stations with the same delay and loss
characteristics rather than providing one set of stations with a high grade of
service (i.e., a guaranteed connection with fixed delays) and another set of
stations with a lower grade of service (i.e., no connection).
The variable message delay has a.n important consequence for time-constrained
applications such as packetized voice, which require synchronous message playout
at the receiving station.
it

In order to "smooth out" the variability of the delays,

necessary to buffer received messages and introduce an additional initial

IS

delay before playout begins.

The effect of adding the initial additional delay is

shown below in figure 2-11 [Cohen i7].

messages J and 5 arrive after their
0
scheduled ~ayout time under strategy P

G(t)

.~

;

l
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Figure 2-11:

message
1
playout delay under P

The effects of an additional initial waiting time

ph
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Figure 2-11 shows a station which begiIlll synchronous generation of messages at
time to.

Let:

G(t) be the number of packets generated at the source by time t. G(t)
increases by unit steps.
A(t) be the number of packets received at the destination by time t.
- P(t) be defined as follows.

I(

P(t)

>

i, playout of message i should begin

at the destination station by time t. Since playout is synchronous, P(t) is a
straight line.

Let PO(t) be the playout strategy with no initial additional

delay. Let Pl(t) be the playout strategy with an initial additional delay
introduced.
Figure 2-11 shows that if synchronous message playout begins immediately upon
receipt of the first message (shown by the line PO), messages 3 and 5 will be
lost.

However, under playout strategy pI, in which an additional initial delay

has been added, neither message 3 nor message 5 will be lost.
of adding the initial delay is to "smooth out" the differences

In

Thus, the effect
message delays.

In figure 2-11 messages are lost because they have not yet arrived at the
receiving station when their playout is scheduled to begin.
introduce a "glitch" into the synchronous playout.

Such lost messages

The effects of such delays

and glitches on human voice communication has been extensively studied; [Forgie
751 contains an excellent summary of this work.

Buffering and delay strategies

have also been examined in [Cohen 77J and [Gopal et al. 81].
A critical factor in determining the applicability of demand-adaptive protocols
in

a time-constrained

network.

environment is the

number of stations

accessing the

If there are a large number of stations and a large fraction of those

stations choose to use their transmission slots in a polling round, the length of a
polling round can grow quite large.

This may result in a bounded but excessive

time delay for time-constrained communication [Kim

831.

Furthermore, if there

are a large number of stations using the channel infrequently, a large portion of
the channel bandwidth will be wasted on the polling or reservation overhead.
This results from the fact that each station must use the channel (if only to
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broadcast silence) to inform the other stations that it will not use a. time slot
during the current polling round.
In summa.ry then, the properties of guaranteed connections, bounded time delay,
and the ability to take full advantage of the three-way trade off between time
constraint,

loss

and

offered

traffic

load

make

demand-adaptive

attractive for at least some time-constrained applications.

protocols

The applicability of

demand-adaptive protocols, however, will be strongly dependent on the number of
stations in the environment and the rate at which messages are generated at the
sending stations.

2.6.3. Contention-Based Protocols
In contention-based protocols, stations access the channel on a message by
message basis and thus there

IS

no concept of a "connection".

Since there are

no connections to be blocked, an increasing traffic load on the channel results in
increasingly longer delays and consequently higher message loss.

Flow control

techniques for limiting the congestion during these periods of excessive traffic
have been investigated in the literature; [Bially et al. 80b] and [Forgie and
Nemeth 77] discuss general flow control techniques for packetized voice systems.
Contention- based protocols (like demand-adaptive protocols) introduce a variable
message delay.

Thus, a smoothing buffer and additional delay may also be

required for applications requiring synchronous playout at the destination station.
A subtle, yet important difference exists between the delays in contention-based

and demand-adaptive protocols.

In the latter case, the time between successful

transmissions by a station is always bounded above by one frame length.

This is

not true, however of contention-based protocols and thus different stations may
have message delay distributions.

Maxemchuk [Maxemchuk 82] has noted that

while it may be valid to assume that packets are lost at random when aperiodic
sources genera.te traffic, this assumption does not necessarily hold if a majority of
the sources are periodic.
carefully examined given

In this case, the random loss assumption must be
the

particular random access mechanism employed.

Recent experimental measurements by Gonsalves [Gonsalves 83], however, indicate
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that for at least one random access protocol (Ethernet), approximately equal
message. loss is experienced by all the stations In the network.
The

advantages

of

contention-based

protocols

for

time-const.rained

communication are similar to those for demand adaptive protocols:

guaranteed

connect.ivity, the transfer of temporary overloading into packet delay rather than
blocked connections and the ability to trade message loss for message delay.

In

addition, message delays depend only on the traffic load accessing the network
and are independent of the number of stations accessing the channel.

The major

disadvantage of contention-based protocols for time-constrained applications is the
variable message delay.

For stations reqUirIng a synchronous playout of received

messages, this necessitates additional buffering capacity and the introduction of
an additional time delay before synchronous playout begins.
Recently, some specific contention-based protocols have been proposed and
studied in the context of time-constrained communication.

Gonsalves [Gonsalves

83] has experimentally investigated the transmission of voice traffic over a 3
Mbits/sec, 0.5 kilometer Ethernet (CSMA/CD with backoff) network.

He found

that this system can support up to 35 simultaneous 64 Kbits/sec two-way voice
conversations by delivering approximat.ely 99% of t.he messages with a delay less
t.han 10

IDS.

Nutt and Bayer [Nut.t and Bayer 82] have simulated t.he operat.ion

of a 10 Mbits/sec, 1.0 kilometer Ethernet system under a combined voice and
data load.

Their results indicate that even when the network is supporting data.

loads such as those observed by [Shoch and Hupp 80]' it can additionally support
up

to
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simultaneous,

two-way

64

Kbits/sec

vOIce

calls

and

deliver

approximately 99% of the voice messages with less than a 10 ms delay.
The loss a.nd delay values observed by Nutt and Gonsalves are within the
limits for good human speech quality, thus indicating the feasibility of vOIce
communication in a large scale distributed multiple access environment.
performance

of

vOIce

communication

in

a

contention-based

multiple

environment has also been studied by Maxemchuk [Maxemchuk 82].
that

the

deterministic,

synchronous

nature

of voice

The
access

He observed

communication can

be

exploited to reduce channel contention and proposed a time-constrained protocol
offering performance advantages over the Ethernet protocol.
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Chapter 3
The Role of Scheduling in Time-Constrained Communication
3.1. Introduction
In the previous two chapters we have seen that a. multiple access protocol has
traditionally

been

geographically

viewed

as

distributed

communication channel.

a

resource

stations

to

sharing

share

mechanism

access

to

a

which

single,

permits
broadcast

Note, however, that in addition to this traditional role

as an arbiter of channel sharing, any multiple access protocol also serves as a
distributed scheduling mechanism by (explicitly or implicitly) imposing some
network-wide ordering on the transmission of messages waiting to be sent at the

various stations

in

the

network.

(We

emphasize

"network-wide"

here

to

distinguish the case in which a station determines the order in which its own
locally-generated messages are transmitted from the present case in which the
transmission order of all messages in the network is considered).
This

scheduling

role

overlooked in the past.
scheduling

function

readily discerned

for

of

an

access

protocol

has

been

almost

completely

The reason for this oversight and the importance of this
time-constrained

by considering the

communication

applications

primary performance

can

be

metrics for

time-

constrained and non-time-constrained applications discussed in chapter 1.

For

traditional, non-time-constrained applications, the primary performance metric is
average delay.

Given a network-wide trace or history of the operation of any

multiple access protocol, permuting the order of message transmissions has no
effect on the average message delay.

That

invariant

in

with

respect

to

the

order

IS,

which

the average message delay is
the

messages

are

actually

transmitted [Kleinrock 75J and the primary performance metric for non-timeconstrained applications is thus not affected by the message transmission order.
However, although the average delay is invariant to the transmission order, the
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delay distribution is not.

Since message loss in time-constrained applications

results from a message's delay exceeding a given. time constraint, message loss is
dependent on the distribution of message delay and a protocol's scheduling
function will thus play a critical role in determining its performance for timeconstrained applications.
Given the importance of this scheduling role,
analyze

a new access

protocol,

In

this chapter we present and

based on a generalization of time

window

protocols [Gallager 78, Towsley and Venkatesh 82]. which provides explicit control
over the imposed network-wide message transmission scheduling discipline.

In the

following section we describe this random access protocol and discuss its use as a
distributed scheduling mechanism.

We then study three particular cases in which

the protocol provides FCFS, LCFS and Random scheduling and exa.mlne the
message delay distribution for each of these disciplines.
simulation results are presented.

Both analytic and

Using these results, we then compare the time-

constrained performance of the disciplines.

Another scheduling discipline which

specifically attempts to maximize the percentage of messages sent with a delay
less than a specified time constraint is then presented and examined.

Finally,

the performance results are used to illustrate several important features of the
scheduling role of a random access protocol and the impact of this role on its
time-constrained performance.

3.2. A Protocol for Time-Constrained Communication Over a
CSM>\. Channel
3.2.1. Tree Random Access Protocols
The protocol presented in this section belongs to the class of CSMA/CD
contention-based

protocols

known

as

tree

protocols [Tanenbaum

81].

The

underlying common characteristic of this class of multiple access protocols is the
attempt to limit contention by granting channel transmission rights at any given
time to only a subset of the stations in the network (known as the enabled
stations).

A station can transmit a message only when enabled.

If no stations

in the enabled set are ready (i.e., have a message to send), the channel is idle
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and a new enabled set is eventually determined.
are

10

If two or more ready stations

the enabled set, they transmit interfering messages and the enabled set is

typically reduced in size in an attempt to isolate exactly one ready station in the
enabled set.

When the enabled set contains exactly one ready station, that

station transmits its message without interference.

The full operation of one

type of tree protocol will be illustrated shortly by example.
In the tree protocols of [Hayes 781 and [Capetanakis 79]' the enabled set is
determined using station addresses.

These protocols maintain a set of station

addresses such that any station whose address is in this set is enabled.

The tree

protocols proposed in [Gallager 78] and [Towsley and Venkatesh 821 use a time
window mechanism to determine the enabled set of stations.

These protocols

maintain an interval of time or time window in the past and all stations which
have an unsent message which was generated during this time interval are
enabled.

The protocol presented in this chapter is based on a generalization of

the use of time windows.

A related protocol using message generation times to

determine channel transmission rights has also been proposed by Molle [Molle 81].
In the references cited above, the enabled set of stations

IS

maintained in such

a manner so as to minimiZe the average delay of messages.

As previously

indicated, the delay distribution depends on the imposed message transmission
order and critically determines the performance of a protocol for time-constrained
communication applications.

Thus, the protocol presented in this section provides

explicit control over the network-wide order

In

which messages are transmitted.

The goal, of course, will then be to control this scheduling function in order to
minimize message loss for a given imposed time constraint.

3.2.2. Description of the Protocol
Let us assume that each station on the multiple access channel possesses a
clock which defines the current time, t, and that the clocks at all stations are
synchronized.

Each station will maintain a value for each unsent message which

is generated at the station called the modified generation time of the message.
The initial value of a message's modified generation time is the a.ctual generation
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time of the message at the station; a message's modified generation time may
In addition, each station will also maintai~ a value,

change as described below.

t _ past, such that all messages currently at any station in the network have a
modified generation time greater than t _ past; all stations initialize t _ past to
the initial clock value.

Finally, each station has a pseudo random number

generator and each station initializes the generator with the same seed and
therefore produces the same sequence of pseudo-random numbers.
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The operation of the protocol is shown in figure 3-1.

The modified generation

times of all messages at all stations throughout the network which have not yet
been successfully transmitted are shown below the time axes in this figure.

Note

that an individual station knows about messages generated locally but does not
know about messages generated at other stations in the network.

For example,

in figure 3-1, station 6 would know that it has a message with a modified
generation time of t 3 , but it would not be aware of any of the other messages
shown in the figure.
The protocol operates in a synchronous fashion.

We will thus consider the

time axis to be slotted, with the duration of a slot length equal to
end propagation delay of the channel
time in the network).

(1'

1',

the end-to-

thus defines the atomic unit of discrete

All stations continuously monitor the channel and after an

empty channel slot (i.e., an empty slot either following a successful message
transmission or resulting from identical values of t _ past and t, where t is the
current time), each station uses its random number generator and a scheduling
policy to be described below to select an interval of time, or time window,
between t _ past and the current time, t. Since all stations have the same value
of t _ past and generate the same sequence of random numbers, all stations will
select the same window of time.

As we will see, the assumption that every

station selects the same window of time and maintains the same value of t _ past
can be easily relaxed; for the moment, however, we will keep these assumptions.
The selection of an initial time window is shown on the second time aXIs
figure 3-1.

10

After this window has been selected, all stations with a message with

a modified generation time which falls within this interval of time attempt to
transmit the message; one of three possibilities can then occur.
One possibility is that no station has a message with a modified generation
time in the selected initial time window.

In this case, no stations are enabled,

no messages are transmitted and the channel remains silent.
remaInS silent for time

1',

Once the channel

all stations know that no other stations have a

message with a modified generation time in this time interval.

All stations then

select a new initial time window and repeat the channel access procedure after
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updating their value of t _past and the modified generation times of unsent
messages a:s discussed below.
The second possibility

IS

that exactly one station has a message with a

modified generation time

In

the initial window. In this case, this station begins

transmitting its message without interference.
Finally, if more than one station has a message with a modified generation
time which falls within the selected time window (the second time axis in figure
3-1), two or more stations attempt to simultaneously transmit a message and a
collision oc-urs.

In the second time axis in figure 3-1, for example, stations 6

and 7 transmit interfering messages.
stations within time

T.

If there is a collision, it is detected by all

All stations continue to monitor the channel and attempt

to resolve this collision by splitting the initial time window in half.

The stations

then use their random number generator and the scheduling policy described
below to select one of the two halves of the initial window, as shown on the
third time axis in figure 3-1.

Since all stations use the same sequence of pseudo

random numbers, all stations will select the same half of the split window.

The

random access procedure is then repeated using the selected half of the split
window as the new time window.

If no message has a modified generation time

which falls in the selected half of a split window, an empty slot will occur on
the channel and all stations will then select the remaining half of the split
window, immediately split this new window (since it is known to contain two or
more messages), choose one of the halves of the newly split window, and repeat
the above access procedure using that hair of the newly split window.

This

splitting process continues until a single message is finally transmitted.
All stations perform the windowing process and thus each station knows the
width, w~ and the starting time, t~ of every time window which contains either
no message generations or a single message generation.

Once a window with

exactly zero or one message generations has been selected and the message (if
any) has been transmitted, all stations can effectively remove thi~ window of
time from consideration, as if the interval of time had never occurred.

effect of removing this window of time is twofold.

The

Fil"5t, all stations with a
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message with a modified generation time before t' must update the modified
generation time of the message by the width, w~ of the window.

Secondly, since

the modified generation time of each message which was generated before t' has
been increased by w ~ there is an interval of time from t _ past to t _ past+w' for
it is known

which

that there are no messages network-wide which have a

modified generation time within this interval.
t _ past accordingly.

Thus, all stations can update

The effect of updating the value of t _past and the

modified generation times is shown on the fourth time axis in figure 3-1.
The selection of the position of the initial window and the method by which
one of the two halves of a split window is selected determine the scheduling
policy implemented by the protocol.

Suppose that the time between t _past and

t divides into n equal length windows; we note three special cases:
1. The first (oldest) of the n windows is always selected as the initial window
and the first half of a split window IS always chosen before the second.
2. The last (newest) of the n windows is always selected as the initial window
and the second half of a split window is always chosen before the first.
3. Each of the n windows is equally likely to be chosen as the initial window
and both halves of a split window are equally likely to be chosen first.
Case

(I) above

implements

FCFS

scheduling,

case

scheduling and case (3) implements Random scheduling.

(2)

implements

LCFS

In the most general

case:
4. Each of the n windows is selected with some probability according to some

discrete probability distribution 6 and the first half of 3. split window is
selected with probability q and the second half is selected with probability

l-q.
Depending on the distribution 6 chosen in (4) and the value of q, anyone of a
large class of scheduling disciplines can be selected.

As we will see, the selection

of 6 and q should be dependent on current system demands, including the
offered load and loss tolerances.
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3.2.3. Generalizing the Basic Time Window Mechanism
In the protocol description of the previous section, we have assumed:
1. All stations choose the same position (in time) and size for the initial time
window and always choose the same half of a split window (and thus as a
result, all stations maintain the sa.me value of t_past).

2. All stations simultaneously select a time window and thus begin their
message transmissions (if any) simultaneously.
The protocol itself, however, is robust in the sense that it will continue to
operate even if the first assumption is violated.

In fact, in certain circumstances

it may even be desirable to explicitly relax this condition.
To see that this assumption can be relaxed, we first note that the selection of
a time window simply serves as a probabilistic transmission mechanism.

When a

station chooses an initial time window, it essentially observes a local random
process (its own message generation process) over an interval of time, with the
interval of time itself being chosen independently of the observed process.

The

result of this observation is that if a locally generated message has a modified
generation time falling within the observed interval, the station transmits that
message; otherwise it remains silent.

In the protocol description above, we have

required every station to observe its local message generation process over the
same interval of time.

Note, however, that if different stations observe this

process over different intervals of time (i.e., they choose different initial time
windows), the only possible difference from the case in which all stations behave
identically is that the set of resulting transmission probabilities may be different.

If collisions occur, each station simply splits its locally determined window as
before and the window splitting process again serves simply to decrease the size
of the enabled set.
In the worst case, the resulting transmission probabilities may be such that the
stations transmit too frequently (in which case the windows must be split an
excessive number of times) or too infrequently (in which case an excessive
number of empty windows are chosen).

In any case, however, the protocol

continues to operate, although possibly (but not necessarily) at some degraded
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performance level.

As we will see

In

chapter 6, permitting stations to explicitly

choose different window sizes pro,,{ides a natural
priorities into the network.

mechanism for

introducing

The basic idea in such a priority scheme is to

permit higher priority stations to choose larger initial windows than the lower
priority stations.

The larger the initial time window, the larger the probability

that a message was generated locally within the window, hence the larger the
probability of transmission for the higher priority stations.

Conversely, the

smaller the window, the smaller the probability that a message was generated
within the chosen window and hence the smaller the probability of transmission.
The second assumption that all stations simultaneously determine their initial
window (and thus begin their message transmissions, if any, simultaneously) is
equivalent to stating that the stations operate in a synchronous manner.

This

assumption cannot be relaxed given the current description of protocol operation.
Recently, Molle [Molle 83] has examined the effect of asynchronous operation of
tree protocols on their capacity.

However, the effect of asynchronous operation

on the delay distribution and hence the time-constrained performance of tree
protocols has not been addressed in the literature and remains an open problem
for future work.

3.2.4. Analysis of the Average Performance of the Window Mechanism
In this section we derive an approximate expression for the average message
scheduling time of the protocol, defined as the average time between the selection
an initial time window and the beginning of a successful message transmission.
In order to obtain this expression we will first follow Towsley [Towsley and
Venkatesh 82], Molle [Molle 81] and other references therein and analytically
determine the exact value of the message scheduling delay under saturation
conditions, which occur when the average message generation rate exceeds the
average time needed to schedule a.nd transmit a message.
make use

of the

property that at saturation,

Specifically, we will

the average waiting time

IS

unbounded and thus the difference between the current time and t _past .s

always greater than any window width chosen.
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Once

the

scheduling delay under saturation conditions has been

average

obtained, the actual message generation rate a.t which saturation occurs can then
be determined.

This value (or the saturation message generation rate and the

average message scheduling time at saturation can then be used to provide an
approximate expression (or the message scheduling delay (or message generation
rates less than saturation.
Recall that time is slotted in units· o(
delay of the channel.

T,

where

T

is the end-ta-end propagation

We will assume that all stations can detect message

collisions (CSMA-CD) and can abort transmission of a collided message in a
The overall genera.tion of messages at all stations

negligible amount of time.

In

the network is assumed to constitute a Poisson process with rate ). (message
generations/slot ).
The final assumption

IS

that since the overall message generation process

IS

Poisson, at any point in time, the time between successive modified generation
times of messages (on a network-wide basis) is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/)..

This is equivalent to assuming that the removal of a time window

and shifting of the modified generation times preserves the exponential intergeneration times of messages.

Note that this property is exactly preserved when

an entire initial window is removed since the position of the initial window is
selected independently of the modified message generation times.

However, if one

half of a split window is removed, it can be shown that the inter-generation
times

of

messages

In

the

remaining

half

of

the

window

are

no

longer

exponentially distributed.

Nonetheless, the agreement between our simulation and

analytic

that the

results

indicate

following

analysis is based on reasonable

assumptions and approximations.
One important consequence of the (approxima.ted) exponential nature of the
modified inter-gener~tion times is that a.ny two windows of time between the
current time and t _ past which are of equal length are statistically identical with
respect to the modified generation times.

Thus the position (along the time axis)

of the initial window and the policy for selecting one half of a split window have
no effect on the statistics of the average message scheduling delay.

In particular,
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the

average

message

scheduling

time

IS

independent

of the

scheduling

discipline implemented by the protocol.
Let us now proceed to determine the average message scheduling delay which,
in general, will be a function of the network-wide message generation rate, A.
Define:
5""(A) - average time (in slots) to schedule a message, assuming messages
are being generated (network-wide) at rate A.
As discussed earlier, in order to obtain an approximate expressIon for 5""(A), we

will first determine the exact value of s-(A), under saturation conditions. Define:
5""5&t - the average number of slots needed to schedule a message at
saturation. The last slot in the windowing process (in which exactly 1
message is transmitted) is not considered part of the scheduling time.
sic - the average number of slots needed to schedule a message given a
window is known to contain k messages, with k ~ 2.
qlc',I - the probability that i messages are in one half of a window given
there are k messages in the window. Due to the memoryless property
of the inter-generation process, qlc,i IS given by:
qlc,i

( ~I) 2- 1c

=

Pi - the probability of i message generations in a window. H the length of
a window is given by the parameter w (in units of time slots), then:
Pi =

(Aw)ie->'w

I

i!

Now, 5""sat can be expressed in terms of sic by conditioning on the number of
message generations in a window:
00

5""sa.t

=

po(I+5""sat) + Pl'Q + )"" plc(l+s lc )

~

(3.1)

or
00

5""5&t -

Po +

~

PIc(I+5 1c )

1 - Po

The added l's in the terms (l+s lc ) and (1+5""sat) in equation 3.1 are due to the
fact that 1 time slot is first required to learn that zero or two or more collisions
have occurred.

We can now condition sic on the events of zero, one, or more

than one message generations in the selected half of a split window. Note that if
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no message occurs

In

the selected half of a split window (this occurs with

probability q",o)' no slot is needed to determine that two or more messages occur
in the remaining half of the split window and that half can be split immediately.
Conditioning sIc thus gives:

q" ,I.(I+s.)
1

(3.2)

or

5"

"·1

=

(1 • q",l - q",o)

with the initial condition s2

==

+ ~
f-t

0.5.

(3<k)

q",iSj

Values (or sIc can be iteratively obtained

from equation 3.2 above and then substituted into equation 3.1 to determine the
value for S'"sat.
value of ).w.

Note, however, that S'"sa, is a (unction of the yet unspecified
This parameter will be chosen to minimize the value of S'"S&t.

Equation 3.1 can be evaluated numerically to show that S'"sat achieves a minimum
value of 1.24 slots when ). w has a value of 1.2.

Thus, regardless of the actual

message generation rate at which saturation occurs, the initial window size, w,
should be chosen such that ).W

=

1.2 and thus S'"sat

=

1.24 slots, independent

of the message generation rate at which saturation occurs.
Equation 3.1 thus gives the average message scheduling ,delay under saturation
conditions to be 1.24 slots; let us now determine the actual message generation
rate at which saturation occurs.

Following Lam [Lam 80]. we note that the

overall channel utilization p (the message generation rate times the average time
required to select (schedule) and transmit a message) must be bounded above by
unity.

If M is the average actual transmission time of a message (measured in

units of r), this channel utilization bound is expressed:

).(M

+

s-().))

<

1

The saturation value of the generation rate,). sat'
the equality in equation 3.3 holds and thus:

(3.3)
IS

that value of ). for which
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(3.4)

or

Ant = 1 / (M

+ 1.24)

If we define the effective channel throughput,

p~

to be the fraction of the

channel which is utilized by successfully transmitted messages, (i.e., p'

=

AM )

the effective channel throughput at saturation or the maximum effective channel
utilization IS gIven by:

M

1

The analysis thus far has provided the average message scheduling delay under
saturation conditions as well as the actual message generation rate (and thus
.effective throughput) at which saturation occurs.

We also know that as A and

thus p' approaches zero, the average message scheduling delay also approaches
zero slllce a message would always be sent without contention as soon as it is
generated.

Given

these

two

endpoint

values,

we

will

approximate

the

intermediate points of the average message scheduling time, s-(pl, by fitting a.
function of the form

p' / (b - p1

suitably chosen constant.

to these endpoint values, where b IS a.

The results of this approximation are compared with

the average message scheduling times obtained through simulation for various
message sizes in figure 3-2.
chosen such that AW =

In the simulations, the initial window SIze, w, was

1.2 for all values of A.

In the following section, the average message scheduling times will be used to
study the message delay distribution under different scheduling disciplines.

0)
~

Figure 3-2:

Average message scheduling times as a function of pi
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3.3. Waiting Time Distributions for FeFS, LCFS and
Random Scheduling
In this section, we present analytic and simulation results for the percentage of
messages lost (i.e., having delays exceeding a given time constraint) as a function
of the imposed time constraint for fixed length packets and for cases in which
the

window

scheduling.

message's

random

access

protocol

provides

FCFS,

LCFS

and

Random

The delay of a message will be defined as the time between a
generation

at

a station

and

the

beginning of the

(windowing) period (if any) immediately preceding,

contention

and resulting in, its

successful transmission

3.3.1. Service Time Distribution of Messages
The analysis developed in this section is based on viewing the
distributed

among

distributed queue.

the

stations

throughout

the

messages

network as customers in

a

If we view channel activity as a function of time, the window

protocol results in alternate use of the channel for the windowing process (to
determine the message to be transmitted) and for the successful transmission of
that message as shown in figure 3-3.

tUDe

tor

wlndowing
process

message
transm1.5sion
time

f7T:t~ra:n:sm:i:SS~l:on~T-:",:-r~t~r:an:s:ml::· i:o;n-l----I
5;5

w

tr

anS:nlS5l0n

increasing
time

~

message ·service" tlme

Figure 3-3:

The "service time" of messages

In our distributed queueing model we thus consider the time required by the
windowing

processes

immediately

preceding,

and

resulting

tn,

a

message's

transmission (i.e., its scheduling time) to be part of its service time.

The

scheduling time component of a. message's service time is thus the time between
either the end of the most recent message transmission or its own genera.tion
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time (whichever is more recent) and the start of its own succesSful transmission.
In this case the distributed queue is. equivalent to a centralized queue in which a
message's service time consists of two components: the scheduling time component
and the actual transmission time component.
Let us now determine the service time distribution for fixed length messages.
First, we note that since the statistics of the message scheduling time have been
shown to be independent of the scheduling discipline imposed by the protocol,
this service time distribution will also be independent of the scheduling discipline.
Let b(t) be the distribution (probability density function) of the message service
time, s(t) be the distribution of the scheduling time (i.e., the distribution oE the
length of time required by the windowing process to determine the single message
to be transmitted), and x(t) be the distribution of the message transmission time.
Since the service time is the sum of two independent random variables, the
service time distribution
b(t) = s(t)
where

0

IS

0

15

given by:

x(t)

the convolution operator.

(3.5)
For the case of fixed length messages, x(t)

is given by:
x(t) = Jlo(t - M)

(3.6)

where Jl o IS the unit impulse function and M
units of r).

IS

the fixed message length (in

The distribution of the message scheduling time

IS

more difficult to obtain.

However, our simulation studies have shown that the geometric distribution is a
good approximation for the message scheduling time distribution, where the mean
of the geometric distribution is taken
determined in the previous section.

to be the

mean scheduling time as

Let ~A) be the average message scheduling

delay and define ci to be the probability that the message scheduling delay is i
slots.

Then:
ci =

c{l-c)i

c =

1 / (1

where:

+ S-(A))

and the probability distribution for the message scheduling time

IS

thus given by:
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00

=

s(t)

E

(3.7)

cjPo(t-i)

1=0

Using the value for x(t) and s(t) from equations 3.8 and 3.7 respectively,
equation 3.5 gives the service time distribution for a message as:
00

b(t)

-

""'" cjPo(t - (M

f.:t

+

(3.8)

i))

3.3.2. Distribution for FCFS Scheduling
Since the message scheduling or collision resolution time has been modeled as
part of the service time of the messages, our model of the distributed queue
reduces to the case of an M/G/l queue, where the service distribution of the
customers is given by equation 3.8.
The waiting time density function for customers

In

an FeFS

M/G/l queue

IS

given by [Kleinrock 751:
00

wrcrs(t) -

)

~

where

(l-p)p k .Bk(t)

(3.9)

= the density function of the residual service time that an

.B(t)

arriving customer finds for the customer (if any) in service .
.Bk(t)

= the k-fold convolution of .B(t)

p

-

the server utilization, previously defined by p=).(~1 + s-().))

For values of p not especially close to unity, the infinite sum in equation 3.9
can be truncated at some finite value of k to produce an excellent approximation
to wrcr,(t).

The residual service time density for a given message generation rate

().) and a service time distribution given by equation 3.8 can be calculated
[Kleinrock 75] to be:
00

.B(t) =

1 -

E

cjll.1(t • (M

1=0

( M
where 11.1

IS

+

s-().) )

the unit step function.

+

i))

(3.10)
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Since messages are lost when their waiting time a.t the sending station exceeds
a given time con~traint, K (measured in units of r), the fraction of messages lost
under FCFS scheduling (equivalently, the steady state probability that a message
is lost) is given by:
(3.11)
Note that the second term on the right hand side of equation 3.11 is the
fraction of messages with a delay less than K. Hence, loss(K) is simply 1.0 minus
this value.
Figure 3-4 shows the message loss as a function of the imposed time constraint
for the case in which the time window protocol provides FCFS network-wide
scheduling; the sum in equation 3.9 was terminated at k=9 to obtain these
values.

Loss percentages are shown for 3 different message generation rates and

for message lengths 5 and 25 times the end-tcrend channel propagation delay.
The degree to which the analytic results in figure 3-4 agree with the simulation
values indicate that good approximations were introduced to obtain the analytic
form of wrcr.(t).

The results in figure 3-4 will be further discussed in section 3.4.

3.3.3. Distribution for LCFS Scheduling
In order to compute the waiting time distribution under LCFS scheduling, the

entire waiting time of a message can be modeled as a series of waiting time
components as shown in figure 3-5. (These waiting time components should not
be confused with service time components typically used in the "method of
stages" approximation [Kobayashi 781 for service time distributions.)
A message has no waiting time (i.e., it is transmitted immediately after its
generation at the sending station) with probability 1 1,

With probability 1-1 1 a

message has a first waiting time component with a distribution (probability
density function) given by d 1(t).

A message which finishes the first waiting time

component begins service (i.e., begins transmission) with

probability 12 and

requires a second waiting time component (with a distribution d2(t) ) with
probability 1-12 ,

In general, 1i represents the probability, given that a message
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Figure 3-4:
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Figure 3-5:
has completed i-I
component i-l.

Waiting time components for LCFS scheduling

waiting time components, that it will begin service after

Note that in order for a message to have exactly i waiting time

components, it must not enter service after completing each of the first i-I
waiting time components and must enter service after the ith component.

Thus

the probability that a message has exactly i waiting time components

given

by:

(1-1tXI-12)'

component

If a

IS

(1-1i)1i+l'

The distribution of the

IS

length of the ith

given by di(t).

me~age

experiences any waiting time at all, the first component of its

waiting time, d 1(t), results from the residual service of another message already
in service when the message is generated; dl(t) is thus given by ,B(t), the
previously determined residual service time density function.

Since the scheduling

discipline is LCFS, the remaining components of a. message's waiting time result
from other messages which are generated after,

but transmitted

before the

message; thus d j ( t) is given by b( t) for i> 1.
Using the above model of the waiting time, the distribution of the waiting time
IS

given by:
00

w1ds(t) =

11JlO(t)

+

(1-1 1)12,8(t)

+

E

(1-1 1)---(1-1i)1i+t,8(t)0 bi-2(t)

(3.12)

1-2

where Jlo and ,B(t) are as previously defined and b i-2(t) is the (i-2)fold convolution
of the service time density function.
{1J- To do this, we define:

We must still compute the unknown values,
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<lo - the probability that no messages are waiting to be sent (queue

IS

empty) at

equilibrium.

Pi - the probability of

messa.ge generations during a residua.l service time.

I

Pi - the probability of i message generations during a single message's service
time.
P~ - the
J

probability that j messages were generated during the first k
components of the message waiting time given that the kth component of
the message waiting time has just ended.

Q~ - the
J

probability that j messages were generated during the first k-I
components of the message waiting time given that the kth component of
the message waiting time has just begun.

Clearly, "h =

<lo and

'2

=

Po'

The value of ~ can be determined from an

analysis for the number in the queue as in [Lam
component is the

801.

Since the ith waiting time

last component if and only if exactly i-I

messages were

generated during the first i waiting time components, the remaining values for

hJ

are given by li+l =

pL

In order to compute the values of

hJ,

we must thus compute the sets of

probabilities {pn and {Qf+l} for all j,k ~ I; the relationship between these
two sets of probabilities is shown in figure 3-6.

These probabilities can be

iteratively computed as follows, using the initial condition PJ =

Figure 3-6:

P"j'

Probability sets for LCFS waiting time distribution calculation
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Let us first consider the values of {Qf+l}, the probabilities that j message
generations occurred during the first k waiting time components given that the
k+ 1st waiting time component has begun, (or the cases in which j < k.

Note

that if a message begins the k+ 1st waiting time component, there must have
been at least k messages generated during the previous waiting time components,
since otherwise the message would have previously begun service.

Thus, we have

Qt+1=0 for all j <k. (Note that by the same argument we also have Pt==-=O for
all j <k-l.)
Let us now consider the values of {Qt+ 1} (or j>k.

The value of Qt+ 1 (the

probability of j message generations during the first k waiting time components
given that the k+lst waiting time component has begun, and thus given that the
kth waiting time component was completed) can be related to Pf (the probability
of j message generations during the first k waiting time components given that
the kth waiting time component was completed) by a simple conditioning of
·f

probabilities:

I'

P~
Q~+l
J

\.

J

=

1c+1st ,!,!-itinJ time compone!?' is be(Un liven that}
Probability{the
the Icth wathnl time component IS completed

The probability that the k+ 1st waiting time component IS not begun gIven that
the kth waiting time component is completed
probability in the denominator above is simply

o
Q~+l

IS

given by P~'l'

. pt.l and we 'have:

O<i<k

_

J

Thus, the

(3.13)

{ Pt/(I

J2 k

Finally, given the values for Qf+l for a fixed k and all j, the values of Pf+l
can now be computed by conditioning on the number of messages generated
during the k+lst waiting time component.

If there are n messages generated

during the k+lst waiting time component and j messages generated during all of
the first k+ 1 components, jon messages must have been generated during the
first k waiting time components.

Thus:
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j

P ~+l

_

J

~ Qk+l

L...J

j-D

I

(3.14)

PD

D-O

Equations 3.13 and 3.14 together provide for the iterative calculation of {Pf}
and {Qf+l} for all j,k.
of

hJ

These values, in turn, are then used in the calculation

and equation 3.12 can then be used to compute the message loss as a.

function of the imposed time constraint.

Figure 3-7 shows this message loss.

Performance results are shown for 3 different message generation rates and for
message lengths equal to 5 and 25 times the end-to-end propagation delay of the
channel.

Note

that all the

loss curves in figure 3-7 fall rapidly with an

increasing time constraint for time constraints less than the message length.
This results from the fact that under LCFS scheduling, the message with the
smallest delay is transmitted first and hence a. large percentage of messages are
transmitted immediately after termination of the message transmission (if any)
that was in service when the message was generated.

Note, however, that if an

additional message is generated before a. waiting message can begin service, this
newly generated message (and possibly subsequently generated messages) will
receive service first under the LCFS policy.

3.3.4. Distribution for Random Scheduling
The waiting time distribution under Random scheduling can be approximated
using waiting time components.

Once again, the first component of the waiting

time results from the residual service time for another message (if any) in service
when

the

message

is

first

generated

at

a

station.

Also.

the

remaining

components of the waiting time again result from the servIce times of other
messages.

However, since the message scheduling discipline

IS

Random. these

other messages may have been generated at any time.
The value for 10 will be exactly the same as under LCFS since the probability
that a generated message finds the queue empty is independent of the order in
which messages are selected for service [Kleinrock 761.

In order to determine the

remaining values for {Ii}' we can make use of the average number of messages
in the distributed queue given there is at least one message in the queue (i.e.,
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Figure 3-'1:

Message loss as a. function of the imposed time constraint
for LCFS scheduling
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the message for which the waiting time distribution

IS

being computed).

This

conditional value is given by q-/( l-<l{)), where q- is the unconditional average
number of customers in the queue.

Since Random scheduling implies that all

messages in the queue are equally likely to begin service next, if there are on the
average, q-/( 1-~) messages in the queue, one way to model the probability that
a particular message begins service immediately after waiting time component i
IS:

1 - ~

or

1

q=

(3.15)

wRa.ndom(t), the waiting time density function under Random scheduling can be
computed using these values of {Ii} in equation 3.12.

The message loss as a

function of the imposed time constraint can then be computed as in equation
3.11.

Figure 3-8 shows computed message loss curves for Random scheduling for

three different message generation rates and message sizes equal to 5 and 25
times the end-ta-end propagation delay of the channel.
As shown in figure 3-8, the simulation results for large values of p' are not in
as close agreement with the analytic results as the results for FCFS a.nd LCFS
scheduling were,

Recall that in these latter two cases, the analytic results were

computed exactly; the waiting time distribution for Random scheduling was only
approximated,

In

equation 3.15 we

approximate all of the Ii'
probability that a message

used only two values, q- and

~,

to

Also, we chose the values of Ii such that the
begins

component is the same for all i> 1.

transmission

after

the

ith

waiting

time

For small values of p~ a message's wait will

typically consist of only a few waiting time components and this appears to be a
reasonable approximation.

For large values of p~ however, a message's waiting

time will typically consist of many components and our approximation for {IJ
does not adequately capture the effect of these waiting time components.

Figure 3-8:

Messa.ge loss as a. function of the imposed time constra.int
for RANDOM scheduling
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3.4. The Impact of Scheduling Disciplines on the TimeConstrained Performance of Random Access Protocols
In figure 3-9 we compare the loss curves for a fixed message size and message
generation rate for FCFS, LCFS and Random scheduling in order to provide a
quantitative example of the impact that a scheduling discipline can have on the
time-constrained performance of the time window protocol.
These results indicate that for the given message generation rate and message
size, none of the three scheduling disciplines is uniformly the best in the sense of
minimizing loss for all possible time constraints.
(large loss), LCFS

IS

For small time constraints

better than FCFS and Random, while for large time

constraints (small loss), FCFS is better than LCFS and Random.

Similar results

can be found by comparing other message loss curves from figures 3-4, 3-7 and
3-8.

The results in figure 3-9 also indicate that there can be significant

performance differences due to the imposed scheduling discipline.

For example,

for the same fixed time bound, the message loss for FCFS and LCFS can differ
by as much as 100%; for the same message loss, the time bounds required by
FCFS and LCFS to realize this loss can also differ by as much as 100%.
Clearly, the manner in which the initial windows and halves of split windows are
chosen can have a great affect on the time-constrained performance of the time
window protocol.
Although FCFS and LCFS each perform better than the other (and Random)
for certain values of the imposed time constraint or tolera.ble message loss, the
question arises whether other scheduling disciplines exist which perform better
than

both FCFS and LCFS

m such regions.

Since we are interested

in

maxlmlzmg the probability that a message has a waiting time below some given
bound, a scheduling discipline similar to minimum slack time scheduling in
deterministic scheduling [Coffman i6J would seem promising.

Under minimum

slack time scheduling, that message with a current waiting time closest to, but
not exceeding, the time constraint

IS

transmitted next.

This message can be

selected by choosing the beginning of the initial time window to be either the
current

time

minus

the

time

constraint

or

the

current

value of

t _ past

Figure 3-0:

Comparison of loss as a. function of the imposed time
constraint (or FCFS, LCFS and RANDOM scheduling
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(whichever is more recent) and resolving collisions within a window on a FCFS
basis.

Note that since the window protocol only maintains modified message

generation times, an exact realization of minimum slack time scheduling is not
possible.

However, since a message's actual delay (the amount of time between a

message's actual generation time and the current time) is always greater than its
modified delay (measured using its modified generation time), the minimum slack
time scheduling algorithm does insure that messages with a modified delay (and
hence actual delay) known to exceed the

imposed time constraint are

not

transmitted before messages with a modified delay below the time constraint.
Figure 3-10 shows simulation values for minimum slack time scheduling for time
constraints of 2.0, 2.8 and 3.6 times the message transmission time.

From our

simulation studies and as evidenced in figure 3-10, we have noted that minimum
slack time scheduling for a specific time bound performs equally as well or better
than both FCFS and LCFS in the region of the imposed time constraint.

It

should be noted that although the absolute decrease in message loss under
minimum slack time scheduling is relatively small, the percentage decrease in the
loss may actually be quite significant.
Finally, it should be noted that all the various scheduling disciplines discussed
so far are implemented by the same general window mechanism.

In practice,

system characteristics such as the message generation rate, loss tolerances and the
imposed time constraint may vary over time.

Since the relative time-constrained

performance of the different scheduling disciplines depends strongly on these
variable system characteristics, a fea.ture of the general window mechanism which
makes it particularly attractive for time-constrained applications is the possibility
that the single window mechanism could be used to dynamically impose different
scheduling disciplines in response to the changing system characteristics.

The

performance of such an adaptive scheme, however, would crucially depend on the
ability of all stations to accurately estimate the values for changing system
parameters and the scheme itself might require additional synchronization among
the stations to coordinate adaption.

The development of an adaptive scheduling

scheme is thus a challenging problem for further research.

-~

()O

Figure 3-10:
Comparison of loss as a function of the imposed time
constraint for FCFS, LCFS and minimum slack time scheduling
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3.5. Summary
In this chapter, we have seen that although a multiple access protocol has
traditionally been viewed simply as a distributed resource sharing mechanism, it
also serves a very important additional role as a distributed message transmission
scheduling mechanism.

Given the importance of this role, we developed a

channel access protocol, based on a generalization of the time window mechanism,
which is suitable for supporting time-constrained communication applications in a
multiple access environment.

This protocol can provide any of a large class of

distributed network-wide message transmission scheduling disciplines based on
message generation times.
Both simulation and novel analytic and numerical models were developed to
study the effects of the imposed scheduling discipline on the time-constrained
performance of the time window protocol.

We examined cases

protocol provides FCFS. LCFS and Random scheduling.

III

which the

In addition, a protocol

which specifically attempts to maximize the percentage of messages with a delay
less than a given time constraint was also introduced and examined.

The

performance results quantitatively demonstrated that the scheduling role of the
protocol does indeed have a dramatic impact on its performance for timeconstrained applications.
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Chapter 4
Controlling Time Window Protocols for
Time-Constrained Communication
4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, the importance of the scheduling discipline imposed on
message transmissions by an access protocol was examined and found to have a
critical impact on the protocol's performance for time-constrained communication
applications.

A protocol which provides explicit control over this scheduling

function was developed and its performance examined for cases in which several
different message scheduling disciplines were imposed.

We found that among

FCFS, LCFS and Random scheduling disciplines, none was uniformly the best for
all values of an imposed time constraint.

An additional scheduling discipline was

thus proposed which implemented a. minimum slack time scheduling discipline
based on the mod£fied generation times of messages.

The performance of this

scheduling discipline was studied through simulation.
The research presented in this chapter is motivated by the observation that the
time window protocol, as previously described,

is passive in the sense that

:;ending stations eventually transmit every message, regardless of the amount of
time a message may have spent waiting for transmission.

In this chapter we

introduce the additional capability of explicitly discarding (losing) messages at the
sending stations.

The advantages of losing messages at the sending stations (as

opposed to the receiving stations) are twofold.

First, resources need never be

wasted on transmitting a message which would be lost with certainty at the
receiving station.

Secondly, in heavy traffic situations, large message delays (and

correspondingly large message loss) resulting from a temporary overload need not
be propagated into the future.
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In this chapter we a.lso forma.lly addres:! the problem of determining the
optimal elements of the scheduling (windowing) policy.

In the following section,

we first present several extensions to the operation of the time window protocol.
We then formulate a policy for controlling the operation of the time window
protocol when the additional capability of explicitly discarding messages at the
sending station has been introduced.

A semi-Markov decision model [Howard 71]

is developed for the operation of the sending stations and it is proven that
certain temporally local optimum decisions with respect to message lOs:! also
characterize optimal long term (infinite horizon) behavior.

Three of the four

optimal elements of the windowing policy are determined within this decision
model and are shown to be both intuitive and simple.

A heuristic is presented

for the final policy element.
Although the semi-Markov decision model can also be used to obtain analytic
performance results, the procedure is too computationally expensive to be of
practical use.

Thus, an alternate performance model based on a general queueing

system with impatient customers is developed in section 4.4.
message

For cases in which

loss is the primary performance metric, our model is considerably

simpler than previously developed related queueing models.

This model is then

used to examine the time-constrained performance of the time window protocol
for the case in which the optimal elements of the windowing policy are used;
simulation results are also presented to corroborate the analytic results.

The

results quantitatively demonstrate that significant performance improvements can
be realized over the cases in which the sending stations provide FCFS. LCFS,
Random or minimum slack time scheduling.

4.2. A Modification to the Time Window Protocol
4.2.1. Modified Message Generation Times versus Actual Message
Generation Times
In the time window protocol described in section 3.1, an interval of time known
to contain either zero or a single message generation is removed from future
consideration by the protocol as soon as the message (if any) with a modified
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generation time falling within this time interval has been transmitted.

This is

accomplished by updating the appropriate modified message generation times and
the value of t _ past as previously shown in figure 3-1.

The notion of modified

message generation times was introduced in the time window protocol presented
in chapter 3 in order to reduce the amount of state information maintained by
the protocol.

An alternative to using modified message generation times and

maintaining the single state variable, t_past,

is to use the actual message

generation times and to maintain state information which records every interval
of time in the past known to contain no unsent message generations.
refer to such an interval of time as a fully probed interval of time.

We will

That is, an

interval of time is considered to be fully probed if, and only if, it is known that
every

message

that

was

generated

during

the

interval

has

already

been

transmitted.
Note that the simple state information used by the time window protocol
presented in chapter 3 requires scheduling decisions to be made on the basis of
the modified generation time of messages rather than their actual generation
time.

A message is lost, however, when its actual waiting time, determined by

its actual generation time, exceeds the imposed time constraint.

Thus, although

the time window protocol described in chapter 3 requires only a minimal amount
of state information (i.e., the stations need only maintain a single value, t _ past,
and the modified generation times of locally generated messages), the cost of
limiting the amount of state information is that only partial information about
the actual generation times of messages is used by the protocol.

\.10dified

generation times can be used to distinguish messages according to the temporal
ordering of their message generation times but not according to the actual times
at which the messages were generat.ed.
In the 'the time window protocol described below, the use of modified message
generation times has thus been discarded in favor of the use of the actual
generation times of messages.

In this case, every fully probed interval of time

must now be included in the protocol's state information.

As we

will see,

however, in the case that the optimal elements of the windowing policy are
employed, only a single piece of state information (similar to t_past) need be
maintained.
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The operation of the time window protocol using actual message generation
times is shown in figure 4-1 and is essentially the same as that of the protocol
presented in chapter 3.

Once again, stations synchronously select initial windows

of time according to some policy (to be described below) and a station transmits
a message if, and only if, it has a message to send which was actually generated
during this interval of time.
current
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successful transmission of its rressaqe

Figure 4-1:

Operation of the time window protocol

Since the notion of modified generation times has been discarded, the protocol
must now record every fully probed interval of time.

For example, if an initial
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time window is chosen as in figure 4-la and no messages were generated during
this time window, this fact
information.

must be

incorporated into the protocol's state

In figure 4-1, such fully probed intervals of time are indicated by

shaded regions.

Thus, the stations might view the time axis as shown below in

figure 4-2.

cw:rent tine

I

t

intervals of time in the past which have
been fully probed

Figure 4-2:

A station's vIew of the time axIS

4.2.2. A Policy for Controlling the Windowing Process
Note that the opportunity for controlling protocol operation arises only at those
times when an initial window must be selected.

Assuming the protocol maintains

some state information (such as a record of its past history as in the time axis
In

f.igure 4-2), then a selection of
1. the position of the initial window

2. the length of the initial window
3. a. procedure for splitting the window should collisions occur

must be made,
alternatives.

based on the current state information,
Once

an

alternative

for

operation

has

from some set of
been

selected,

the

probabilistic evolution of the protocol is determined until the next time an initial
window

must be

chosen.

The selection of an alternative for action (i.e.,

specifying (1) through (3) above) given the current state is known as a deci8ion
and the set of all decisions is known as a policy.
The problem we now want to address IS how to select those alternatives for
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operation that will maximize the percentage of messages with delays below the
given time constraint.

A message's delay (or waiting time) will once again be

defined as the amount of time between its generation at the sending station and
the beginning of the windowing process immediately preceding, and resulting in,
its own successful transmission.

Thus, a. message's delay does not (by definition)

include the time required for the single windowing process resulting in its
transmission.

However, the dela.y doe3 include the windowing time for a.1l other

messages transmitted since it was generated; this point will be further discussed
in section 4.4.

4.3. Controlling the Time Window Protocol
In this section we address the problem of selecting policy elements (1) - (3) in
order to maximize the percentage of messages with a delay below a given bound.
First, we develop a state space representation suitable to encode the necessary
past history of the protocol.

This state space description is then used as the

basis for a semi-Markov decision model [Howard
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of protocol operation.

The

usual approach for finding the optimal elements of a policy is to choose some
initial policy elements and then to iteratively obtain better and better policy
elements.

Unfortunately

this

iterative

process

can

be

computationally

quite

expensive and moreover may provide little insight into the operation of the
protocol itself.

Our approach here will be to use our understanding of the

protocol to infer elements (1) and (3) of the optimal policy and then to prove
that no policy iteration would yield a better policy.

A simple closed form

characterization of (2) does not appear possible; this problem will be further
discussed in section 4.4.

4.3.1. A State Space Description and Pseudo Time
Let us assume that time is discrete in units of .1 (where .1 can be arbitrarily
small but finite) and is small enough so that the probability of more than one
message generation (anywhere in the network) in time .1 can be assumed to be
zero.

The most straightforward state space a.pproach is simply to encode for

each .1 unit oC time in the past, whether or not it has been Cully probed.

This
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approach lea.ds to a complicated state space which grows exponentially
with each

size

In

.:::1.

An alternative approach is to introduce the notion of pseudo time, determine
the optimal policy elements (1) and (3) within a state space based on pseudo
time and then to relate these results back to actual time.

The relationship

between actual time and pseudo time is shown below in figure 4-3.

Pseudo time

is defined such that each unit of pseudo time in the past is associated with a
unit of actual time in the past which has not yet been fully probed.

With no

loss of generality, we can require that if tl precedes t2 in actual time then the
pseudo time associated with tl precedes the pseudo time associated with t 2. In
this case, the introduction of pseudo time essentially compresses the actual time
axiS by removing fully probed intervals of time.

Thus, the notion of pseudo

time is closely related to the notion of modified message generation times
introduced in the previous chapter.
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Actual time and pseudo time

Each state in the pseudo time state space will simply correspond to the total
amount of actual time which has not yet been fully probed.

One possible

pseudo time state space description is thus:

S

=

{O, 1, 2, 3 ... }

(4.1 )
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w here a particular state,

1,

indicates that

units of time have not yet been

fully probed.
This state space description can be further refined as follows.
of ~) represent the imposed time constraint.

Let K (in units

Clearly, transmitting a message

with a delay greater than K (in actual time) is useless work since the message
will be lost at the receiver with probability 1.

Thus the protocol should never

send a message with a delay greater than K. When an initial window is chosen,
all messages with a delay greater than K can therefore be discarded by the

sending station.

Thus, in addition to policy elements (1), (2) and (3) of section

4.2, the optimal policy will also:
4. discard any messages with a delay greater than K. These messages can be
effectively discarded by marking the actual time intervals contaInIng
message generations which would have a delay greater than K as if these
intervals of time had already been fully probed.
As a result of policy element (4), there are never more than K units of actual
time which are not marked as fully probed.

This bounds the size of the pseudo

time state space and th us the pseudo time state space can be further refined to:

S

= { 0,

1, 2, .... K-l, K}

(4.2)

4.3.2. Optimal Elements of the Window Control Policy
In this section we establish the following theorem which states that the window
control policy elements (1) and (3) which maximize the percentage of messages
with delays less than K, result in successfully transmitted messages being sent on
a global (network-wide) FCFS basis:

Theorem 4.1: In the case that all messa.ge lengths are identically distributed
and given policy element (4). the optimal selection of policy elements (1) and (3)
IS

independent of policy element (2) and can be characterized as follows:

1. The beginning of an initial window should be pla.ced a.t the point in time
closest to, but not exceeding, K units of time in the past (where K is the
imposed time constraint) which is not marked as fully probed.
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3. the older half of a split window is always selected first.
Note that a message
successful

IS

transmission

lost unless the windowing process which results in its

begins within

K

units

of

time

after

its

generation.

Intuitively, since all the message lengths are identically distributed, it would seem
reasonable to transmit that message with a delay closest to, but not exceeding,
the imposed time constraint; this is exactly what (1) and (3) above specify.

This

policy is similar to the minimum slack time scheduling policy examined in the
previous chapter except that in the present case, messages are being selected for
transmission based on their actual generation time rather than on the basis of
their

modified

message

generation

time.

Minimum

slack

time

scheduling

[Coffman 76], can be easily proven optimal In the deterministic case that all
message generation times are known in advance.
more

complicated,

however,

SInce

only

The present case is somewhat

probabilistic

information

concernIng

message generation times is known and since any decision influences the future
evolution of the system.
In establishing Theorem 4.1, the following definitions will be useful:

actual delay of a message. The amount of time between the current time
and the time at which the message was generated at the sending station.

- pseudo delay of a message. The amount of time between the current time
and the pseudo time associated with the time at which the message was
generated. Note that while ~ message's actual delay always increases with
time, the pseudo delay may both increase and decrease in time, depending
on the behavior of the window mechanism.

- actual loss: fraction of messages not successfully transmitted with an actual
delay less than K. Since the loss will be a function of the policy, we will
write actual 10ss{P) to indicate the actual loss under policy P.

- pseudo loss: fraction of messages not successfully transmitted with a pseudo
delay less than K. Pseudo 10ss(P) indicates the pseudo loss under policy P.
- one-8tep p8eudo loss: the expected number of messages which have a
pseudo delay less than K when a decision is made, but have a pseudo delay
greater than K (and hence are lost under policy element 4) when the next
decision is made.
In order to establish Theorem 4.1, we will first establish the following lemmas,
which will require the following assumption:
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Assumption 4.1 : The distribution of message generation times measured in
actual time and in pseudo time is the s~e, i.e., the removal of intervals of time
and the concommitant shifting of actual generation times (to get the pseudo
generation times) preserves the distribution of inter-generation times.

For the

case that messages are generated according to a Poisson process, the removal of
an initial window containing 0 or 1 messa.ge generations preserves this property
exactly.

In general, however, if one half of a split window is removed, an

exponential inter-generation time distribution would not be exactly preserved.

Lemma 4.1 : For any policy P:

actual loss(P)

>

pseudo loss(P)

Proof: By the definition of pseudo time, the pseudo delay of a message
always less than or equal to the actual delay of a message.

IS

Thus if a message's

pseudo delay exceeds K, its actual delay also exceeds K.

Lemma 4.2 : Given policy element (4), any policy with policy elements (1)
and (3) as in Theorem 1 preserves the following property of all messages which
are not lost:
ps~udo

delay of a message

=

actual delay of a message

Proof: Lemma 4.2 can be inductively established.
holds when a decision is made.

Suppose the above property

If this property does not hold when the next

decision is made, the selection of the first window must have been such that
there was a message which was generated between K units of time in the past
and the start of the first initial window.

However, by hypothesis, the policy

contains elements (1) and (3) as in Theorem 1 and thus no such message can
exist. Thus the above property is preserved by each decision.

Lemma 4.3 : Let {PW} be the set of a.ll policies which choose the same

SIze

window when in the same state (i.e., the set of all policies with the same second
element). Let P~

{PW} be the single policy with elements (1) and (3) as

lD

Theorem 4.1. Then P~ minimizes the one-step pseudo loss over all policies

lD

{PW}.

l
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Let us define the critical messages associated with a decision as

Proof:
follows.
time,

~,

When a decision is made at time t'in state i, a probabilistic amount of
is required for the windowing process and message transmission (if any).

The critical messages associated with the decision made at t I are those messages
with a pseudo generation time after t(.i but before t'+~-K.
message

IS

That is, a critical

one with a pseudo delay less than i at t' which would have a pseudo

delay greater than K at t/+~ (when the next decision is made) if it is not
transmitted.

The one-step pseudo loss can thus be expressed by the following

expected value:
one-step pseudo loss

=

E [ number of critical messages prob. t.hat a critical message is transmittedJ

(4.3)

By assumption 1, all units of pseudo time are statistically identical with respect
to message generation times.

Thus, for a given window size, the time between

two consecutive decisions is independent of both the position of the first initial
window and the procedure for choosing halves of a split window.

Thus, for a

given window size, the number of critical messages associated with a decision
independent of policy elements (1) and (3).

IS

Now, since P:S always selects the

message with a pseudo delay closest to, but not exceeding K (i.e., the message
that will be critical if any messages are critical), P:S maximizes the second term
in equation 4.3.

Lemma

4.4

Thus P:S minimizes the one-step pseudo loss.

: Given policy element 4 in section 4.3.1, a policy which

minimizes the one-step pseudo loss also minimizes the pseudo loss.
Lemma 4 relates the short term pseudo loss to the long term average pseudo
loss and relies on results from decision theory.
found in the appendix at the end of this chapter.

The proof of lemma 4.4 can be
Given lemmas 4.1 through 4.4

we can now establish theorem 4.1:

Proof of Theorem 4.1: Let {PW} be the set of all policies which have the
same second policy element and let P;' € {PW} be the policy with elements (1)
and (3) as in theorem 4.1.
actual loss less than P:S .

We want to show that no policy in {PW} has an
Suppose there exists some policy,

actual loss less than that of policy P:S :

p~

which has an
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<

actual 10ss(P~)

actual 10ss(P;")

By lemma 4.2, we then have
actual loss(P~)

<

actual 10ss(P::U) -

pseudo 10ss(P;")

and then by lemmas 4.3 and 4.4:
actual loss(P~)

<

and thus specifically since P~

pseudo 10ss(P~)
E

~in", pseudo losS(P1

P E(P )

{P"'}:

actual 10ss(P~)
which contradicts lemma 4.1.

==

<

pseudo loss(P~)

Thus P~ cannot exist and thus P~

IS

the optimal

policy.

An important consequence of theorem 4.1 (stated in lemma 4.2) is that under
optimal policy elements (1), (3) and (4), there is no difference between pseudo
time and actual time.

Thus, there are no "gaps" in time (the shaded regions in

figure 4-2) between fully probed intervals of actual time.

Thus the state space

need not be a large and complicated encoding of numerous fully probed intervals
of time.

Rather, only a single piece of information need be maintained by the

protocol - that point in time closest to, but not exceeding K units of time in the
past which has not yet been fully probed and thus may contain untransmitted
message generations.

Once again, we will refer to this value as t _past.

Under

optimal policy elements (1), (3) and (4), it is further known that there may be
unsent messages in the network which were generated at any point in time
between t _past and the current time.

Figure 4-4 provides an example of the

operation of the protocol under optimal policy elements (1), (3) and (4) and the
manner in which

t_

past is ma.intained.
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4.4. A Queueing 0.1odel of Protocol Performance
The analysis developed in this section is again based on VIeWIng the messages
distributed

among

distributed queue.

the stations throughout

the

network

as

customers

In

a

Recall that in this model, the service time consists of two

components: the scheduling time component and the actual transmission time
component, where the scheduling time component of a message's service time is
the time between either the end of the most recent message transmission or its
own generation

time (whichever is more recent) and the start of its own

successful transmission.
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4.4.1. An M/G/! Queue With Customer Loss
A consequence of policy elements (1), (3) and (4) is that all successfully
transmitted messages are sent on a FCFS ba.sis.

Furthermore, a.s a result of

policy element (4), messages are lost at the sender (i.e., never sent) only when
their waiting time (a.s defined in section 4.2) exceeds the given time constraint.
Thus, the operation of the optimal policy can be modeled a.s a FCFS queue in
which messages at the front of the distributed queue are lost (denied service) if
their waiting time

In

the queue ha.s exceeded the time constraint; this model

IS

shown in figure 4-5a.

p(lost)

p(1ost)

Fig. 4-5 a:

CUst.anars are denied service
if wait in ql:.eue > K.

Figure 4-5:

Fig. 4-5b:

CUstarers determine

wai ting ti.rre and do not
join the ql:.eue i f wait
ti.rre > K.

Two models of a queue with customer loss

In terms of server utilization, it makes no difference whether customers are lost
a.s soon a.s they are generated and arrive at the front of the queue or whether
they somehow determine their waiting time and join the queue if, and only if,
their

waiting

time

is

less

than

the

specified

time

constraint.

Thus.

the

probability that the server

IS

busy is the same in the model in figure 4-530 as in

the model in figure 4-5b.

We will model the distributed queue using the M/G/l

queueing system shown in figure 4-5b.

It should be noted that t.his model is

only approximate since the "service" times are not truly independent.

This

second queueing model wa.s recently studied in [Baccelli and Hebuterne 81] for
the MIGII case for the waiting time distribution of customers entering service.

If we are only interested in the probability of message loss, an alternative
approach can considerably simplify the analysis for the MIGII ca.se.
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Let us define F(w,t) as the probability distribution function (PDF) of the
unfinished work in the queue at time t:
F(w,t)

A

P( unfinished work

<

w)

Note that the unfinished work in the queue corresponds to the waiting time an
arriving (newly generated) customer would experience under FCFS scheduling.
By elementary continuity arguments, the PDF of the unfinished work at time
t+L1t can be characterized in terms of its value at time t as follows:
F(w.t+L1t)

-

(l-XL1t)F(w+L1t,t) +
XL1t(l-p (W_K))lwB(w_x)aF'(xIlldx
t
ax
o
XL1t(p\(w-K)){ c

lwB(w-x~
ax

1

( 4.4)

+
+

(l-c t )F(w+L1t,t)}

o

where K is the time constraint, B(x) is the service time PDF of a message
(customer), Jlt(w-K) is the unit step function at K and c1

=

F(K,t).

The first term on the right hand side of equation 4.4 relates the value of
F(w,t+L1t) to the value of the PDF at time t in the case that no messages are
generated in L1t (i.e .. no message arrivals to the queue).

The second term is for

the case that one message is generated and there is unfinished work at time
t+,jt less than or equal to K. The final term is for the case that one message is
generated and the unfinished work in the queue at time t+L1t is greater than K;
the values of c1 and l-c t represent, respectively, the probability that a generated
message found its waiting time to be less than or greater than K. Rearranging
the terms in equation 4.4, taking 'the limit as L1t approaches 0 and then
(assuming equilibrium exists) taking the limit as t approaches infinity, results In
the

following

pair of

integra-differential

unfinished work in the queue:

equations

for

the

distribution

of
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o=

dF(w) dw

AF(w)

+ A[iB{W-X)dxF(x)

(O<w~K) (4.5a)

o

(K < w) (4.5b)

Let fW<K(w) be the derivative of the solution to equation 4.5 (i.e., the waiting
time density Cunction (pdf) )

In

the region O<w<K and let CK<Jw) be the

waiting time density Cunction

In

the region K <w.

Then by conservation oC

probability, we have:

At this point, we could solve equation 4.5 Cor fw<K(w) a.nd CK<Jw) uSing
equation 4.6 to determine the unknown constants.

The solution to equation 4.5a

can be shown [Kleinrock 75J to be:
00

fW<K(w)

~

P(O).L: pi/f1(w)

.-0

(4.7)

where:
- P(O) is the probability that the server (transmission channel) is idle

x

= A~ where A and are, respectively, the message generation rate and
average service times of messages

- p

- pew)

has the form of the residual service time distribution of an M/G/l
queue with no loss, i.e., the distribution oC the remaining work that a

newly generated message would find for

a,

message in service.

- /f1( w) is the i-Cold convolution of (J( w).
The solution of equation 4.5b is considerably more complex and requIres the
numerical inversion oC a difficult Laplace transform; fortunately, it need not be
solved.

Note that the second term on the leCt of equation 4.6 is simply the

probability that a newly generated message finds a waiting time greater than K
and thus does not join the queue and is lost:
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[~K<J.W)dW

-

p(Joss)

-

(4.8)

1 - p(accepted)

The Joss probability can be related to P(O), the probability that the server is
idle, using the simple conservation of flow argument shown in figure 4-6.

The

average rate at which messages actually join the distributed queue is given by
Ap(accept) and the average rate at which messages leave the queue after service
is given by the probability that the server is busy times the rate at which the
server services these customers.

By conservation of flow, the average rate at

which messages join and depart from the queue must be the same and thus:
p(accept)p

____

1 - P(O)

(4.9)

~____~~~_._P~(~~~C_~~t)__~~--~--~P~(-~-~---b-~--)----- ~
A • p(lost)

Figure 4-6:

Flow conservation

Using equations 4.6 - 4.9 we can now determine the probability of message loss:
p(loss)

where

+

1

(4.10)

z(K,p)

As a check of equation 4.10, note that

p(loss) approaches 0.

In

the limit as K approaches infinity,

As K approaches 0, p(loss) approaches I-P(O). That is, the

probability that a message is lost approaches the probability that the server is
busy, as would be expected since as K approaches 0, a message would only enter
service if, and only if, the queue was empty and the server was idle.
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Equation 4.10 thus gives the probability of message loss under optimal policy
elements (1), (3) and (4).

Note that we have not yet specified policy element (2)

which determines the initial window length.
will affect both

x (and

The selection of policy element (2)

thus p) and f3(w) in equation 4.10.

Unfortunately,

computing the optimal value of policy element (2) would require solving the set
of equations (AI) in the appendix and thus is computationally too expensive to
be of practical use; similar problems have been encountered in other protocol
models based on semi-Markov decision analysis [Lam and Kleinrock 751.

Thus,

rather than compute the optimal values for (2), let us examine the performance
of the protocol using a heuristic rule for (2).
Specifically, let us assume that (2) is chosen to minImIze the average amount of
time required by the windowing process to schedule a message under saturation
conditions, as discussed in the previous chapter.

Even if the window sizes are

selected in this manner, determining the first moment and distribution of the
message scheduling time IS not an easy task.

Recall that in the prevIous

chapter, these values were approximated by exactly determining the average
scheduling time for two message generation rates and fitting a function to these
endpoints to approximate the average scheduling time for intermediate message
generation rates.

This average scheduling time was then used as the mean of a

geometrically distributed collision resolution (windowing) time.

The performance

results obtained using these analytic approximations were shown to coincide
closely with simulation results.
A final complication in evaluating equation 4.10 is that the average scheduling
time (and thus message service time) depends on the

fraction of messages

actually entering the queue and eventually receiving service, i.e., the scheduling
time components of

x and

,8(w) are dependent on p(loss).

However, since the

scheduling delay is known to be exactly 0 for the case that K=O,
p(loss) can be computed exactly at K=O.

The values of

x and

x,

pew) and

,8(w) at K=€ (€

close to 0) can then be closely approximated using the exact fraction of messages
entering service for K=O; these values can then be used to compute the loss at
K=€.

In this fashion the loss at the nth value of K can be iteratively

computed using the loss at the (n-l)st value of K to compute

x and

(3(w).
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4.4.2. Some Numerical Results
In

figures

4-7

through

4-9

we

present

some

numerical

results

for

the

performance of the time window protocol in the case that the windowing policy
elements (1), (3) and (4) are chosen optimally and the heuristic discussed above is
adopted for policy element (2).

These results are compared with time-constrained

performance results in the case that the protocol provides FCFS and LCFS
service and messages are lost only a.t the receiving stations.

Performance results

are given for various values of M and p~ where M is the fixed message length in
units of the end-to-end propagation delay of the channel,

T,

and pI is the

network-wide message generation rate (lost and transmitted) times M.

As expected, these results show significant performa.nce improvements over the
FCFS and LCFS results.

Two factors contribute to this increase in performance.

First, the optimal policy elements (1) and (3) have been used; the critical role of
these two policy elements was demonstrated in the previous chapter.

However,

the increase in performance proba.bly results primarily from the inclusion of
policy element (4).

Note that as a. result of this policy element, the channel is

used only for "useful" work.

That is, if the protocol sends a message, due to

element (4) and our definition of waiting time, that message will be accepted at
the receiving station with probability 1.

Thus, unlike the time window protocol

described in the previous chapter, the channel is never used for the transmission
of messages which are lost at the receiving station.
Recall that our definition of waiting time m section 4.2 does not include a
message's own scheduling time as part of its waiting time.

This definition only

approximates the more traditional definition of waiting time: the time between a
message's

generation

transmission.

The

at

a

waiting

sending
time

station

and

approximation

the
was

start of its
introduced

considerable complication to the analyses of sections 4.3 and 4.4.

successful
to

avoid
In the

simulation results shown m figures 4-7 through 4-9, messages were considered
lost when the amount of time between their generation and the beginning of
their successful transmission (i.e, their waiting time as traditionally defined)
exceeded the imposed time constraint.

(Note that in this case it is possible for
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Flgure 4-71

Message loss a.! a function of time imp08ed time constraint
for the controlled time window protocol with pi =- .25
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Fisure 4-81

Mes:sage loss a:! a (unction o( time imposed time constraint
(or the controlled time window protocol with pi = .50
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Figure 4-D.

Message loss as a function o( time imposed time constraint
(or the controlled time window protocol with pi = .75
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messages to be lost at both the sending and recelvmg stations.)

The close

agreement between the analytic results and the simulation results indicate that
the

waiting

time

approximation

as

well

as

the

other

approximations

and

assumptions underlying the analysis are indeed reasonable.

4.5. Summary
In this chapter we have examined the problem of controlling the time window
protocol in order to maximize the percentage of messages with delays below a
given bound.

First, we identified four policy elements which comprised a policy

for controlling protocol operation.

A semi-Markov decision model was then

developed and three of the four optimal policy elements were determined within
this model; these elements were found to be both intuitive and simple.

A simple

closed form characterization of the final optimal policy element was not found.
Although the decision model was shown to be sufficient to provide performance
results, it was found to be too computationally expensive to be of practical use.
Thus an alternative

performance model,

impatient customers, was developed.
policy element.

based on

a queuemg system

with

A heuristic was then adopted for the final

Protocol performance was then examined and found

to be

superior to cases in which it was not controlled using optimal policy elements (1),
(2) and (4).

4.6. Appendix to Chapter 4: Proof of Lemma 4.4

Lemma 4.4

:

Given

policy element 4 in section

4.3.1, a policy which

minimizes' the one-step pseudo loss also minimizes the pseudo loss.

Proor:Let p/€{PW} be a policy with a. decision, k~ which for some state s.€S
I
does not minimize the one step pseudo loss.

Also define:

pt to be the probability that state Sj immediately succeeds state
that decision k is made upon entry to state Sj.

Sj

given
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7f to

be the average time from when a decision is made upon entry to state
to the time when the next decision is made, given decision Ie is made
upon entry to state si.

Sj

rr

to be the one step pseudo loss in state Si' given decision Ie
entry to state Sj.
Recall that {PW}

IS

IS

made upon

a set of policies which choose the same action for policy

element (2), i.e., choose the same size initial window when in the same state.
Since any two equal length intervals of time are statistically identical with
respect to the message generation process, if policies P and pI are in {PW}, and
choose actions k and le' respectively when in state

pt == pt'

and

Sj,

then

7f == 7f'

We now want to determine if pI minimizes the average pseudo loss even
though it does not (by hypothesis) minimize the one step pseudo loss for state

Sj.

If pI does not minimize the average pseudo loss then there must exist a policy
iteration [Howard 711 starting from pI which yields a policy with a smaller
pseudo loss.

To determine if such a policy iteration exists, we would normally

have to solve the set of simultaneous equations:
K

+ g~'

vD

D

=

_rkD '

+ i..J
""

n=I,2 ... K

pk:
v.
OJ J

(AI)

J.-I

where vK=O and r!~ r~' and p~; are computed uSing the decisions of policy pi
to determine the values of g and {v).

g is known as the gain under policy pi

and can be related to the average pseudo loss; {vj }
relative values.
value of

If,

IS

known as the set of

To determine if a policy iteration exists, we must examine the

defined below, for all possible decisions, k, in state

Sj:

K

't

=

-(rrl7f) +

(1/1)

E

ptVj

(A2)

J-I

Fortunately, for the purpose of proving that pi does not minimiZe the average
pseudo loss, we need not actually solve Al (note, however, that a numerical
value for the gain (and hence the message loss) can be obtained from solving the
set of equations, Al).
decision, k, such that

Now, if we can show that there is some alternate
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then P I does not maxImIze the gain and hence does not minimIZe the average
pseudo loss [Howard

711.

By our above arguments, p~, and

rf

are independent

of k for all P€{PW}. Thus, A2 can be expressed:

-c 1r~I

+

C2

where c i and c2 are constant with respect to k and c 1 IS positive. Since r~ ~O,
the maximum value of 1f occurs when r~ is minimized.
By hypothesis, p'
chooses k' such that rf is not minimized and thus there exists some k such that
rf is less than rf~

Thus there exists a policy iteration on pI and hence pI does

not minimiZe the average pseudo loss.

Thus, any policy which does not minimize

the one step pselldo loss in every state does not minimize the average pseudo
loss.

....
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Chapter 5
Integrating Multiple Classes of Traffic
In

the

prevIous

two

chapters we

have

studied

protocol

mechanisms

(or

efficiently transmitting time-constrained traffic in a multiple access network.

In

this chapter, we examine the extension of these basic mechanisms to support
both

time-constrained

and

non-time-constrained

traffic

in

such

a

network

environment.

5.1. Introduction
The

advent

of

integrated

servIces

digital

networks

(ISDN's) [Pokress

84]

provides a new problem setting for time-constrained communication applications
and introduces new problems of both practical and theoretical interest.

In an

ISDN environment, the communication network must support the transmission
requirements of not only time-constrained applications (e.g., packetized voice and
video) but a~ditional non-time-constrained applications (e.g., interactive, bulk and
facsimile traffic) as well; the differing characteristics, performance requirements
and performance tradeoffs for these two types of traffic have been previously
described

In

chapter

1.

Network

applications

requiring

such

multi-media

transmission capabilities include multi-media mail, teleconferencing and computeraided instruction.
A principal challenge in the development of ISDN's is the design and analysis
of efficient and robust transmission protocols which can support both timeconstrained and non-time-constrained types of traffic.

Furthermore, in order to

reduce the complexity of the network hardware and software, a single protocol
mechanism should ideally accommodate the differing characteristics of the two
traffic types.
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Previous research on ISDN's has primarily focused on the centralized problem
of mUltiplexing the two types of traffic onto a single outgoing transmission
channel [Chang 77, Maglaris 79, Weinstein et al. SO, Schwartz and Kraimeche
83J.

In these approaches, time IS divided into frames and the frames further

divided into slots (as in TDMA).

A fra.ction of these frame slots are then

allocated for the transmission of the time-coD!5trained traffic (on either a static or
dynamic basis) and the remaining frame slots are then allocated to the non-timeconstrained traffic.

The matching of the incoming message traffic to the frame

slots is performed by the centralized multiplexing mechanism.
In a multiple access network, these two types of traffic can be generated at
each

of

the

geographically

multiplexing point exists.

distributed

stations

and

no

such

centralized

In this case, the stations' channel access protocol

determines the manner in which the messages are multiplexed and transmitted
over the multiple access channel.

One protocol for transmitting both voice (time-

constrained) and data (non-time-constrained) traffic in a multiple access network
was recently proposed by Maxemchuk [Maxemchuk 82J.

In this scheme, voice

messages ta.ke priority over the data messages and the periodic nature of the
vOice messages within a single conversation is used to predict the generation
times and transmission times of future voice messages within the conversation
and thus -reduce the number of message collisions.

One drawback of this scheme,

however, is the necessity of transmitting both voice activity as well as vOice
silent periods; the ability to detect voice silent periods and transmit other
messages during these silent periods was shown to be of considerable importance
in [Bially et al. 80aJ.

A second drawback of this scheme is the need for each

station to maintain information about every voice conversation in the network.
In this chapter, we demonstrate how the ideas developed in prevIous chapters
naturally extend to the case of ISDN applications.

Although we will focus on

the case of a single class of time-constrained traffic and a single class of nontime-constrained traffic, the ideas and results presented in this chapter can be
extended for the case of additional classes of these two basic traffic types as
well.

The basic extensions to the time window mechanism necessary to support

these two traffic classes are first presented in the following section.

We then
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consider the tradeorrs between the performance levels of the time-constrained and
non-time-constrained traffic and demonstrate how the windowing mechanism can
be

used

to select an operating point along such a tradeoff curve.

approximate
window
examined.

performance

protocol
The

and

model
these

numerical

is

then

developed

performance
results

are

tradeoffs

then

for
are

discussed

the

multi-class

then
and

An
time

quantitatively
compared

with

simulation results.

5.2. Extending the Time Window Protocol for Multiple
Classes of Traffic
The windowing mechanism described

the prevIOus two chapters can be easily

In

generalized for the case of multiple classes of traffic as follows.

The same

process of choosing intervals (or windows) of time in the past can again be used
to select messages (on a network-wide basis) for transmission.

However, rather

than maintaining a single time axis history as shown in figure 4-2 of the
previous chapter for the single class case, each station now maintains a separate
time axis history for each class of traffic.

Thus,. as shown in figure 5-1, each

station now maintains two time axis histories, one for the time-constrained traffic
and one for the non-time-constrained traffic.

Each time axis history is again

used to record those intervals of time in the past which have been fully probr:d
for messages of the associated traffic type.

In the present multi-class case, a

window of time is considered to be fully probed with respect to a given traffic
type if, and only if, a window of time has been placed over the time interval,
either zero or one messages with the associated traffic type were found to have
been

generated

within

this

interval,

and

the

message

(if any) which

was

generated during this interval has been successfully transmitted.
The stations again operate synchronously.

When the opportunity arises to

attempt message transmissions, each station selects both a window of time in the
past and a traffic type and then attempts to transmit a message if it has a
message which was generated within the chosen time window and a message type
which matches the selected message type.
according to some policy.

Recall that these windows are chosen

For the present case of two classes of traffic,

addition to determining the windowing policy elements described in chapter 4:

In
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intervals of time which have been fully probed for
time-constrained messages
intervals of time which have been fully probed for
non-time constrained me~ages
~-,---:-~--,-~

current time

Figure 5.1:

A station's view of the time

axIS

for two class of traffic

1. position or the initial window

2. length or the initial window
3. window splitting policy
4. intervals or time to discard (i.e., intervals of time to be marked as
fully probed even though a window has never been placed over the time
interval)
each station must also decide:
5. selection or either time-constrained or non-time-constrained
tramc, i.e.,· the class of trafric to check for within the chosen time window
Once the initial window of time a.nd message type have been chosen, the
windowing process can then proceed as described in the previous two chapters.
Note that we have not yet specified the stations' policy elements (1) through (5)
above, nor have we automatically adopted the optimal windowing policy elements
of the previous chapter for the time-constrained traffic.

First, we wish to

examme the effects of policy elements (1) through (5) on the performance
tradeoffs between the time-constrained and non-time-constrained classes of traffic.
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5.3. Performance Tradeoffs and a Multi-Class Time Window
Protocol
In this section we present a multi-class windowing scheme for supporting both
time-constrained and non-time-constrained classes of traffic in a multiple access
network.

In this scheme, time-constrained messages are given preemptive priority

over the non-time-constrained messages.

It should be noted that the protocol

described below, however, represents but one way

10

which the time window

protocol can be modified to support multiple classes of traffic.

Our goal here is

simply to demonstrate that the windowing mechanism can be easily extended to
such an environment and to examine some of the possible tradeoffs between the
performance levels of the two classes of traffic.

Alternate windowing schemes

can be easily imagined and a comparative performance study of such schemes
remains a problem for future research.
As discussed in chapter 1, a primary performance metric for time-constrained

traffic is message loss, i.e., the fraction of messages which a.re not transmitted by
the sending station within a given amount of time after their generation at a
sending station; average message delay is the primary performance measure for
the non-time-constrained traffic.
The tradeoff which exists between these two performance measures in our
multi-class preemptive priority scheme has the qualitative characterization that
the smaller the message loss of the time-constrained traffic, the larger the
average delay of the non-time-constrained traffic.

This can be easily seen by

noting that, provided messages are lost at the sending stations, a smaller message
loss implies that the channel is le~s frequently available for transmission of nontime-constrained traffic and hence the average delay of this traffic class will be
greater.

Conversely, a larger message loss for the time-constrained traffic implies

a smaller average time delay for the non-time-constrained traffic.

Ideally, the

multi-class time window protocol should easily permit the selection of a particular
operating point along such a tradeoff curve; the scheme described below provides
exactly this flexibility.
In our multi-class version of the time window protocol, time-constrained traffic
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IS

given preemptive (resume) priority over the non-time-constrained traffic.

That

is, if any unsent time-constrained message presently in the network has a delay
less than the specified time constraint, it will be transmitted before any present
non-time-constrained message is sent.

Furthermore, if a non-time-constrained

message is being sent and a time-constrained message is generated at any station
in the network, that station jams the channel by transmitting a burst of noise,
and the station transmitting the non-time-constrained message is preempted and
ceases message transmission; the preempting station then
transmission of its time-constrained messages.

immediately begins

At some later point, when it is

known that there are no further time-constrained messages in the network (i.e.,
when every interval of time

in the past has been fully probed for time-

constrained messages), the preempted station can then resume the transmission of
its message.

In the discussion below, we will assume that two stations never

attempt to simultaneously preempt a message
stations never transmit interfering messages.

transmission,

i.e.,

preempting

This assumption, however, could be

easily relaxed by introducing a suitable recovery mechanism into the preemption
process.
Given the above preemptive-resume scheme, the existence of lower priority nontime-constrained traffic is essentially invisible to the time-constrained traffic.
This is not strictly true, SIDce time is required to preempt a lower priority
message and since. in order for a time-constrained message to be transmitted
without interference,

preemption cannot occur during the collision resolution

(window splitting) process of lower priority traffic.

However, since these times

are typically on the order of a single end-ta-end propagation delay of the
channel, these effects can be assumed to be negligible when the ratio of the endta-end channel propagation delay to the message transmission time is small.
Thus, the optimal window policy element" (1) through (4) from the prevtou"

chapter remain optimal for the time-con"trained traffic in the preemptiveresume priority multi-clas" case. Specifically:
l. Position or initial

window, time-constrained traffic Always choose
the beginning of the time window at that point in time closest to, but
more recent than, t-K (where t is the current time and K is the imposed
time constraint) which has not yet been fully probed for time-constrained
messages.
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2. Window length heuristic, time-constrained tramc Given the networkwide rate at which time-constrained traffic is generated, At-c' choose the
window length to minimize the average windowing time under the model of
chapter 3.
3. Window splitting policy, time-constrained tramc Always choose the
older half of a split window.
4. Discard policy, time-constrained tramc Always discard intervals of
time before t-K.
Furthermore, given the preemptive-resume priority scheme discussed above, we
have
5. selection of time-constrained or non-time-constrained tumc If any
interval of time in [t-K,t] has not yet been fully probed for timeconstrained messages, check for time-constrained traffic using windowing
policy elements (1) through (4) above. If no such interval exists, check for
non-time-constrained traffic using window policy elements (1) through (4)
below.
with the additional condition:
6. Preemption. If a non-time-constrained message is being transmitted and a
time-constrained message is generated at a station in the network, the nontime-constrained message is preempted as discussed above. Furthermore, at
the next point in time when it is known there are no time-constrained
messages in the network, transmission of the preempted message can be
resumed immediately.
All that remaills is the specification of policy elements (1) through (4) for nontime-constrained traffic.

Recall that under the assumptions of chapter 4, the

average delay is invariant to policy elements (1) and (3).

Thus. let us assume

that (1) and (3) are chosen to implement FCFS scheduling.
constrained message loss

IS

allowable, no non-time-constrained messages can be

discarded at the sending stations via policy element (4).
choose the window length

Since no non-time-

III

under the- model of chapter 3.

Finally, we will again

order to minimize the average contention time
In summary:

1. Position

of initial window, non-time-constrained turric Always
choose the beginning of the time window at the oldest point in time which
has not yet been fully probed for non-time-constrained messages.

2. Window length heuristic, non-time-constrained tramc Given the
network-wide rate at which non-time-constrained traffic is genera.ted, An_t-c'
choose the window size to minimize the a.verage windowing time under the
model of chapter 3.
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3. Window .plitting policy, non-time-conltrained tramc Always choose
the older half of a split window.
4. Discard policy,
intervals of time.

non-time-constrained

tramc

Never

discard

any

The operation of the multi-class time window protocol under policy elements (1)
through (6) above is shown in figure 5-2; t represents the current time, K is the
time constraint and

T

is the end-to-end propagation delay of the channel.

Since

all messages which are sent are transmitted on a FCFS basis, we can again use

single values, t_pastt.-c and t_pastn_t.-c:' to represent those points in time such
that all untransmitted time-constrained a.nd non-time-constrained messages are
known to have been generated in the intervals [t-t _pastt.-c,t] and [t-t _pastn_t.-c],
respectively.

The

network-wide

time-constrained

and

non-time-constrained

message generations are indicated by arrows below the respective time axes (note
that although there are no unsent time-constrained messages in the network, this
fact is not known by the stations until the state of the network is as shown in
figure 5-2d).

F;~ure

windowing process.

5-2a shows the system state just before the beginning of a
Since the interval [t-t _ pastt.-c' tJ has not been fully probed

for time-constrained messages, the initial time window is placed at the beginning
of this interval as shown in figure 5-2b.

No time-co.nstrained messages were

generated during this interval and thus after the channel remains idle for time
the stations again choose a new time window (figure 5-2c).

T,

Again, no time-

constrained messages were generated during the selected time interval.

At this

point, all stations now know that there are no unsent time-constrained messages
with a delay less than K (the imposed time constraint) anywhere in the network
(unless such a message was generated in the most recent
the interval [t-T, t] in figure 5-2d).

T

units of time, i.e., in

Thus, the stations can begin searching {or a

non-time-constrained message to send by placing an initial time window over the
non-time-constrained axis (figure 5-2d).

Since two non-time-constrained messages

were generated during this initial window, a collision occurs, the window is split
in haIr, and the older half of the split window is selected as the new time
window.

Only a single message was genera.ted during this new time window a.nd

thus the successful transmission of this message begins (figure 5-2e).
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Figure 5-2:
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Note that once

the

transmission of this non-time-constrained message has

begun, any time-constrained message which was generated during the windowing
period for the non-time-constrained traffic (i.e., in the interval [t-2T, tJ in figure
5-2e) or is generated during the transmission time of the non-time-constrained
message

can

preempt

the

transmission of

this

message.

Also,

once

the

transmission of a non- time-constrained message begins, the value of t _ pastt-c can
be continuously updated, since the absence of channel jamming indicates that a
time-constrained message has not yet been generated anywhere in the network.
In terms of the tradeoff between the performance levels of the two classes of
traffic, it is clear that the time constraint, K, plays a critical role.
the value of K,

the smaller

the

loss and

the

larger

the

The larger

average

delay.

Conversely, the smaller the value of K, ~he larger the loss and the sma.ller the
average time delay.

In the following section we construct an approximate

analytic performance model in order to quantitatively study this tradeoff.

5.4. An Analytic Model of the Multi-class Time Window
Protocol
5.4.1. A Multi-Class Queueing Model with Time-Constrained and NonTime-Constrained Traffic Classes
The analytic performance model presented
considering the

messages distributed

customers in a distributed M/G/l

III

this section

at stations
queue.

IS

throughout

agalll based on
the

network as

In this model, the service time

distribution of these customers is again given by equation 3.8.

Policy elements

(1) through (6) of the preceding section determine the order in which these
messages are transmitted.

Thus, time-constrained messages are again transmitted

on a FCFS oasis and are lost (and denied service) if their wait in the queue
exceeds K, the time constraint.

Non-time·constrained messages begin service only

when there are no time-constrained messages in the queue and can be preempted
(as discussed above) when a time-constrained message is generated at a network
station.
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Our multi-class queueing model is shown in figure 5-3 and differs from standard
multi-cla.ss queueing models [Kleinrock 76) in one important respect: a timeconstrained mes:5age is denied service (and hence leaves the queue before service)
if its waiting time exceeds the imposed time constraint and thus the arrival
process of messages actually entering service is no longer Markovian.

As we will

see, the average delay of the non-time-constrained messages depends on the
aver~ge

delay of the time-constrained messages and due to the above non-

Markovian property, an exact computation of this latter value is not possible.
Thus, our performance analysis will require the introduction of several modeling
assumptions; these assumptions will be identified in the derivation below.

I

time-constrained messages lost
when wait in queue exceeds K

-Atime-constrained
- - . . . . . III I
,"on-time-constrained.

Figure 5-3:

IIII

:\ queuing model with two classes of customers

The performance metrics of interest here are the message loss of the timeconstrained traffic and the average delay of the non-time-constrained traffic.
Recall that due to the preemptive priority transmission discipline, the existence of
non-time-constrained traffic is invisible to the time-constrained messages and thus
the average message loss of the time-constrained traffic can be computed directly
using equation 4.10.

In order to determine the average wait of a non-time-

constrained customer, (exclusive of its transmission time) we note that this wait
consists of several distinct components.
W o-t.-c

Thus, let us define:

the average time a non-time-constrained message spends
system, exclusive of transmission time.

In

the
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the a.verage time a non-time-constrained message spends
system up to the beginning of its transmission.

In

the

the average time a non-time-constrained message spends in the
queue (due to preemption) after it3 transmission has begun, exclusive
of transmission time.
lr t.-c:,lr o-t.-c: the average service times (contention time plus transmission time) of
time-constrained and non-time-constrained messages, respectively.
Ac.-c:)'o_,-< the average message generation rates of time-constrained and nonThe distribution of the
time-constrained messages, respectively.
inter-generation times is assumed to be exponential.
the fraction of time-constrained messages which are lost. The value
of lossc.-c: is computed via equation 4.10 and is a function only of K
and At-c:'
In order to determine the value of W o-t.-c:' we can use the standard technique of
following a "tagged" customer through the queue.

The total time a customer

spends in the system (exclusive of transmission time)

IS

composed of the time

spent waiting for transmission to begin plus the time spent in the queue as a
result of preemption.
W o-c.-c

Thus:

~c.-c: + W~_t-c:

-

(5.1 )

Note that· ~c.-c itself is composed of two components:

(5.2)

\vQ.

o-t.-c

where:
U~~~~&l

is the average unfinished work (due to both time-constrained and
non-time-constrained messages) found in the queue by a newly
generated tagged non-time-constrained message. If no additional
time-constrained messages were to be generated during the tagged
message's wait, U~~~~aJ would then be the total wait (exclusive of
preemption) for the tagged customer.

ugeoer&ted

o-t-c

is the average wait experienced by a lower priority, tagged nontime-constrained message due to higher priority time-constrained
messages which are generated after it was generated but are
transmitted be fore it is transmitted.
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ur.~med

simply

IS

At..)l-loS5t.-e)~t.-e~t.-e'

the

average

number

of

time-

constrained messages which are generated during the amount of time, ~t.-c'
times the average service time for these messages.

In order to compute U~~~~&J

we must first compute the average wait of the time-constrained messages which
enter service.

Unfortunately, an exact computation of this average waiting time

requires the solution of a functiona.l Laplace transform equation and a difficult
numerical inversion of the resulting solution [Baccelli and Hebuterne 811.

Thus,

let us attempt to approximate U~~~~&J by assuming that the average waiting time
for time-constrained messages equa.ls the average waiting time for customers in
an MIGII queue with no loss and a Poisson message generation rate with mean
In this case, U~~~~&J is given by [Kleinrock 761:

At.-c( l-Iosst.-c)·

[At.-c X2t.-e(1-losst.-e)1/ 2

Uinitia.i
n-t-c

[A n_t.-c X2n_t.-cl/ 2

+

(5.3)

1 - An-t.-c~n-t-c - At.-c(l-losst.-c)x" t.-c

Substituting the above values for uiniti&J
into equation 5.2 and
n-t.-c and Ulenerated
n-t.-c
rearranging, we get
[At.-C X2t-c( l-losst-c)l/2

wQ
n-t.-c

+

[A n-t-c X2n_t-cI/ 2

(1 - An-t-c~n-t-c - At-c{l-Iosst.-c)x"t-c) (1 - At.-c(1-losst-c)x"t-e)

(SA)

In order to compute W~_t-c' the waiting time component of W n-t-c due to
preemption

in

equation 5.1,

we

note

that whenever a non-time-constrained

message is preempted, a busy period of the time-constrained traffic is begun and
the preempted message resumes transmission again at the end of this busy
period.

Thus, if a non-time-constrained message is preempted k times, the

component of its waiting time due to preemption is given by k times the average
length of a busy period for time-constrained traffic.

The transmission of a non-

time-constrained message is preempted k times if, and only if, exactly k timeconstrained messages are generated during its service time.

Thus we have:

00

- .2: prob( i time-constrained messages generated

In

~ n_t-c)'i' Bt-c

1=0

where B t-c
traffic.

IS

the average length of the busy period of the time-constrained
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B toe can be taken outside the a.bove sum and the remaining sum can be readily
identified as the average number of time-constrained messages generated during
the service time of a non-time-constrained message.

Thus we have:

(5.5)
Note that in equation 5.5, the message generation rate, At-e' is not multiplied
by the factor {l-Iosst-c}'

This is due to the fact that the time between the

beginning or resumption of a non-time-constrained message transmission and the
generation of a time-constrained message is exponentially distributed with mean
l/At-e. not with mean l/{At-e{l-losst-e))'

If

S t-e

is the average length of the silent period for time-constrained traffic, the

channel utilization for the time-constrained traffic can be expressed:
Bt-c

S t.-e is simply I/At-e' so rearranging and solving for Bt-c gives:
Bt-c

X'" t.-e{l-losst-e)

=

(5.6)

1 - At-eX'" t.-e(l-losst-c)

Finally, combining equations 5.1 through 5.6 above we get:
[A t _eX2t.-eX 1-losst-e)1!2

+ [An_t-cX2n_t.-cl/2

(I - An.t.-cX'"n_t-e - At-e(l-loss:.-c)X'" t-cXI-At.-cX'" t-e(1 - losst-c))
W n-t-c

(5.i)

+

At-c:X'" not-eX'" t.-e{ l-losst.-c:)
(l- At-c:X'" t-c:{1-1osst.-c))

5.4.2. Some Numerical Results
Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6 show the tradeoff between the message loss of the
time-constrained trafCic and the average delay (measured
transmission

time) of

the

non-time-constrained

traffic

In

for

units of message
various

message
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generation rates; the loss and average delay were computed USing equations 4.10
and 5.7.

In each of these figures, the message length, M, is assumed to be fixed

and equal to 100 times the end-to-end propagation delay of the channel.
Pt.-e

+

Po-t.-e' where Pt.-e

=

M>'t.-e and Po-t.-e

=

M>'o-t.-e·

PT

=

Analytic results are

shown in solid lines and simulation results are shown as point values.
Recall that the message loss (and hence the average waiting time) is dependent
on the imposed time constraint, K. The value of K associated with each of the
simulation points is also shown in figures 5-4 through 5-8.

Where discrepancies

exist between the analytic and simulation results, the simulation result for a
given K is paired with its corresponding analytic value.

Note that the upper

and lower endpoints of the tradeoff curves correspond to the cases K=O and
K=oo, respectively.

As shown in figures 5-4 through 5-6, the analytic results agree closely with the
simulation results in all but some of the heavy traffic cases; even in these cases,
the difference in the average delay is always within 25% of the computed value
and the simulated message loss

IS

within a few percent of the computed loss.

We believe that the discrepancy

In

the calculated average delay results primarily

from the approximation used to compute U~~~~aJ.
Note that in all but the heavy trarric cases, the tradeoff curves are almost
vertical.

This reveals an important aspect of the tradeoff between loss and

average delay: in all but the high traffic cases, a small increase/decrease in
the average delay of the non-time-constrained traffic is accompanied by a
large decrease/increase In the time-constrained message loss.

figure 5-4 with Pt.-e

-

Po-t,-e

and an average delay of 1.4.

=

For example,

In

.3, a time constraint of 1 results in a 4% loss

If the time constraint

IS

tightened to 0.25, the

average delay is reduced approximately 20% to 1.1 but message loss increases
over 450% to 18.5%.

Thus, except for high traffic situations, trading off time-

constrained message loss against the average delay of non-time-constrained traffic
does not appear to be a reasonable option.

Rather, the operating point should

simply be chosen as that point with the largest tolerable time constraint possible.

Figure 6-41
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5.5. Summary
In this chapter we have examined the problem of extending the time window
protocol to support both time-constrained and non-time-constrained traffic in a
multiple access network.

One possible windowing policy, which gives time-

constrained messages preemptive resume priority over the non-time-constrained
messages was proposed and the tradeoff between time-constrained message loss
and

non-time-constrained

average message

delay

was then

examined.

The

mechanism in the multi-class time window protocol for selecting an operating
point along this tradeoff curve was identified and an analytic model was then
developed

to

quantitatively

study

this

tradeoff.

The

performance

results

indicated that in all but the high traffic cases, a small increase/decrease in the
average delay of the non-time-collstrained traffic was accompanied by a large
decrease/increase in the time-constrained message loss.

These results suggest

that, except for high traffic situations, trading off time-constrained message loss
against the average delay of non-time-constrained traffic does not appear to be a
reasonable option.

In such cases, the time constraint should simply be set to the

largest tolerable value.
exist between the

In the high traffic situations, reasonable tradeoffs do

performance levels of the

time-constrained and non-time-

constrained classes of traffic; the selection of a particular operating point along
these tradeoff curves will depend ·on the performance requirements of the given
time-constrained and non-time-constrained applications.
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Chapter 6
A Microeconomic Approach Towards
Decentralized Optimization of the
Time Window Protocol
6.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter3, we have presented and examined several protocols
based on the use of time windows for supporting time-constrained communication
applications in a distributed multiple access network.

Recall that the window

sizes used by these protocols (i.e., windowing policy element 2 in chapters 3, 4,
and 5), were those window sizes which minimized the average amount of time
required by the windowing process to select a single message for transmission or,
equivalently, maximized the capacity of the protocol.

In an operational network,

the optimum window size must be computed by the stations themselves.
optimization

problem would

typically

be

first solved when

initialized (i.e., before any generated messages are transmitted).

the

This

network

is

Then, if the

network operating parameters (e.g., message generation rates and the relative
priorities of the stations) change over time, the stations would periodically cease
message transmission and recompute the optimal window size given the new
values of these parameters.
The approach taken in this chapter towards solving such an optimization
problem in an operational network is based on the observation that related
optimization problems are routinely and efficiently solved in another decentralized
environment, which is in many wa.ys similar to our network setting.

As in a

network setting, the distributed, intelligent, information-processing entities in this
environment must share
resource allocation

and

problems.

process information

in order to solve certain

The environment is the

perfectly competitive

economIc marketplace and people are the intelligent information-processing agents
within this environment.
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In this chapter, we will show that in many cases, the problem of optimizing

transmi88ion, in a multiple access network (specifically, optimizing the 8teady
transmi~J8ion

state probability with which a station attempts a message

when

permitted to do 80) can be formulated in terms of a fictitious optimal
re80urce allocation problem and that an optimal solution to this fictitious
problem immediately yields an optimal solution to the message transmission
problem.

We will then use a prlcmg system and the perfectly competitive

market mechanism similar to that used in microeconomic models of perfect
competition [Karlin 59, Arrow and Hahn 71] to provide a di8tributed solution to
this fictitious resource allocation problem.
The approach taken towards distributed optimiza.tion in this cha.pter is thus to
consider the network stations as forming a. loosely coupled artificial 80ciety of
processors and to use models of human economic and social organization as

blueprints for engineering optimization algorithms within this society of network
agents.
their

In this approach, agents act as "selfish", utility-maximizing entities, and
interaction

through

the

pricing

mechanism serves

as

a

decentralized

computational device for computing an optimal allocation of resources.

Quite

interestingly, when the optimization results are related back to the original
problem of optimizing transmissions in multiple access networks, several network
mechanisms, such as flow control and priorities, are seen to emerge naturally
from this approach.
In

the

following

section,

we

discuss

the

problem

of

centralized

versus

decentralized optimization and discuss related work in the fields of computer
networks and microeconomics.

In section 6.3, we define the fictitious network

resources and rela.te the problem of determining an optimal allocation of these
fictitious

resources

to

the

problem

probabilities in a multiple access network.
fairly simple

network setting,

of

determining

transmission

In order to first test these ideas in a

the microeconomic approach

determine the optimal transmission probabilities
70, Abramson 73] network.

optimal

ID

is first used to

a Slotted Aloha [Abramson

In section 6.S, we then examine the use of this

approach in determining the optimal window sizes (windowing policy element 2 in
previous chapters) for the time window protocol.

The use of the decentralized,
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microeconomic approach towards optimizing the Slotted Aloha and time window
protocols is experimentally investigated in a small (4 node) multiple access
network.
towards

In the case of a homogeneous network environment, this approach
the

optimizing

probability

of

a

channel

successful

access

message

policy

(specifically,

transmission

subject

optimizing

to

a

the

throughput

constraint) is shown to reproduce known optimality results for both the slotted
ALOHA and time window protocols.

The extension of these optimality results to

a heterogeneous network environment and the introduction of station priorities is
also studied.

A summary and final discussion of this work is then presented in

section 6.6.

6.2. Centralized versus Decentralized Optimization
How should an optimization problem such as computing the optimal window
sizes for the time window protocol or determining the optimum allocation of
resources among network a.gents (node, processes, etc .. ) be solved in a. network
The classical approach to this problem views the network as a.

environment?

single entity for which some global performance measure has been defined.

Such

an approach leads to a centralized optimization problem (typically solved by a
single agent or network ma.nager), the results of which are then made known to,
'and imposed on, tbe network agents.
approach.

There are several drawbacks to such an

First, an inherent drawback

any such centralized scheme is that of

In

If a critical network function is performed by any single agent. the

reliability.

operation of the entire network is vulnerable to a failure in that agent.

A

second drawback is the cost and performance of such a centralized computation.
A centralized optimization requires information about the operational parameters
(traffic statistics, constraints, priority information) and the functional form of the
relevant

performance

information
Furthermore,

to

the
the

metrics
network

for

each

manager

optimization

network

can

problem

be

a

itself

agent;

transmitting

long

and

may

be

this

costly process.
an

extremely

computationally complex task, particularly in a heterogeneous environment.

A

centralized approach towards optimization ignores the distributed computational
power inherent in the network itself and instead utilizes only the computing
power of the single agent performing the optimization.
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An alternative approach

~

to vIew the network as a

loose collection of

interacting agents, each attempting to maximize its own selfish performance
or co~e, the conflicting optimization goals or the agents must be

metric.
reconciled

and

thus

some

negotiating

process

adequate compromise to these conflicting goals.
themselves become
optimization

the

problem

negotiating process.

is

required

obtained

through

determine

an

In such an approach, the agents

elemental computing units
is

to

the

and

agents'

the

solution

interaction

to

the

via

the

Interestingly, Pareto [Pareto 271 compared the economic

marketplace, in which such negotiations take place, to a computing machine as
early as 1927!
In a decentralized approach towards optimization, the absence of a single,
centralized performance objective to be optimized requires that some alternate
notion of optimality be adopted.

In this case, the performance objective usually

adopted is that of Pareto optimality.

In the context of our fictitious resource

allocation problem, a distribution of resources is said to be Pareto optimal if,
and only if, there IS no alternate distribution of resources which improves the
performance

of

one

set

of

agents

without

degradation for some other set of agents.
allocations.

There

a
IS

concommitant

performance

thus a Bet of Pareto optimal

As we will see, the collective choice of a particular allocation of

resources from within this set will be determined by the relative priorities of the
agents in the network.
Several decentralized resource allocation problems have been recently examined
in [Yemini and Kleinrock 79, Yemini 81, Brooks 831.

In this work, it was shown

that when network resources are properly defined, the optimum allocation of
these resources and the resulting optimal solution for several network control
problems can be characterized in terms of simple and intuitive balance relations
among these resources.
how

a

resource

In this present work, we build on these ideas by showing

pricing

mechanism

can

be

introduced

as

a

decentralized

negotiating mechanism to actually compute such optimal allocations of resources
in heterogeneous network environments.
Although the decentralized resource allocation problem has received attention

In
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the computer networks literature, the major results thus far have come from the
field of ma.thema.tical economics.

In

the

past three

decades,

mathematical

economists ha.ve developed elegant models describing how goods are produced and
distributed among agents in an economy.

The work of Arrow, Hurwicz and

Debreu [Arrow and Debreu 54, Arrow et a.l. 59, Debreu 59, Arrow and Hahn

711,

has been of considerable importance in the development of these models.

In

particular, it has been shown that under certain assumptions, if agents act as
selfish, utility-maximizing entities and negotiate their resource demand conflicts
through

an

iterative

supply and

demand

pricing

distribution of resources exists, can be computed and

algorithm,
IS

optimal.

an

equilibrium

It is from this

work that we have drawn many of the ideas and techniques presented in
subsequent sections.

6.3. The Multiple Access Environment as a Perfectly
Competitive Economic Marketplace
In this section we describe the decentralized algorithm used to solve the
fictitious resource allocation problem.

First, the fictitious resources are defined

and their relationships to the transmission behavior of the stations
multiple

access

network

are

discussed.

The

In

the

important concepts from

the

microeconomic model of perfect competition (including utility, demand, prices and
price adjustment) are then presented and related to the problem of channel
sharing in a multiple access environment.

The decentralized resource sharing

algorithm itself is then presented and finally, several aspects of the algorithm.
including its optimality properties and decentralized nature are described and
discussed.
for

the

(including

Since this fictitious resource allocation problem can be used to solve
optimal
Slotted

transmission
Aloha

and

behavior
the

time

of

several
window

multiple
protocol),

access
the

protocols
algorithmic

description is purposefully presented in its general form, without reference to any
specific multiple access protocol.

In sections 6.4 and 6.5 this algorithm will be

specialized to the cases of the Slotted Aloha and time window protocols.
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6.3.1. Network Resources

In the network economy, each agent is endowed with some initial amount of
network "resources" and the total amount of these "resources" in the network is
assumed to be fixed.

The production of additional resources is not possible and

thus the only economic activity available is the exchange of these resources.

As

we will see, agents are motivated to enter into the network economy by the
possibility of exchanging their initial distribution of resources Cor some alternate,
more "useful" resource distribution.
In the most general case, the network resources themselves may be tangible
resources such as buCfers, communication links, and computation time or, as
previously discussed,

may be fictitiou~ resources such as the probability oC

transmitting over a channel or permission to access a particular database file.

In

the multiple access networks we will examine, the fictitious network resources will
be related to the stations' probability of transmission.
adopted,

prevIous

work

on selCish optimization

[Yemini and Kleinrock 79, Brooks

831

in

If such a notion is

multiple

access

networks

can be interpreted as stating that a

station should trade enough of its access rights (i.e., not transmit and remam
silent) so as to balance its loss in throughput (by remaining silent) with an equal
amount oC observed throughput achieved by the other network stations with
which it could have interfered.

The computation of the distribution of resources

which actually achieves such a network-wide balance will be addressed in the
following sections.
Our present definition of resources within a multiple access network economy
will be related to the above suggested definition in that channel access privileges
or, equivalently, the probability of transmitting {and thus potentially interfering
with

other

network

agents}

are

the

fictitious

resources

to

be

exchanged.

However, in order to devise a distributed algorithm for actually computing the
optimal exchange of these resources, we must adopt a notion of a resource which
reflects the individual interactions between the individual network agents.
reason for this is clear.

The

The previous characterizations of selfish optimization
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specify a ba.lance
network".

between an

individual agent and the "remainder of the

However, no such entity as the "remainder of the network" really

exists; an agent can only interact with other single agents and it is from these
individual interactions that an agent's effect on the remainder of the network is
determined.
Thus, for each ordered pair of distinct network agents, i and j, let us define a
fictitious network resource known as the i-j transmission potential between
these two agents, as shown in figure 6-1.

If there are N agents, there will then

be N2-N such transmission potentials in the network economy.

The total a.mount

of each i-j transmission potential in the network is 1.0 and stations i and j are
the only stations which can own any of an i-j transmission potential.
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Transmission potentials

In the Slotted Aloha and time window protocols examined in sections 6.4 and
6.5, time is divided into slots (fixed length slots in Slotted Aloha and variable
length slots in the time window protocol).

In these protocols, each station must

determine the fraction of slots in which it will attempt a message transmission or
equivalently (under the assumptions of sections 6.4 and 6.5) determine its steady
state probability of transmission during a time slot.

Recall that these fictitious
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transmission potentials have been introduced

an artifice to permit the stations

8.'5

to compute the optimal values for these transmis.sion probabilities.

In order to

understand the role of the transmission potentials in this process, it

15

to

necessary

examine their significance to the stations which can own these resources.

Each

1-)

transmission potential is used by stations i and j to determine the

steady state transmission probability of station i.

During each step in the

resource allocation procedure, stations i and j will be required to formulate a

demand for this fictitious resource.

Station i's demand (or the i-j transmission

potential, which can be any value in [0,11.

15

Xi~j

denoted

and represents i's

demand to j that it (station i) be permitted to transmit with a steady state
probability of

Xi~j

The demand for this same i-j transmission potential

formulated by station j has the converse interpretation.
denoted Xi!...j and represents

~~s deman~

steady state probability of Xi':' j '

to

Station is demand is

i that station i not transmit with a

Xi':' j can thus be thought of as is demand

for the "silence" of i and can also be any value in [0,11.
demand

superscript

thus

identifies

the

station

potential specified by the demand subscript.
the

arrow

10

the

subscript

indicates

(In our notation, the

demanding

the

transmission

Also, the station number preceding
that

station

whose

probability

of

transmission is affected by the given transmission potential).
The

a.bove definition

focuses

on

the significance of a single

potentia.l to the two stations which can own this resource.

transmission

The transmission

potential demands formulated by a single station, i, are summarized below:

6.3.2. Decentralized Computation of the Optimal Distribution of
Resources
In

the

process of demand

formulation,

inconsistent demands in the sense that

stations

Xi~ j +

Xi!.. j

i

and

1-1.

)

may

formulate

In this section, we

examine a decentralized algorithm for resolving such con(licting demands in such
a way that the final allocation of transmission potentials is known to be Pareto
optimal.
The algorithm itself

IS

an iterative process of decentralized demand formulation
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Interpretation

Demands by station.

Each Xi~j represents station i's demand to
station i that it (station i) transmit with a
stea.dy state probability of Xi~ i .
I

Each X;"i represents station i's demand to
station i that station i not transmit with a
stea.dy state probability of X;i

Xl - i ' . .. ,

Figure 6-2:

Station i's demand for transmission potentials

and prIce modification for computing a set of resource "prices" at which the
network-wide total demand for resources exactly equals the total amount of
resources

the network.

In

In this algorithm, no transmission potentials are

exchanged nor are any normal message transmissions attempted until this set of
equilibrium prices has been determined.

The individual aspects of the pricing

algorithm will be examined in sections 6.3.2.1 through 6.3.2.4.; the algorithm
itself will then be summarized in section 6.3.2.5.

6.3,2.1 The Initial Distribution of Goods and the Motivation for Change
Each

station

enters

the

network

economy

with

an

initial

steady

state

probability of transmission and some initial amount of the "silence" of the other
stations in the network.

This initial allocation of transmission potentials can

either be imposed by a higher level network manager or a station may enter the
network with a default value for its initial allocation of resources.

With no loss

of generality, we will assume that station i only has an initial allocation of the

i-l, . . .,i-N and i-i, . . .,N-i transmission potentials which directly affect its
performance; the notation Xi~i will be used to indicate the amount of the
i-j transmission potential initially owned by i.
initial allocation of transmission
-

i

-

i

X i- i +X i_

j

=1 for all

i,i

potentials

is

We will also assume that the
consistent

in

the

sense

that
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As discussed earlier, a station

motivated to enter into the network economy

IS

by the possibility of exchanging its initial allocation of resources for some
alternate, more "useful" distribution oC resources.

Consider, for example, a

heavily loaded Slotted Aloha network in which each station always has a message
to send and suppose the initial allocation of transmission potentials is such that
each station would transmit at the beginning of every slot with probability 1
(i.e., station i begins with each Xj!..j equal to 1 and each X;'j equal to 0).
no redistribution of transmission potentials takes place,
attempt

to

transmit

in

every slot,

collisions would

If

each station would

always occur and the

However, if stations agree to "trade"

throughput per station would be zero.

some of their own transmission probability in return Cor. the silence of other
stations (i.e., demand an alternate allocation of resources in which their own
probability of transmission is smaller but the silence demanded of other stations
is larger), a non-zero throughput can be realized.
benefit from such a redistribution of resources.

Moreover, all stations could

Thus, the selfish motivation for

the possible exchange of resources is clear.
The

above

allocation

example

process:

also

illustrates

conservation

Clearly, one station's decrease
IOcrease

10

that resource.

of
10

a.n important aspect of

resources

versus

the

conservation

resource

of

utility.

a resource is necessarily another station's

Thus it might seem that a conservation law would

imply that every resource distribution is Pareto optimal since no trade could
make some stations better off without making other stations worse off.
important observation

IS

themselves

to

but

not

The

that such a conservation law applies to the resources
the

utility

or

performance

levels

of

the

stations.

Resources are always conserved; as demonstrated in the above example. however,
the overall utility can be either decreased or (hopefully) increased through the
redistribution of resources.

6.3.2.2. Prices and a Station's Worth
Let us define the price, P i - j , associated with the i-j transmission potential
simply as some positive, real-valued number and the N2-N dimensional vector of
these prices as the price vector for the resources in the network economy.

For
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a gIven prIce vector, the initial distribution of transmission potentials held by
station i is defined to have a "value" or "worth" defined by:
N

worth i =

t-J

"'"

J=-I

(P i - i X iI_ j

+

I
P j-i Xj-i

Note that as prIces change in the network economy, a station's "worth" may
also change.

As we will see, the price vector will play an important role in

restricting the demands that a station can make by imposing a budget constraint
on these demands.

Informally, this budget constraint will require that a station

not "spend" more (in demanding an alternate distribution of resources) than it is
currently worth, I.e., a station will only be able to demand a distribution of
resources which, given the current prices, "costs" no more than its current
worth, as defined above.

6.3.2.3. Selfish Utility Maximization
At each step in the iterative pricing procedure, each station , IS required to
1

1

formulate a demand Xi-I'

1

1

X i _ N ' X I-i'
transmission potentials which affect its performance.

.., X N _ i
for those
In this subsection, we

examine the process by which a station formulates these demands.
•

1

1

X N- i are station i's demands for the other stations' silence,

Since X I...:...j,
if i ac:ually

receive~

I

its demanded allocation of transmission potentials, then

I

the XI-i' . . . , X N _ i will be the steady state probabilities with which other
stations do not attempt message transmissions. The actual probability, P-succ j'
that i successfully transmits a message in a slot (when it attempts to do so) will
depend on the transmission probabilities of the other stations, the manner

In

which collisions are resolved and the definition of a slot itself. i.e., the specific
form of

P-SUCCj

will vary from one multiple access protocol to another.

Thus.

for now we simply note that P-succi will be functionally dependent only on the
probabilities

that

the

other

transmission in the same slot as

N-l
I.

stations

are

not

attempting

a

message

Thus:

(6.1 )
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This probability oC a. successCul tra.nsmission (when attempted) together with i's
actual

probability

oC transmission determine i's thro.ughput oC successfully

,

,

Recall that the Xi_J. . . . , X i - N are i's demands to
each of the other N-1 statioll5 for those transmission potentials which determine
transmitted messages.

Thus, if i actually receives its demanded

its own probability of transmission.

allocation of transmission potentials, its throughput of successfully trall5mitted
messages, thruput j , will have the functional dependence:
I

., X j _ N

(6.2)

Given equations 6.1 and 6.2, each station formulates its demand for resources
as follows.

If ~i is the rate at which messa~es are generated at station i, i's

demand for resources, given the set of current prices, is that distribution oC
resources which:

maximizes:

... ,

.

.. ,

(6.3)

subject to the constraints:

,

.

,

.

thruput,{X 1_ i , . . . , X lV"- i ,Xi _ 1,

. . 0,

X i - N ) ~ ~i

(6.4)
(6.5)

In the case that more than one resource distribution satisfies 6.3 through 6.5,

I

selects that distribution which also:
(6.6)

maximizes:

Equations 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6 define the utility of a particular allocation of
transmission potentials to station i.

They indicate that a station should first

attempt to secure enough of the transmission potentials to insure that all its
messages will be transmitted (i.e., that its message throughput equals the rate at
which messages are being generated locally).

Among those allocations which

IOsure this condition, a station should then choose

that distribution which

maximizes its probability of a successful message transmission (when attempted)
or equivalently, minimizes the number of times a message must be retransmitted.
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Equation 6.5

IS

simply the budget constraint that the cost of a demanded

alloca.tion can not exceed the current worth of the station's initial allocation of
transmi!5ion potentials.
For the Slotted Aloha and time window protocols, we will see that equations
6.3 through 6.6 are sufficient to uniquely determine the resource demands of
station i.

Note that these equations also formally define the "selfish" behavior

of an agent.

Demand is formulated based only on a. station's own performance

considerations; the effects of its demands on the performance of other stations in
the network are not considered in the demand formulation.

6.3.2.4. Price Adjustment
As

previously

discussed,

the

resource

demands

of

the

network

agents

(formulated via equations 6.3 - 6.6) may be unbalanced in the sense that the
total demand by stations i and j for the i-j transmission potential does not
equal

1.

A

total

demand

for the i-j transmission

potential exceeding

1

indicates that j is demanding more silence from i than i is willing to provide; if
the demand is less than 1, , is willing to provide more silence than j is willing
to acquire.

The balancing of such demands is iteratively accomplished through

the familiar mechanism of price adjustment.
Specifically,

if the total demand of stations i and j

for i-j transmission

potential exceeds 1, the price, P i- j , of this resource is increased.
if the total demand is less than 1, P i -j is decreased.
adjustment process is simple:

Conversely,

The rationale behind the

if the price of a resource is increased/decreased,

stations will demand less/more of that resource (due to their budget constraints)
and thus the total demand for the resource will decrease/increase.

In summary:
(6.7)

where Ci_j is a suitably chosen, problem-specific, constant.

The bracketed

quantity on the right hand side of equation 6.7 is typically known as the excess

demand for the i-j transmission potential.
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Once the new prices have been computed, the agents agalD formulate their
resource demands (equations 6.3 - 6.6) at the new set or prices.

Once the new

demands have been computed, the prices are again changed as specified by
equation 6.7.

This iterative process of demand formulation and subsequent price

adjustment, known in the microeconomics literature as tatonnement [Arrow and
Hahn 711, continues until the total demand for each transmission potential
exactly equals lor, equivalently, until LlP i -j equals 0 for all

I,

J.

At this

point. the agents' demands are known to be mutually compatible and the agents
are thus then allocated their demanded amount of resources.

The convergence of

this process will be discussed in section 6.3.3; the computation o( 41P i -i in a
network environment will be discussed in section 6.3.4.

6.3.2.5.

Summary

The major elements of the decentralized resource allocation process have been
individually presented in the preceding subsections.

A summary of this process is

given below:

s~tion i begi.ns with ~n initial .amount, ~i~I' . '.". X i - N ' Xl~i'
.. , XN _ i of the 1-1, ... ,I-N 1-1, ... ,N-I transmission potentials and

1. Each_

an initial set of prices for these resources.

2. do
I

i

I

- Each station, i computes its demands Xi-I' . . . , X i - N
Xl_i .
. , XJ~-i for transmission potentials as that set of resources which
maXimizes its utility (performa.nce) (equations 6.3, 6.4, 6.6) subject to
its budget constraint (equation 6.5).
- The price adjustment, 41P i -i ' for the i-j transmission potential is
computed as a function of the excess demand for this resource, as
specified in equation 6.7.
until 41P i - i =

0 for all

I,

J.

Algorithm 6.1
Once 41P i -i equals zero for all i, j, the total demand for each transmission
potential exactly equals 1.0 and the agents are then allocated their demanded
i

amount of resources.

Thus, once algorithm 6.1 converges, the demands { Xi_I'
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I

I

I

. .., X i-N' X l - i " ' "

XN_,' } indicate the amount of transmission

potential" actually allocated to agent i.

In subsequent sections, we will thus

i

refer to Xi_j as an amount of the i-j transmission potential actually allocated
to agent i once algorithm 6.1 has converged.

6.3.3. Existence and Computability of the Optimal Distribution
The pricing algorithm and selfish optimization

procedure

discussed

10

the

previous section defines the individual behavior of the stations in the multiple
In

access network.
individual behavior.

this section we

examine the

collective results of this

The most important result IS a well-known theorem from

microeconomics; it states that when a demanded distribution and its associated
price vector are in equilibrium (as specified by the termination criteria for
algorithm 6.1), then that distribution of resources is Pareto optimal.

Recall that

at this equilibrium point, known as a competitive equilibrium, each agent has
demanded a distribution of transmission potentials which, given the current
prices, maximizes its utility (as defined by equations 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6) subject to
its budget constraint (6.5).

Theorem: If the network-wide demand, X, for transmission potentials and a
non-negative price vector P constitute a competitive equilibrium, i.e., if algorithm
6.1 terminates, then X is a Pareto optimal distribution of transmission potentials.

Proof: Suppose X is not Pareto optimal. Then there exists another distribution

X' which is Pareto superior to X, I.e.:

and for all

I,}:

X' >.
-} X

for all j

X'

for at least one k

X Ii_
i

>k X
j

Ij
+ Xi _ j

(6.8)

=1

where X' ~k X indicates that the transmission potentials

1D

the network-wide

distribution X' are strictly preferred (in the sense of equations 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6)
by station k to in X.

Equations 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6 thus serve to define an ordinal

utility order, ~ ,over the elements in the set of possible resource allocations.
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Following
1-)

our

preVIOUS

•

conventions,

II

X i _ j represents

the

amount

of

the

transmission potential received by i in the network-wide distribution X~

Let us now focus on agent k.

Since, by hypothesis,

X

IS

a

competitive

equilibrium, the distribution of resources k receives in X' must fall outside of k's
budget constraint (given the price vector P) for otherwise k itself would have
demanded that distribution as a result of its maximizing beha.vior.

Thus, for

agent Ie:

or rearranglDg:
N

for k:

E

> o

(Pk-j

J-l

and for the remaining agents, .:
N
.
for all i

1=

k:

E

(P i - j

(X;~j

o

J=-l

Summing the above set of equations with the single equation for agent k
and rearranging gives:

~

~

{

J~l

~

~

(P i - j (Xii
i-j

+

xl~-jJ'

- 1)

+ pJ-I
..

(X~iJ-I. + x~j
.
J-I

- I))}

>

0

1=1

Since the prices are non-negative, the above inequality implies that at least one
set of i,j satisfies

X;~j +

X;!.j

>

1.0, which contradicts equation 6.8.

Thus,

a Pareto superior X' cannot exist and hence X is Pareto optimal. Q.E.D.
The above theorem states a. static property of the iterative pricing algorithm:
if algorithm 6.1 converges, the individual demands of the agents are compatible
and the resulting distribution of tra.nsmission potentials is known to be Pareto
optimal.

Unfortunately, determining the necessary conditions (the initial price

vector, the functional forms of thruputj a.nd P-SUCCj) under which algorithm 6.1
converges is an extremely difficult problem.

As we will see, the few available

results [Negishi 62, Arrow and Hahn 711 for sufficient conditions for convergence
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are viola.ted at each station •
the demand on a term, min

In

a. multiple ac:ess network by the dependence of

{Xj~l' ... , Xj~N

}.

The prImary complicating factor in examining the convergence properties of
algorithm 6.1, given the specific forms of P-~UCCj and thruputj, is that the
agent's demands at each iteration (and hence the price changes) are computed as
the result of a maximization process.
thruput j

and

are

P-8UCCj

non-trivial

In practice, the functional forms of
and

a

closed-form

solution

maximization problem at each iteration is usually not availa.ble.

to

the

Rather, the

individual demands must be numerically determined, typically (as we will see) as
the solution of a set of simultaneous non-linear equations which arise from the
maximization process.

An additional complication in examining the convergence

of algorithm 6.1 results from properties of ~, the preference relation induced
over the set of feasible distributions by equation 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6.

The type of

preference relation defined by these equations is known as a lexicographic order
and it can be shown [Hildenbrand and Kirman 76] that such relations are noncontinuous in the sense that the sets { X
closed for all allocations, X~

IX

~

X'} { X

I X'

~

X } are not

Given the lack of such elementary continuity

properties, examining the convergence properties of algorithm 6.1 is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

However, in the following sections, we will discuss the

results of our experience with the convergence of algorithm 6.1 for the Slotted
Aloha

and

time

window

protocols.

These

results,

however,

are

purely

experimental; a theoretical examination of the convergence problem remains a
topic for future research.

6.3.4. How Decentralized is Decentralized?
Before applying algorithm 6.1 to the Slotted Aloha and time window protocols,
let us examine the decentralized and non-decentralized aspects of the algorithm
itself.

Clearly, information about the utility functions at the various stations is

completely decentralized; a station knows its own local utility function but has
no information concerning the utility functions of the other stations in
network.

the

Since each station also locally performs the maximization step, the

computation of its demand at each iteration is also decentralized {and thus
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during

each iteration of algorithm 6.1,

the

N local maximizations can be

computed in parallel}.
As in most distributed systeIIl!, however, some information must be shared

among the network stations.

Several pieces of shared information are involved in

the initialization of algorithm 6.1.
potential and the value of Ci_j
which demand this resource.

The initial price of the i-j transmission

(in equation 6.7) must be known to all agents

In addition, although individual stations need only

know their own initial distribution of resources, shared information is also
required to insure the consistency of the initial distribution itself (Le., that
- i
- j
Xi_j +X i _ j ==1 for all i,}).
As we will see, determining the initial
distribution of resources IS equivalent to determining the relative priorities of the
stations.

These priority levels can either be set by a higher level network

mechanism or can be determined among the stations themselves according to
some set of predefined rules (e.g., i and j determine their initial allocations of
the

i-i

and

i-i

transmission potentials according to the ratio of their message

generation rates).
Finally, during the execution of the algorithm itself, each station must also
determine the network-wide demand for those transmission potentials which it
itself is demanding, in order to compute the relevant price changes.

Thus,

although each station locally computes price changes, its demand for a resource
must be communicated to all other stations which also demand this resource.

In

a single-hop multiple access network, a simple way to accomplish this is for i to
broadcast its N-l demands { X l~i' . . .,

X~_i

} for the silence of other

stations as well as its single demand (as discussed in section 6.4.1) for its own
probability of transmission.

In a single-hop environment, this information is

necessarily shared globally.
Interestingly, in a multi-hop environment, however, this information need not be
shared globally.

To see this, consider the 4-hop network shown in figure 6-3.

The four broadcast groups in this figure indicate those stations which can
directly communicate with each other.

For example, station 1's transmissions are

heard directly by stations 2 and 3 (since they are in l's broadcast group), but
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Figure 6-3:

A 4-hop multiple access network

not by stations 4, 5 or 6 and only those stations which are in a broadcast group
containing a station which is also in station l's broadcast group can interfere
with a transmission by station 1.

Thus, although station 4 can interfere with a

transmission by station 1 to station 3, station 5 can not do so.

Since a station's

performance

IS

thus only affected by those stations which can directly transmit

to a station

lD

its broadcast group, a transmission potential need only be defined

between it and those stations with which it can directly interfere.

For example,

in the network in figure 1>-3 a transmission potential would be defined between
stat tons 1 and 2, and 1 and 4 (since 1 and 4 can interfere at station 3), but no
such resource need be defined between 1 and 5 or 1 and 6 since these stations
have no direct effect on the message transmissions of station 1.
illustrates an important aspect of the resource allocation process:

resources
so

too

ar~

does

This example
ev~n

if the

mutually coupled, as the resources themselves become localized.
the

interaction involving their distribution.

That is,

as

the

resources themselves obtain a degree of spatial locality, the interaction required
for the allocation of these resources also naturally decomposes along these spatial
lines.
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6.4. An Application: Slotted Aloha
In this section we examine the use of a.lgorithm 6.1 to determine the Pareto
optimal steady state transmission probabilities in a Slotted Aloha [Abramson 731
multiple access network.
As previously discussed

10

chapter 2, in the Slotted Aloha protocol, time

IS

divided into fixed length slots, with the length of each slot equal to a single
message transmission time.

...

• •• • I

I ••
slot k

A

J

\.. slot k+1

• indicates a message transmission

Figure 6-4:

Time slots

10

the Slotted Aloha protocol

All message transmissions must start at the beginning of a time slot and thus
terminate at the end of the slot.

H two or more stations attempt to transmit

messages in the same slot (e.g., slot k in figure 6-4), their messages interfere
(collide) and must be scheduled for retransmission a.t some later time.

A

message is thus sent successfully if it is the only message transmitted during a
time slot (e.g., slot k+l in figure 6-4).
In order to apply algorithm 6.1 to the Slotted Aloha. or any other multiple
access protocol, we need only specify the stations' local utility functions, thruput j
and

P-8UCCj

6.4.1.

in equations 6.2 and 6.4; these functions will be presented in section

In the remaining subsections, we present the performance results for a

small (4 station) Slotted Aloha

network in

which

the

protocol's optimum

transmission probabilities have been computed using algorithm 6.1.

These results

are shown to both coincide with and extend the previously reported results of
Abramson [Abramson 731.
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6.4.1. The Utility Functions
Should station i receive the transmission potentials it demands of the other
j

j

Xi-; m { XI-i'

stations, then each

probability that station J will

j

. . . , XN_

j

}

represents the steady state

not attempt a message transmission at the

If we make the standard assumption regarding the

beginning of a time slot.

independence of the times at which stations actually attempt their transmissions,
the probability that agent i is successful when it attempts to send a message is
simply the probability that the rema.ining N-l stations are silent during that slot.
Thus, for th' Slotted Aloha protocol:
N

p-succ·1

=

ITX J .

(6.9)

)-1

J-l

Station i's throughput (messages successfully transmitted/slot) is simply the
probability that i. attempts a ~ransmission during a slot multiplied by
1

P-SUCCj.

1

Recall that { Xi-I' . . . , X i _ N } are i's demands to stations 1, .. ,N for the
i-I,.
.,i-N transmission potentials which dictate its own transmission
probability.

If i is required to actually transmit with a probability given by the

minimum of

{Xi~i

} (equivalently, to honor the maximum amount of its silence

which it is willing to let other stations own), the message throughput at station i
is given by:

thruput; -

(6.10)

mm

j=l,N

Note that the min

p

term in equation 6.10 will cause i to formulate its demands

such that the {X;~ i } are all equa.l, since otherwise i would be wasting part of
its budget in demanding extra (unusable) amounts of transmission potentials.
During

each

iteration

of

algorithm

6.1,

each

station

thus

performs

maximization step (equation 6.3 through 6.6) using equations 6.9 and 6.10.

the
This

step can be reformulated as the following constrained optimization problem:
maximize:

p-SUCC'
1

(6.11)

subject to:

(1) the budget constraint, equation 3.5

(6.12)

(2) thruputi ~. Ai

(6.13)
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w here A·I is the message generation rate at station i and the relational operator

<.

indicates that

P-6UCCj

should be maximized subject to the constraint that the

associated throughput be as close to, but not greater than, Ai'

Thus, a

distribution of transmission potentials for which the throughput of station i

IS

equal to Ai is to be preferred by station i to any other distribution which has a
different associated throughput, regardless of the value of P-succi'
As

previously discussed, the solution to the above constrained optimization

problem determines a station's demand at the current set of prices.

The

optimization problem itself can be solved usmg standard techniques, such as the
Lagrange method of undetermined multipliers.

Unfortunately, a simple closed-

form solution to the above maximization problem is not possible and numerical
techniques must be employed to solve the set of simultaneous equations resulting
from the Lagrangian technique.

6.4.2. Perfectly Symmetric Stations
Figure 6-5 shows the results of using algorithm 6.1 to determine the Pareto

,.
I

optimal set of transmission probabilities in a completely symmetric four station
Slotted Aloha network for various message generation rates.
rates

at

which

stations

generate

generated/slot) are identical ( \

=

messages

for

In this example, the

transmission

(messages

AT/4, where AT is the total system-wide

message generation rate) and each station begins with a symmetric allocation of
0.5 of each transmission potential which it demands.

AT is plotted along the

horizontal axis and the total system throughput, P(success) (the probability of a
successful

message

transmission,

when

attempted),

and

P(transmit)

(the

probability of message transmission) are plotted along the vertical axes.
The results indicate that for any message generation rate, even though each
station can initially transmit with a probability of 0.5 in each slot (due to the
initial allocation of transmission potentials), a. station will always demand (and
eventually receive) an alternate allocation of transmission potentials for which its
own transmission probability is smaller but the silence of the other stations is
larger.

In a lightly loaded network, this is a.n obvious result.

Informally, if Ai
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Slotted Aloha: the completely symmetric case
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is small enough so that a station need not transmit in hair or the slots, it should
obviously "trade away" some or its own unneeded probability or transmission in
return for the silence of other stations.

In a heavily loaded network, however, a

station will still trade away some of its probability of transmission, even in the
limiting case that it always had a message to send!

This is because it is in a

station's own selfish best interest to flow control itself (trade away some of its
initial probability of transmission) in exchange for similar Claw control by the
other stations in the network.

Thus, flow control arises naturally from a

station's pursuit or its own selfish interests.
The performance results themselves indicate that ror a system-wide message
generation rate less than 0.42, the stations set their transmission probabilities
such that the total system throughput equals the rate at which messages are
being generated, i.e., every message which is generated at a station is eventually
transmitted.

As the message generation rate increases, each station increases

P(transmit) such that, although P(success)
still

possible

to transmit every message.

IS

decreasing at the same time, it is
However,

once

>'T

exceeds 0.42,

P(transmit) remains constant, the system throughput thus remains constant and
an increasing message generation rate results in increasing message loss.

>

For

>'T

0.42, increasing P(transmit) past 0.23 would result in a lower throughput due

to an increased probability of a message collision.

Since such a throughput loss

is clearly not in a .station's best interest, the final value of P(transmit) will never
be greater than 0.23 for

>'T >

0.42.

As shown in figure 5-5, the system throughput, P(success) and P(transmit)
resulting from the decentralized "microeconomic" approach to channel sharing all
approach

the

heavy

trarfic

bounds predicted

by Abramson's [Abramson 731

centralized optimization of the finite population Slotted Aloha model.

As N (the

number of stations) grows large, we expect the point at which the stations
exhibit such asymptotic behavior to decrease from

>'T

=

0.42 to

>'T =

Abramson's bound for the infinite population Slotted Aloha system.

0.368,

We would

also expect the stations' throughput to again match the message generation rate
until it reaches its asymptotic value; our reason for this conjecture will be
discussed in the following section.
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Finally, we note that the ability of the present approach to reproduce preVIOUS,
known results provides an important check of the
methods

used

to

determine

equations and numerical

a station's demand.

It also provides a firm

foundation from which other aspects of the "microeconomic" approach can now
be explored.

6.4.3. Multiple Priority Levels and Heterogeneous Stations

6.4.3.1 Identical Message Generation Rates;
Differing Initial Allocations of Resources
In this section, we examine the effects of asymmetric initial allocations of
transmission potentials on the stations' performance.

The four stations will be

divided into two classes, with 2 stations in each class.

The rate at which the

stations generate messages will again be identical ().i= ).T/4, for each station i)
but the ratio of their initial allocation of transmission. potentials wil} be 3:1.
-

I

-}

That is, if stations i and j are in different classes, X i _ j =0.75, X i _ j . 0.25
-i
..
-J
If i and j are in the same class, Xi~ j
and. X;'-i .0.15, Xr. i =0.25.
-}

Xi _ j

=

Figure

-I

-}

Xj _ i = Xj _ i

=

6-6 shows

performance results

the

transmission potentials.

0.5.

For).T

<

for

3: 1 initial

allocation of

0.8, the throughput of class 1 equals the rate

at which messages are being generated; for ).T
P(success) remain constant.

a

>

0.8,

the throughput and

Thus the general behavior of class 1 stations is

similar to the perfectly symmetric case. except that they flow control themselves
at a larger value of ).T'

(Recall that in this case, flow control is indicated by

the fact that a station's throughput is less than its message generation rate.)
A more dramatic change occurs in the performance of the class 2 stations.
).T

<

For

0.25, the throughput of class 2 equals the rate at which messages are

being generated.

However, for ).T>0.25, class 2's throughput actually decreases

with an increasing message generation rate.

This is because as ).T increases, the

message generation rate of stations in class 1 increases, and their demands for
the transmission potentials which dictate their transmission probability thus also
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Slotted Aloha: identical message generation rates;
3:1 initial allocation or transmission potentials
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increase.

Since

class

1 stations start with

a

larger

initial

allocation

of

transmission potentials, these increasing demands will be satisfied, and, for ).T
>0.25, result in a final distribution of transmission potentials in which class 2
stations are

not allocated

enough resources

to

transmit all their messages.

Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to characterize (in terms of parameters
such as the message generation rates, number of stations or initial distribution of
transmission potentials) the point at which the performance of class 1 and class 2
stations begin to visibly diverge.
Of course, the increasing demands of the class 1 stations can not be indefinitely
satisfied, since the

transmission

potentials initially held by class 2 stations

guarantee some minimum performance level, regardless of the message generation
rate.

Note that the class 2 stations approach this minimum performance level as

the class 1 stations approach their maximum performance level and both classes
start flow-controlling themselves at that point where their throughput begins to
exhibit its asymptotic behavior.
Several of the above observations can be generalized for any number of classes,
ratio of message generation rates a.nd initial allocation of transmission potentials
by the following claim.

Suppose that at the network-wide message generation

rate, ).;, all classes of stations have begun flow-controlling themselves.
claim is that at

).;,

all classes of stations have

throughput values for all ).~ >

).;.

reached

their

Our

asymptotic

That is, once all stations have begun flow

controlling themselves, their throughput remains constant for all larger values of
the network-wide message generation rate.

Note that one implication of the

above claim is that there is always at least one class of stations (e.g., class 1 in
figure 6-6) whose throughput matches its message generation rate up to the point
at which the entire system begins to exhibit asymptotic behavior.
To establish this claim, we first note that the throughput of all classes cannot
be smaller at some ).~ ().~> ).;) than at ).~, since all stations could simply use
the

optimum

transmission

throughput at ).~.

probabilities

used

at

).~ to

achieve

the

same

Thus if the above claim is not to hold, there must be at

least one class, i, of stations which has a C1ow-controlled, but larger, throughput
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at >.~ than at >.;..

It can be easily shown that no such class,

I,

of stations can

exist, thus establishing the above claim.
Informally, let S,{>.~) be the throughput of class i when the network-wide
message generation rate is >.~ and let S,{>.;) be the throughput at >.~
>.;, S,{>.~)

S,{>.~)

>

>

(>.~

S,{>.;) and all classes flow-controlled at >.;, by hypothesis).

>

Since

S,{>';), class i stations are receiving a larger amount of transmission

potentials (to support their larger throughput) at >.~ than at >.;.

However, if

class i stations can receive enough transmission potentials to support S,{>.~) at
I

>'T' they can also receive enough transmission potentials to achieve up to this
same level of throughput at >.;, since the resource needs of all stations are less
at >.; than at >.~.
actually

demand

The only case

and

receive

In

enough

which the class i stations would not
transmission

potentials

throughput S,{>.~) at >.; is if the message generation rate at

to

support

>';is less than

S,{>.~), in which case they could still receive enough transmission potentials
support their message generation rate at >.;.
s.{>.;) =

>.;.

Thus, either S.{>.;) =

Thus there is no class, i, of stations such that S,{>.~)

to

S.{>'~) or

>

S.{>.;),

with all stations flow controlled at both ).; and >.~.
The effects of increasing the disparity in the initial allocation of transmission
potentials is shown in figure ~ 7.

This figure plots the throughput (by class)

versus the probability of message collision (which determines the average number
of times a message must be retransmitted and hence, influences the message
delay) for a ratio of initial allocations of 1:1, 3:1 and 9:1.
figure

~7

The dashed lines in

indicate levels of constant system-wide message generation rate.

previously discussed, after a certain generation rate,
P(success) and

P(transmit) remain

constant and

As

a station's throughput,

thus the

endpoints of the

throughput/P{ collision) curves provide the performance results for all message
generation rates greater than this value.
The effects of changing the ratio of the initial allocation of transmission
potentials are best understood by examining system performance along a curve of
constant message generation rate.
=

0.4.

Consider, (or example, the dotted line for >'T

For a 1:1 initial allocation of transmission potentials, both classes
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Figure 6-7:

Slotted Aloha: identical message generation rates;
differing initial allocation of transmission potentials

operate with a non-flow-controlled throughput of 0.2 and a 0.45 probability of
collision.

For a 3: 1 initial allocation of transmission potentials, class 1 operates

at the same non-flow-controlled throughput of 0.2 but has a lower probability of
collisions (and hence better performance than in the 1:1 case).

This performance

increase for the class 1 stations is accompanied by a performance degradation for
the class 2 stations: although the probability of collisions has decreased for the
class

2 stations,

their

throughput

has also

decreased (which, according

equations 6.3, 6.4 and 6.6 is a performance degradation).

to

When the ratio of the

initial allocations is increased to 9:1, the disparity of the performance levels
widens even more.
The role of the initial allocation of transmission potentials as a prioritization
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mech&Di~m ~hould be clear from the re~ults of figure~ ~6 &Dd ~7.

Stations with

a larger initial allocation of resources can essentia.lIy "buy" a better performance
level due to the larger value of their initia.l "worth" (as defined in section 6.3.2.).
For

a

consta.nt

network-wide

message generation

rate,

an

increased

initial

allocation of transmission potentials to the higher priority stations means these
stations can begin flow controlling the lower priority stations at an even lower
message generation rate &Dd begin flow controlling themselves at a larger message
generation rate.

As shown in figure ~7, the point at which the stations flow

control themselves critically depends on the initial allocation of transmission
potentials.

This demonstrates an important aspect of the priority mech&Dism

itself: the ability to select an initial allocation of transmission potential~ from a
continuum of such allocations, provides the capability of imposing any of a
continuum of priority level~ over the stations in the network.

6.4.3.2 Differing Message Generation Rates;
Symmetric Initial Allocation of Resources
In this section we consider the case in which the stations are partitioned into
two classes (with 2 stations in each class) with asymmetric message generation
rates and a symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials.

Given the

role of the initial allocation of transmission potentials as a priority mechanism,
one might suspect that the symmetric initial allocation

In

this case results in

equivalent performance levels for each class of stations.

Alternatively, since the

performance levels themselves are dependent on Ai (equation 6.4), one might also
expect the differing message generation rates to result in different performance
levels for each class of stations.

Figure

~8

indicates that, depending on the

value of AT' either or neither of the above suspicions is correct.
In figure ~8, the throughput (by class) and P{success) are plotted veI'SU~ AT
for a 3:1 ratio of message generation rates (Ac:l&A
initial

allocation

of transmission

potentials.

1

=

3A c1u•

As shown

2)

in

and a symmetric
figure

~8,

the

performance characteristics of the 2 classes differ in each of 3 intervals of AT'
For AT

<

0.37, both classes ca.n secure enough transmission potentials to insure
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Figure 6-8:
Slotted Aloha: Ac1us 1 = 3Aelass 2;
symmetric initia.l allocation of transmission potentials
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that their throughput matches their message generation rate.

The differences in

P(success) in this region results from the small number of stations In
network.

the

Note that P(success) for a single class 2 station depends on the

transmission probabilities of one other class 2 station and two class 1 stations,
while P(success) for a class 1 station, depends on the transmission probabilities of
only one other class 1 station and two class 2 stations.
all classes) are transmitted when AT

<

Since all messages (from

0.37 and since AdUlI

>

Adus2 , a class 2

station thus sees more traffic being transmitted by the other three stations in
the network than a class 1 station sees.

Thus, a class 2 station has a smaller

value of P{ success).
In the region 0.37

<

AT

<

0.87, the throughput of class 2 increases and the

throughput of class 1 decreases, with an increasing AT'

In this region, although

the class 2 stations still require less of the transmission potentials than the class

1 stations (due to their smaller message generation rate), they do require enough
of these resources that the class 1 stations can no longer obtain enough resources
Thus, as AdUl

to match their throughput with their message generation rate.

2

Increases, the class 2 stations require more resources, a.nd are allocated resources
which for smaller AT' were allocated to the class 1 stations.

Thus, in this

regIon, the performance of the class 1 sta.tions degrades with an increasing value
of AT'
Of course, as Adass

2

increases, class 2's increasing demand for transmission

potentials will be satisfied only up to a certain point.

Since both classes have

the same initial allocation of resources, once the final allocation of resources is
identical, an increasing value of AT will no longer affect the final distribution of
This occurs at AT

resources.

=z

0.87 and thus for AT

stations realize the same throughput and P{success).
our cla.im

In

the

previous section, once

>

0.87, both classes of

Note that, as predicted by

both classes begin flow controlling

themselves, both their throughputs remain constant for all larger values of AT'
Figure

6-9

Adassi ;A clasS2

plots

the

throughput

versus

P( collision)

for

varIous

ratios

and a symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials.

of

Once

again, the dashed lines indicate levels of constant system-wide message generation
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Figure 6-9z
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rate; the single points indicate the va.lue of ).T at the indicated performance
poin t.

Note tha.t

a,.,

the disparity of mes:!age generation rates increases, the

maximum throughput achievable by the class 1 stations also increases.

This

results from the fact that as the ratio of the message generation rates increases,
the system behavior at these points of maximum throughput becomes increasingly
more like that of a system consisting solely of (a smaller number of) class 1
stations.

As).T Increases, however, the increasing demands of the clas:! 2

stations always eventually cause the class 1 stations to flow control themselves
until ultimately, the throughput and P(succes:!) of the two classes converge to
identical values.

Note

that although these

are

exactly the

same

limiting

throughput and P(success) va.lues as in the completely symmetric case, as the
ratio of the message generation ra.tes increases, the message generation rate at
which the performance values of the classes converge also increases.

6.4.4. Comments
The results in figures 6-5 through 6-9 were obtained by simulating the process
of resource demand formulation and price change described by algorithm 6.1
using equations 6.9 and 6.10 to define the utility of an allocation of transmission
potentials.

In simulating this process, numerous initial price vectors and values

for the constant ci_ j were chosen.

It was found that, as long as ci_J was

chosen small enough to insure that the price changes always resulted

III

a new

non-negative price value, algorithm 6.1 terminated with the results shown in
figures 6-5 through 6-9.

The algorithm was considered to have converged when

the total demand for every resource was within half a percent of the total
amount available.

As would be expected, the value of Ci_j was found to

greatly influence the algorithmic convergence time.

In general, for a given set of

initial prices, the smaller the initial value chosen for ci_ j , the larger the
convergence time of algorithm 6.1.
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6.5. An Application: The Time Window Protocol
In this section, we examine the use of algorithm 6.1 in determining the optimal
window sizes for the time window protocol in a heterogeneous mUltiple access
network.

Our previous work on optimizing the window size has focused on

optimizing the window size with respect to a single system-wide performance
objective, with the optimization itself being performed
As

previously discussed,

scheme.

Furthermore,

there
due

10

a centralized manner.

are several drawbacks to such a centra.lized
to

the

nature

of

the

centralized

performance

objective, each station is also locked into a de facto priority level based on its
message generation ra.te and the single performance objective itself provides no
rational basis for introducing different priority levels among the stations in the
network.

In the distributed, "microeconomic" approach explored in this section,

decentralized performance objectives are again formulated, the optimization IS
performed in a distributed manner (using algorithm 6.1) and, once again, any of
a continuum of priority levels can be imposed over the stations in the network.
Of course, since the single optimal window size computed by the centralized
approach is also a Pareto optimal window size, the "microeconomic" approach
will also be able to reproduce this result given some appropriate initial allocation
of transmission potentials.
Recall that

10

the time window protocol, the probability that a station initially

attempts to transmit a message when permitted to do so (i.e.. whenever an
initial window is chosen) is determined by the probability that it has a message
which was generated during the selected interval of time.

Thus, the lengths or

sizes of the initial time windows will determine the steady state probabilities that
the stations attempt message transmissions (when initially permitted to do so,
I.e., whenever an initial window is chosen) and vice versa.

Throughout the

remainder of this section, we will focus on these steady state transmission
probabilities rather than directly on the window sizes.

Once the stations have

computed these steady state transmission probabilities, each station can then
determine
probability.

the

initial

window

sIze

realizing

its

steady

state

transmission

This can be be accomplished, for example, by first estimating the

initial window size and then quasi-statically adjusting the estimate until the
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optimal transmission probability is realized.

The details of such an adjustment

process will not be considered here, however, and remain a topic for future
research.
Our model of the time window protocol is thus ~ follows.
into mini-slots of length
access channel.

T,

Time is divided

the end-~end propagation delay of the multiple

A message's transmission time is typically many times larger

than T and thus a message will be transmitted over a period' of many such minislots.

Each station can attempt to begin a message transmission only in a mini-

slot which is not part of an on-going message transmission (e.g., mini-slot I in
figure

~10

) and also not part of the collision resolution time for previously

colliding messages (e.g., mini-slot n in figure 6-10).

In figure 6-10, the number of

stations initially attempting to begin a message transmission in a mini-slot

15

given by the number of dots in the mini-slot.
The mini-slots themselves form variable length frames consisting of one or more
Each frame begins with a mini-slot in which the stations have the

mini-slots.

opportunity to attempt a message transmission.

In the case that no stations

attempt a message transmission in this first mini-slot (e.g., mini-slots 1,2,3 and I
in figure 6-10), the frame consists of this mini-slot alone.

If exactly one station

successfully attempts to begin a transmission in the first mini-slot (e.g., mini-slot
m in figure 5-10), the frame consists of this and all subsequent mini-slots until
the end of the message transmission.

In figure

~ 10,

a successful message

transmission (shown by a darkly outlined rectangle) consists of numerous minislots

and

begins

transmission.

with

a

mini-slot

containing

a

single

attempted

message

The remaining mini-slots in a successful transmission are shaded in

this figure.
Finally, if two or more

statio~

attempt a message transmission

In

the first

mini-slot (e.g., mini-slots 4 and n in figure 6-10), the collision resolution time as
well as time required for the eventual successful transmission of a message
included in the frame length.

15

For example, in figure 6-10, three stations have

chosen their initial time windows such that they initially attempt to begin a
message transmission in mini-slot 4.

In this case, the initial time windows would
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be split and halves of the split windows are then selected as the new time
windows, as previously discussed.

In our example, suppose the three stations still

have messages which were generated during their new time windows and thus all
three again attempt to initiate a message transmission during mini-slot 5.

At

mini·slot 6, the windows have been further split and only two stations now
attempt to begin a message transmission.

The windowing process continues until

mini-slot 8, at which point a single station initiates successful transmission of its
message; this message is then successfully transmitted during the remaining minislots of the frame.
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Figure 6-10:

Mini-slots and frames In the time window protocol

In order to apply algorithm 6.1 to the time window protocol, we need only
specify the stations' local utility functions, thruput j and
and 6.4.

P-SUCCj,

These functions will be presented in section 6.5.1.

in equations 6.2
In the remaining

subsections we present the performance results for cases in which the steady
state probabilities of transmission have been computed using the "microeconomic"
approach of algorithm 6.1.
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6.5.1. The Utility Functions
Given the above definition of a frame, the opportunity for a station to attempt
a message transmission arises only during the first mini-slot of each time frame.
Thus, should station i receive the transmission potentials it demands from the
i.
i
i
other N-l stations, each Xi- i In {X1-i' . . ., XN_i } represents the steady
state probability that station j will not attempt a transmission at the beginning
of a frame.

Once again, we will assume that each station's decision of whether

or not to transmit in a frame is independent of its past attempts.

Let us now

derive the P-8UCCj and thruputj functions which determine the utility of a
particular allocation of transmission potentials to station t.
The probability that station i is actually successful in transmitting a message

1D

a frame in which it attempts a transmission can be determined by conditioning
on the transmission probabilities of the other stations.

Given that windows are

chosen independently of the message generation process, a characteristic of the
time window protocol's collision resolution process is that each station which
attempts a message transmission at the beginning of a frame is equally likely to
be the station which eventually successfully transmits a message in that frame.
Thus we have:
N-I

P-8UCCj -

E { PO

other stations attempt to transmit) / (j+l)}

(6.14)

J=O

Since station i knows the probabilities

{Xl~i'

I

X N _ i } of non-transmission

(by the other N-l stations) associated with a particular allocation of transmission
potentials, the transmission probabilities associated with this allocation are also
.

i

i

known and are simply 1- X l _ i ' ... , 1- X N- i . Given these probabilities, t
can easily compute the probabilities inside the sum of equation 6.14 by a
straightforward combinatorial analysis.
Deriving the thruputi utility function is somewhat more complicated.

We begin

by deriving an expression for the system-wide throughput associated with a given
allocation of transmission potentials.

Consider the operation of the time window

protocol over a finite number of mini-slots, as shown in figure 6-10, and suppose
the initial allocation of transmission potentials is such that n(t o) messages are
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successfully transmitted in the time interval [O,tol.

In this case, the system-wide

throughput (in units of the fraction of each mini-slot used for a successful
message transmission) is given by:

total-thruput

=

n( to)M / to

(6.15)

where M is the transmission time (in mini-slots) of a message.
As shown in figure &-10, the mini-slots in [O,tol occur in alternating groups of
empty frames followed by a frame containing a (possibly zero length) contention
period and a message transmission.

Note that the number of empty frames

If we define:

preceding a message transmission may itself be zero.

as the number of occurrences of a run of k empty slots immediately
preceding a message transmission in [O,tol.
U[O.tol.k

as the number of contention periods of exactly k mini-slots

10

[0, tol.

then we have:
(6.16)

and from equation 6.15 and 6.16, we thus have:

total-thruput[O,toJ =

M

00

M

f-;

+

(6.17)

Taking the limit of equation 6.17 as to lim

to-OO

total-thruput(O t

00

1 -

00,

00

• OJ

M

we get:
M

00

+ (_;

(6.18)

where
elc

is the probability of k empty frames immediately preceding each
frame containing a message transmission.

s"

is the probability that a. contention period is k mini-slots long.

Note that the first sum in the denominator of equation 6.18 is simply the
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average

number of empty frames

message tr~mission.

associated with each frame

containing a

The value of this sum is thus simply the ratio of the

number of empty frames to the number or non-empty frames, or:
00

(~ ekk

(6.19)

P(empty frame)/P(non-empty frame)

=

knows the value of its own transmission probability ( min{Xi~1r

Since station

t

.. "' Xj~N

} ) associated with a given allocation of transmission potentials, a.3

well

as

those

probabilities

In

of the

other

equation 6.19.

N-l

stations,

it can

ea.3ily compute

the

two

The second sum in the denominator of equation

6.18 can be readily identified as the average length of a contention period.

The

value of this sum can also be computed in a straightforward fashion by each
station

using

a

combinatorial

analysis

involving

the

stations'

transmission

probabilities, as previously discussed in chapter 3.
Each station i can thus compute the system-wide throughput associated with a
gIven allocation of transmission potentials using equation 6.18.
6.18,

Given equation

the thruputj function can now be ea.3ily determined.

transmits

with

a

steady state

•

probability of

lI!in{Xi~J'
J

} or,

Since i itself
equivalently,

transmits in a fraction, Il!in {Xi~ j }, of the frames, it is easily seen that i's
J

fraction of the total throughput is given by:
Il!in {Xi~ j }
J

N

and thus

thruputj

Il!in{Xi~j
J

::::3

}

M
(6.20)

N

lI!in{Xj~j } +
J

l:

J-I

00
1

X·)-1.

M

+

00

~ ekk + ~ skk

Equations 6.14 and 6.20 thus specify the local P-auccj and thruput j functions
for each of the stations. In the following subsections, we examine the use of
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algorithm 6.1 in computing the optimal transmission probabilities for the time
window protocol.

In each of these examples, the maximization step will be

performed using the formulation of equations 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, using equations
6.14 and 6.20 to define the utility functions.

6.5.2. Perfectly Symmetric Stations
Figure 6-11 shows the results of using algorithm 6.1 to determine the Pareto
optimal set of transmission probabilities in a completely symmetric four station
multiple access network using the time window protocol.
rates

at

which

transmission

stations

time) are

generate

messages

In this example, the

(messages

generated/message

identical and each station begins with a symmetric

allocation of 0.5 of each transmission potential which it demands.

The message

size, M, (in mini-slots) for this and all subsequent examples is taken to be
M= 10.

The sum of the message generation rates at all four stations is plotted

along the

horizontal axiS and

probability of successfully

the

total system throughput,

transmitting

a

message

In

a

P(success) (the

frame

in which

a

transmission is initially attempted), and P( transmit) (the probability of message
transmission) are plotted along the vertical axes.
The results of figure 6-11 indicate that the general behavior of the time
window protocol is similar to that of the Slotted Aloha protocol in a completely
symmetric -4 station network.
generation
themselves.
constant.

rate

up

to

the

Once again, the throughput matches the message
point

at

which

stations

begin

flow

controlling

As AT increases beyond this point, the throughput again remains
Note, however, that the throughput at which the stations flow control

themselves (and hence the maximum achievable throughput) in the time window
protocol is significantly greater tha.n in the Slotted Aloha protocol.

This results

primarily from the stations' ability to detect and abort colliding transmissions
after only a single mini-slot.
As expected,

P(success) decreases with, and P(transmit) increases with,

an

increasing message generation rate.

Note, however, that P(transmit) remains

quite small for most values of AT'

Since each station has the opportunity to
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Figure 6-11:

Time Window Protocol: the completely symmetric case
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transmit at the beginning of every frame, as the number of empty frames
increa.se~, so too does the opportunity to transmit.

For small values of AT' most

frames are empty and thus, not only do stations need to transmit infrequently,
but the opportunity to do so arises more frequently than in the heavily loaded
case.

Thus, P( transmit) remains small for all but relatively large values of AT'

In this completely symmetric case, we can easily check the results of the
distributed computation of algorithm 6.1.

Let us play the role of network

manager and compute the optimal transmission probabilities using a. centralized
optimization scheme.

Since all sta.tions have equal priority and equal message

generation rates, their optimal transmission probabilities should also be identical.
Thus,

we

can

simply

transmission probability.

maximize

thruputj

over

all

possible

values

of

this

A straightforward numerical maximization of thruput j

reveals that the unique throughput maximum occurs at P(transmit) =

0.38.

This computed bound, as well as the resulting bounds for the throughput and
P(success} are shown by the dashed line in figure 6-11.

Note that these bounds

exactly match the bounds computed via the decentralized demand formulation
and price adjustment mechanism of algorithm 6.1.

Once again, the ability or

algorithm 6.1 to reproduce the centralized results provides an important check or
the equations and numerical methods used in the computation of the stations'
demands.

6.5.3. Multiple Priority Levels and Heterogeneous Stations

6.S.3.1. Identical Message Generation Rates;

Differing Initial Allocations of Resources
In this section, we examine the effects of asymmetric initial allocations of
transmisSion potentia.ls on the stations' performance.
be divided

The four sta.tions will again

into two classes, with 2 stations in each class.

The message

generation rates for each class of stations will again be identical (Aj= AT /4, for
each station i) but the ratio of their initial allocations or transmission potentials
will be 3:1.
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Figure 8-12:
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Figure

~12

shows

the

performance

results

for

a 3:1

initial allocation of

As in the perfectly symmetric case, the performance

transmission potentials.

results exhibit the same general behavior as in the Slotted Aloha protocol.

Also,

as established in section 6.4.3, once both classes begin (Jow controlling themselves,
their throughput remains constant with increasing }.T'
Once again, since the class 1 stations possess a larger initial distribution of
transmission potentials, they can essentially "buy" themselves a better level of
For}.T

performance.

<

0.45,

there

is

no

noticeable

difference

In

the

performance levels of the two classes; this is because at such low values of }.T'
there is little contention for the channel and each class of stations almost always
transmits without interference.

For values 0.45

<

}.T

<

1.45, however, the

increase in performance for the class 1 stations (over the completely symmetric
case) results in a performance degra.dation for the class 2 stations.

Moreover, as

the value of }.T increases in this interval, the performance of the class 2 stations
degrades further, although not as severely as in the Slotted Aloha example.

The

performance of the class 2 stations can not degrade indefinitely, however, since
their initial allocation of transmission potentials will always guarantee some
minimum performance level.

As shown in figure 5-12, class 2 stations achieve

this minimum level of performance for all values of }.T

>

1.45.

Note that in

any such regions in which }.T exceeds the throughput, there must be some
mechanism for losing messages at the sending stations (e.g., policy element 4 in
the windowing policy) in order to prevent infinite length message queues from
building up at the sending stations.
The effects of increasing the disparity in the initial allocations of transmission
potentials is shown in figure 5-13, which plots the throughput (by class) versus
the probability that a station in not successful in eventually transmitting a
message

1D

a

frame

in which it initially attempts a message transmission.

Performance results are shown for ratios of initial allocations of 1:1, 3:1 and 9:1;
once again the dashed lines indicate constant levels of }.T'

Figure 5-13 agalD

demonstrates the role of the initia.l allocation of transmission potentials as a
Prioritization mechanism.

For example, with a network-wide message generation

rate of 0.8 (messages generated/message transmission time) and a completely
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symmetric

initial

P(unsuccessful).

allocation,

both

cl~es

realize

the same

throughput and

At the same value of XT1 with a 3:1 ratio of initial allocations,

the throughput of class 1 stations remains constant, but P( unsuccessful) decreases
- a performance increase.

The performance increase for the class 1 stations,

however, is balanced by a throughput loss (performance degradation) (or the class
2 stations.

When the ratio of the initial allocations is increased to 9:1 the

disparity in the performance levels becomes even greater.
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Figure 6-13:

Time Window Protocol: identical message generation rates;
differing initial allocation of transmission potentials

6.5.3.2. Differing Message Generation Rates;
Symmetric Initial Allocation of Resources
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Figure 6-14 plots the throughput (by class), P(transmit) and P(success) versus

AT for a. 3:1 ratio of message generation ra.tes (AciUl 1 symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials.

3Aclasa 2) and a

As in the Slotted Aloha

case, the performance characteristics of the 2 classes differ in each of 3 intervals
of AT'

In the region AT

<

0.5, both stations can secure enough transmission

potentials to match their throughput and message generation rates.

Once again,

as previously discussed in the Slotted Aloha case, the differences in the values of
P(success) in this region result from the small number of stations in the network.
In the region, 0.5

< AT <

1.4, the increasing resource demands of class 2

stations no longer permit the class 1 stations to secure enough transmission
potentials to match their throughput with their (3:1 larger) message generation
rate.

Thus, as AT increases, the throughput of the class 1 stations decreases due

to the increasing demands of the class 2 stations.

The increasing demands of the

class 2 stations can, of course, be satisfied only up to a point.
begins with

an

identical

initial

allocation of transmission

Since each class
potentials, as AT

increases, each class should also eventually obtain an identical final allocation of
transmission potentials.

As shown In figure 6-14, for a 3:1 ratio of message

generation rates, this occurs at AT -

1.4 and for AT

>

1.4, the throughput,

P(success) and P(transmit) of class 1 and class 2 stations remain identical and
constant.
Figure &-15 plots the throughput versus P( unsuccessful) for various ratios of

Acl &5S1

: \1&552

and a symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials.

The

dashed lines indicate levels of constant AT and the single points indicate the
value of the system-wide message generation rate at the indicated performance
point.

Once again,

as in Slotted Aloha,

as the disparity of the message

generation rates increases, the maximum throughput achievable by the class 1
stations also increases, although not nearly as dramatically as in Slotted Aloha.
Also, as in Slotted Aloha, the performance results for each ratio of message
generation rates converge to (nearly) identical values as the rate at which
messages are generated increases.

Note, however, that the value of AT at which

these results converge itself increases as the disparity in the message generation
rates Increases.
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Time Window Protocol: >'clUl 1 = 3>'elu12;
symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials

Figure 6-14:
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Figure 6-15:

Time Window Protocol: differing message generation rates;
symmetric initial allocation of transmission potentials

6.5.4. Comments
Our experiences with the convergence of algorithm 6.1 usmg the time window
protocol utility functions differed significantly from those with Slotted Aloha
utility functions.

As previously discussed, for Slotted Aloha, it was found that

as long as ci_ i was small enough to insure that the prices remained positive,
algorithm 6.1 converged for all values of ci_ i and initial price vectors which
were examined.

For the time window protocol, this condition was found to be

necessary but not sufficient to msure convergence.

That is, while algorithm 6.1
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was found to converge for most initial price vectors examined, several initial
price vectors were found such that algorithm 6.1 did not converge, regardless of
the values chosen ror ci_i '

In these cases, the initial price vectors typically

differed significantly from the equilibrium price vector, Furthermore, for the case
of asymmetric

message

generation

rates or initial allocation or transmission

potentials, it was necessary to additionally specify, ror each station, those stations
which were in the same class (and thus would have the same performance level)
in order to reduce the numerical complexity of the problem.
uncertain

whether

dirriculties or

IS

the

observed

non-convergence

is

a

We are currently

result

of

numerical

an inherent property of the utility functions themselves.

While

we suspect the former possibility is more likely (primarily due to our success
with the Slotted Aloha protocol and in most cases with

the time window

protocol), we cannot rule out the latter possibility, since the existence of utility
functions for which the algorithm 6.1 does not converge has been previously
demonstrated [Scarf 50, Negishi 62) in the literature.

6.6. Summary
In this chapter we have examined a decentralized approach towards optimizing
one of the operational parameters of a multiple access protocol.

Our approach

was to first formulate this optimization problem in terms of a fictitious resource
allocation problem and then develop a distributed algorithm for computing the
optimal distribution of these fictitious resources to solve this second problem.
This

algorithm was

based

on

mode/a previously developed in the field of

microeconomics which attempt to expla.in how people optimally share resources
among themselves in an information ally decentralized manner.

In this scheme,

agents act as selfish, utility-maximizing entities and their interaction through a
resource pricing mechanism serves as a decentralized computational device for
determining the optimal distribution of resources.
The motivation for developing such a distributed approach towards optimization
in a network environment, especia.lly in heterogeneous network environments, was
presented

In

networks

and

section 6.2 and related previous work in the fields of computer
microeconomics

was

then

discussed.

The

fictitious

network
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resources, known as transmission potentials, and the notion of the multiple access
network as a perfectly competitive marketplace were then developed in section
6.3.

The

modification

iterative
was

process

then

of

detailed

demand
and

formulation

several

of

its

and

subsequent

aspects,

including

price
its

decentralized nature, convergence properties, and the provable optimality of its
results were then

considered.

In sections 6.4

and 6.5,

the

microeconomic

approach was then used to determine the optimal transmission probabilities for
the Slotted Aloha and time window protocols in heterogeneous multiple access
environments.

The results were shown to both coincide with, and extend, results

obtained using centralized optimization techniques.

Flow control and priorities

were also shown to emerge naturally from this approach.
In the following chapter, the conclusion to this thesis, we will discuss several
additional observations about this microeconomic approach, including its possible
use in solving real resource alloca.tion problems in networks.
identify directions for possible future research within this area.

We will also
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Chapter 7
Summary and Directions for Future Research

In this thesis we have addressed the problem of the design and analysis of
communication

protocols

for

supporting

a.pplications in multiple access networks.

time-constrained

communication

The principal contributions of this

thesis fall into two categories:

1. the development and analysis of a novel cla~~ of protocol~ for ~upporting
time-constrained communication applications in a multiple access
environment. There are several contributions falling under this category:
a.

identification of the critical role of an access protocol as a distributed
message transmission scheduling mechanism and the importance of this
role in determining the time-constrained performance of a protocol.
Given the importance of this role, we have developed a class of
m- -iple access protocols, based on the use of tiine windows, which
can provide any of a family of message transmission scheduling
disciplines based on message generation times.
Novel exact and
approximate performance models were developed for the cases in which
the protocol provides FCFS, LCFS and Random scheduling.

b.

derivation of the optimal elements of the windowing policy of the time
window protocol using a semi-Markov decision model.
The
performance model we developed to examine the time-constrained
behavior of the optimal windowing policy is based on a queueing
system with impatient customers.
This work augments existing
analytic modeling techniques by providing a simple, analytically
tractable model for determining customer loss in MIGll queues in
which customers are denied service when their waiting time exceeds a
given time bound.

c.

extension of the time window protocol to the multi-class case in which
network stations must support the transmission of both timeconstrained and non-time-constrained classes of traffic.
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2. deveiopment- 0/ a "y"tematic and /ormal approach toward" di"tributed
optimization vIa a /ictitioulJ re.!ource "haring paradigm and a
decentralized microeconomic approach toward" the .!olution 0/ re"ource
sharing problemlJ. This work dra.ws on models and methods (rom
microeconomic theory to provide blueprints for a more systematic approach
towards engineering decentralized optimization algorithms and distributed
resource sharing mechanisms in distributed systems. Our "microeconomic"
approach was successfully applied to the problem of computing the optimum
transmission probabilities (or both the time window protocol and the Slotted
Aloha protocol.
Interestingly, several network mechanisms, such as flow
control and priorities were found to emerge naturally from this approach.
We believe that many of the above contributions transcend the particular
problem domain of time-constrained communication tn multiple access networks
and

have

applications

to

problems occurrtng

computation and communication.

tn

other areas of distributed

For exa.mple, ma.ny of our performance models,

such as our work on queues with impatient customers a.nd our semi-Markov
decision model of protocol operation, have applications to other network problems
such as calculation of buffer overflow probabilities.

More generally, these models

will be applicable to most other problems in which network entities have a timecritical

need to access a shared network resource.

In our work on

the

microeconomic approach towards decentralized optimization of the transmission
probabilities, we cast the optimization problem in terms of a fictitious resource
allocation problem and used the decentralized, microeconomic approach to solve
this problem.

We believe such an approach is likely to be applicable to other

optimization problems as well.

Also, the application of these ideas to the

optimal allocation of real resources in a distributed network environment seems
an obvious, yet currently unexplored, extension of this work.

There are many additional possible directions in which the research presented
in this thesis can be extended.

Several extensions of our work on the time

window protocol seem promlstng to pursue.

First, note that our definition of a

policy (i.e., elements (1) through (6) in section 5.3) is only one policy by which
the protocol can be controlled.

Introducing additional policy elements (e.g., not

necessarily splitting a window

in

improvements.

half),

may result

in

further

performance

Secondly, the protocols presented in this thesis all operate in a
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synchronous manner.
difficult

task,

it

Since the synchronization of distributed stations

would

asynchronous manner.

be

desirable

for

the

protocol

to

IS

often a

operate

10

an

It would be interesting to explore different approaches for

achieving this asynchronous operation and the effect of these approaches on the
time-constrained performance of the protocol.
investigated several aspects of this problem.

Molle [Molle

831

has recently

Finally, in chapter 5 we presented a

scheme for generalizing the time window mechanism for the case

10

which both

time-constrained and non-time-constrained messages must be transmitted by the
network stations.

Our aim here was simply to demonstrate that the windowing

mechanism can be naturally extended to such an environment and to examine
the performance tradeoffs available when both classes of traffic are supported.
The extensions to the time window protocol presented in chapter 5 are but one
way

10

which the protocol can be modified to support multiple classes of message

traffic; alternate windowing schemes can be easily imagined and a comparative
performance study of such schemes remains another problem for future research.
We believe that many of the most important and promlslOg directions for
related future research lie in the areas of decentralized resource sharing and
distributed optimization.

The most important, and probably the most difficult,

immediate problem involves the convergence properties of the resource pricing
mechanism.

711

Few results are currently available in this area [Arrow and Hahn

and significant additional theoretical results are likely to be required before

such a mecha.nism can be considered for implementation in actual systems.

The

application of the selfish, microeconomic approach to other network problems,
such as flow control in virtual circuits [Yemini 811 and real resource sharing
problems, such as distributed loadsharing and distributed directory placement,
seems quite promising and should also be pursued.

Finally, several alternate

pricing mechanisms have been proposed, though not as thoroughly explored, in
the economics literature.

The investigation of these approaches, especially those

which would not require resource allocation to be performed prior to system
startup, is also an important area for future research.
Finally, we believe that the notion of a network of distributed agents as an
artificial society of

interacting

entities

is a

particularly rich

and

powerful
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metaphor and evocative of the many similarities which exist between naturally
occurring and man-made (engineered) distributed systeIru5.

Recently, we have

seen ideas from seemingly distant fields such as organizational management, team
decision theory and the organization of natural systeIru5 [Hluchyj and Gallager
81, Fox 81, Lesser and Corkill 81, Lesser and Corkill
of distributed problem solving.
lead to particularly fruitful

831

appearing in the area

We believe this cross-fertilization of ideas may

re~earch

directions tn the future.

For just as

humans, as individuals, process information efficiently and researchers in artificial
intelligence look to the human mind for efficient methods of storing, retrieving
and processing information, we believe that humans, as societal agents, also
organize and process information efficiently as a group and that designers of
distributed systems can thus look to models of human economic and social
organization for insight into efficient methods in distributed problem solving.
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